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ORNAMENTS DISCOVERED.

PART THE FIRST.

ON a dark cold night, in the middle of No-
vember, as Mr. Hardy was travelling in a

stage-coach along the post-road leading
from

London to Norwich, he was roused from a

sound sleep at the end of a stage, by the

coachman's opening the door of the carriage,
and begging leave to look for a parcel which
was in the box under Mr. Hardy's seat. The
opening of the door admitted a violent gust of

wind and rain, which was very unpleasant to

the feelings of the sleeping passengers, and
roused them to a perfect consciousness of the

situation of those who were on the outside of
the carriage ;

"
I hope you have a good thick

coat on to guard you against the cold and wet,
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" I have a very good one, Sir," replied the

man,
" hut I have lent it to a poor little girl

that we have on the top, for my heart bled

for her, poor thing, she had so little on to

keep her warm."
" A child exposed on the outside of the

coach orisuch a night as this!" exclaimed Mr.

Hardy ;

"
I am sure it would be very wrong

of us to let her stay there. Do let us have her
in immediately ; it is quite shocking to think

of her being in such a situation."
" Oh no," cried a gentleman opposite;

" we
can do nothing with her here it is quite out
of the question. The coach is full, and she
will be so wet, that we might as well be on
the outside ourselves as sit near her. Besides,
she is a poor child in charge with a master of
a workhouse, and one does not know what
she may have about her."

"
Why, as to that, Sir," replied the coach-

man,
"

1 believe she is as clean as any child

need to be, though she is rather delicate look-

ing, poor thing ; but she is a fine little creature

and deserves better fare than she is likely to

get where she is going."
" Let her come in at any rate," said Mr.

Hardy ;

"
for, poor or rich, she is equally

sensible of cold, and no one I am sure who
lias a child of his own could bear the idea of
lif-r being so exposed; and as to her being
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wet, I will wrap her in my plaid, and take
her on my knee, so that no one shall feel any
inconvenience from it."

This silenced the gentleman's objections ;

and the rest of the company agreeing to it, the

coachman was desired to bring the child in,

which he gladly did, and the dry plaid being
rolled about her, Mr. Hardy took her on his

k.nee, and putting his arm round her waist,
folded her with benevolence and self-satisfac-

tion to his breast.
"

I am afraid you are very
cold, my poor little girl," said he.

"
I was very cold indeed till the coachman

was so good tome as to let me have his coat,"

replied she, in a very sweet and cheerful

voice;
" but you have made me warmer still,"

she added ; and as she spoke, she laid her
head against the breast of her benevolent

friend, and was asleep in a few minutes.
" The coachman shewed a great deal of con-

cern for her," said one of the passengers,
"

I

should hardly have expected so much feeling
in the driver of a stage-coach.""

I believe there is much more humanity
amongst the lower classes of people than is

generally supposed," replied Mr. Hardy; "for
we seldom meet with one who is deaf to the

appeals of childhood or helplessness."
His companion was too sleepy to dispute

the point, und the whole party soon sunk iiViO

**
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the same state of torpor from which this little

incident had roused them, and in which they
were only occasionally disturbed by the chang-

ing of horses, or the coachmen's applications
for their usual fee, till the full dawn of day
called them to shake off' their drowsiness.

When Mr. Hardy awoke, he found his little

companion was still in a sound sleep, and he

thought, with satisfaction, of the comfortable

rest which he had procured her, with only a

very little inconvenience to himself. He was

glad too, that he had interested himself for her

before he saw her, for had he seen the pre-

possessing face which he then gazed upon, he
should have been afraid he had been influenced

by her beauty rather than her distress. She

appeared to be about five years old, of a fair

complexion, and her features regular; but
Mr. Hardy was particularly interested with
her sensible and expressive countenance, which

bespoke extreme sweetness of disposition.
What a pity thought he, as he looked at her,
that so promising a little creature should be
confined to the charity of a poor-house, and

brought up in vice and ignorance !

As these thoughts passed across his mind
the little girl awoke and looked about her, as

if at a loss to know where she was ; but the

next moment seeming to recollect herself, and

looking in Mr. Hardy's face, she gave him a

\
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smile of satisfaction.
" Have you had a good

sleep, my dear ?" asked he kindly.
"
Oh, yes! I have been sleeping veiy

soundly, and I thought I was at home.'
1

" Where is your home ?" asked Mr. Hardy.
"

I call where my Aunt Jane used to live,

my home/*
" And where did your Aunt Jane live ?"
"

f. clo not know what they called the place ;

but it was at the end of a long lane, and there

was a pretty garden before the house. Oh !

it was such a nice place, 1 am sure you would
like it if you saw-it."

" Do you not know the name of the

place ?"
"

No, Sir, I do not know what they call it ;

only that it was Aunt Jane's house, and it was
near the large town they call Ipswich, where

my father lived, and where there were a great

many ships and a large river,"

Surprised at the easy and proper manner in

which this little girl (who bore marks of

nothing but the greatest poverty) expressed
herself, Mr. Hardy's curiosity was greatly ex^

cited, and he asked her name with consider-

able interest.
" My Aunt Jane used to call me Fanny

Edwin," replied she ;

" but my new mother
told me that I must say my name was Peggy
Short, but I do not like that name.'*

B 3
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" Why did she tell you to call yourself by it ?"

asked Mr. Hardy." I cannot tell, Sir, for she used to call me
Fanny herself, till she took me to the large
town that we came from yesterday, and then
'she called me Peggy, and said I must call

myself so."
" Where is your Aunt fone now? And

your new mother, as you call her, where is

fche gone ?"
" Oh ! my Aunt Jane went away a long

time since ; she said she wras forced to go and
leave me ; to go to a lady who was ill, that

had been very kind feo her, but she would
come back to me soon, and then I should live

with her again, and that I must love her till

she came back, and I have loved her all this

time very dearly; .but she has never come

again." As the child said this, her little heart

swelled, and her eyes filled with tears.
" Where did you go when she left you ?"

inquired Mr. Hardy."
I went to live with my father, for I had

got a new mother, my Aunt Jane said, who
would take care of me. But my father went

a\vay in a ship, and my new mother said he
was drowned in the sea, and would never

come back again, and then she was not very
kind to me, not so very kind as my Aunt
Jane used to be ; for my Aunt Jane never beat
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me, but used to take me upon her knee, and
tell me pretty stories, and teach me the way
to read them myself, and to sew, that I might
learn to be a useful woman, and used to kiss

me, and say she loved me very dearly when I

was a good girl.'*
" And I dare say you were always a good

girl," said Mr. Hardy, patting her cheek. A
confused blush crosssd the face of his little

companion as he said this.
"
No, Sir," said she, "I was hot always

good, for once I told a story, and my Asnt
Jane did not love me for a great many days,
and I was very unhappy."" That was indeed naughty, but you will

never tell another I am sure."
"

I hope not," said the ahild, modestly ;

and Mr. Hardy, desirous of knowing some-

thing more of her history, asked her again
Avhat had become of her mother. "

I do not
know where she is gone to, but I am afraid

she has lost herself, for when we got to the

large town, she told me to sit down upon a

door-step till she came back to me, and I sat

a very long time, till it was quite dark; and I

was very cold and hungry, and she never
came to me, and I could not help crying ; so

the lady heard me that lived in the house,
and came to me, and asked me what was tbe

matter, and when I told her she took me into
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the kitchen and gave me something to eat,

and was very kind to me."
At this simple narrative the passengers were

all much affected, and even the gentleman who
had at first opposed her coming into the coach
rubbed his hand across his eyes and said,
"
poor thing, poor thing;" whilst Mr. Hardy

pressed her more closely towards him, and

rejoiced that fortune had enabled him to pro-
vide his own daughter with every indulgence
that affection could desire. Every thing he
saw of this little orphan increased his interest

for her, and he was wondering in himself that

a child, apparently brought up in the greatest

poverty, should speak so well, and behave
with so much propriety; when, turning a

little on his seat to alter his posture, the child

saw a bun lying against the side of the coach,
which Mr. Hardy had bought the evening
before of a poor woman who came to offer

some things for sale.
" Oh ! what a nice

cake that is," exclaimed she ; "'how good it

looks."
" Take it and eat it," said Mr. Hardy. She

immediately put it to her mouth, when, recol-

lecting herself, she laid it down again, and

said,
" I would rather not eat it."

" Why not," asked Mr. Hardy ;

" are you
not hungry ?"

"
Yes, I am very hungry ;

but it is not

my cake."
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" But it is mine, my good conscientious

little girl, and if it were twenty times as good
you should have it for behaving so well. Who
taught you to be such an honest little girl?"

" My Aunt Jane ; for she told me, if I

took what did not belong to me, that would
be stealing; and then my Father, who is in

heaven, would not love me."
" You are a very good girl for remember-

ing so well what your Aunt Jane told you,
and I hope you will never forget such good
lessons."

" Oh no, I will never forget my Aunt Jane,
but will think of her and love her till she

comes back to me again. Do not you wish
she would come back ? Should not you like

to see her?"
"

Yes, indeed I should, and I hope I shall

have that pleasure, for I will do all I can to

find her, and give you back to so kind a

friend."

The expressions of gratitude which were

springing to the tongue, and sparkling in the

eyes of the little girl, were interrupted by the

stopping of the coach at the inn where they
were to breakfast ; and Mr. Hardy, taking her

by the hand, led her into the parlour to break-

fast with him, and called for the man in

whose charge he found she was, to see what
further he could learn of the situation of the
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little helpless traveler. All, however, that

tiie man could tell him was, that she had been

brought to the poor-house in Chelmsford, of
which he was the master, by a lady who had
taken her in from her door, late the night
before; and as they coiild not find any one to

whom she belonged in that town, for it was

supposed the woman she called mother had
left her on purpose, and made oft' immediately ;

it had been determined by the overseers that

he should bring' her to Ipswich, and endeavour
to find her friend*, or get her into the poor-
house there ;

"
this," said the man,

"
is all

that I know about her ; but every body is

taken with her that sees her, she is such
a well-behaved child; and the gentlemen
thought that if the friend that she calls her
Aunt Jane was to be found, it would be a
shame not to tiy to restore her to her." To
this Mr. Hardy readily agreed, determining
at the same time not to lose sight of her, but
to give that kind of assistance towards bring-

ing her up, in which he feared, from ail

appearances, even her Aunt Jane was very
deficient.
"
By what name shall I call you?" said Mr.

Hardy to his little fellow-traveler, when they
were again seated in the coach ; for though the

day had become fine he would not allow her
to be replaced on the outside.

" Do you like

to be called Fanny or Peggy best?"
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"
I like best to be 'called Fanny, because

my Aunt Jane said that was my name ; be-

side," said she,
"

if I am not called Fanny,
the pretty hymn that she taught me would
not suit me so well."

"
I should like to hear that hymn," said

Mr. Hardy.
" Should you? then I will sing it to you,"

replied Fanny ;

"
I like very much to sing it,

for my Aunt Jane taught it me one day when
I was very silly, and cried, because I saw a

little girl with a new frock on, and I had only
an old one.'* She then with a sweet voice and
artless manner sung the following simple
verses :

" My Fanny, why should you desire

Gaudy robes and vain attire ;

Grandeur will not make you blest,

Though in gold and silver dress'd.

" But if you be kind and mild,
And a good attentive child ;

If you love to serve each friend

And to all they say attend :

" If your Almighty God you love,

And pious and obedient prove;

Pray to him to make you good,
Xor be ever vain or rude ;
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"
Then, though humble you may be,

Though some may scorn your poverty,
Yet of the Good you'll gain the love,

And your whole life will happy prove."

In this manner she continued to amuse her

companions during the whole of their journey ;

and had, before the end of it, gained such tfn

interest in Mr. Hardy's heart, that he had

determined, if her relations could not be dis-

covered, to take her himself, and make her

the companion of his only child, a little girl

about the same age, whom he was educating
at home under the care of a maiden sister, for

he had lost his wife when Emma was only
tferee months old. He could not but be con-

scious, however, that the aunt under whom
his little darling had been brought up was in

many respects far inferior to her who had
trained the infant mind of the interesting

Fanny, feo anxious had he become about his

little companion, that on their arrival at Ips-

wich, he determiaed- to stay and wait the

result of the man's inquiries about her friends,
and should they not prove successful, to take

her forward with him to Norwich, where he
resided. As soon as they had got the neces-

sary refreshment they set out to the part where,
from Fanny's description, they supposed her

father had resided, and they soon found, from
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her knowledge of the place, that they were

right.
" That is the house that my father

lived in," said she, running up to a door. A
woman at the same time coming out, looked

surprised to see the child.
" Why Fanny,

have you got back !" she exclaimed, and

stooped down and kissed her in a friendly
manner. Mr. Hardy and the poor-house man
of course immediately applied to her for infor-

mation about the child's relations. " Why as

to them, Sir," said she,
"

I am afraid she has

not many of them, nor any body, poor thing,
to take thought about her. Her father was. a

sailor, but was lost last month on his passage
from London ; and, poor thing, she was very
ill off, for the woman he had married a few
mdhths before, though she was a strong

healthy woman, applied to the parish for help
to keep the child, and when it was refused,
she treated this poor helpless orphan very

cruelly. Dear little creature, I dark say she

hardly got meat enough to keep life in, for

when she first came home from her aunt's she

was as healthy a child as could be seen, but
she soon lost her good looks, though she never

complained, for a better or prettier-behaved
little creature never lived. At last her mother
took it into her head all at once that she would
sell the furniture, and go amongst her own
relations, but L forget where she said they
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lived; so she went off.more than a week since,
and that is all I know about her. But I am
not surprised that she has left the child

on the road, to the mercy of whoever will

take pity on her, for she was an idle, bad
woman."

" The child talks a great deal of an Aunt
Jane," said Mr. Hardy ;

" do you know where
she is to be found ?"

"
I do not wonder at Fanny talking about

her," said the woman,
" for she certainly was

a kind aunt ; though she was what the neigh-
bours called proud, and did not associate with

any of them ; but as I understand, she was
forced to go to attend upon a lady who had
been very kind to her from a child, and
who was ordered abroad for her health."

" Then there is no chance of her being met
with ~r" said the poor-house man.

''
No, none at all," replied the woman !

At these words poor Fanny, who had listened

with an expression of great anxiety to what
was said of her aunt, burst into tears, and
cried bitterly for some time, in spite of all Mr.

Hardy's affectionate soothings.
" Do not cry,

ray little girl," said he, kindly taking her

hand ;

"
keep up your spirits and you shall go

home with me, and be my little Fanny till

your Aunt Jane comes back to take care of

you. I have a little girl at home just about
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your age, and you shall go and be a sister to

her." Fanny's tears gradually dried up, and
Mr. Hardy, satisfied that by taking her home
he should not take her from any one who had
a right to or any anxiety about her, and the

man, very well "pleased to be saved any fur-

ther trouble about her, willingly resigning her
over to his care, they returned to the inn till

the coaches were ready which were to convey
the man back to Chelmsford, and Mr. Hardy
and his little charge forward to Norwich, it

was very late when they arrived at their

journey's end, and Fanny had been for some
hours sound asleep ; Mr. Hardy determined

therefore, as his house was at some distance

out of town to leave her at the inn that night,
under the care of the landlady, with whom he
was well acquainted. He besides wished to

prepare his sister for her reception, before he
ventured to introduce his little guest, whom
he was aware laboured under some disadvan-

tages, which, to Miss Hardy, would appear
almost insurmountable obstacles to her becom-

ing a companion to their Emma. On his

arrival at home he found his sister sitting up
to receive him, and after being satisfied about

the health of those in whom he was most

interested, he soon began the history of his

little protegee. Miss Hard}', as he expected,
made the most violent objection to a child
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taken off the parish being the friend and com-

panion of her darling ; but at length finding
her brother iix.ed in his resolution she was

obliged to yield.
In the morning, as soon as the little Emma

heard that her father was come home, she

hastened with great glee, to welcome his

return, and roused him from his sleep with
her caresses ;

and he for a time forgot every
thing in his delight in again embracing his

beloved child after a month's absence.
" How glad I am that you are come home,

again papa," cried Emma, clasping her arms
about his neck. "

I thought you very long in

coming; and 1 want sadly to know what you
have brought me from London."

" What would you like best to have ?"
*
Why, 1 should like to have a handsome

new frock or a bonnet, or some lace to put
on the frock you bought me lately, or any
thing that is pretty."

" Then I think I shall please you, for I

have brought you something that is very
pretty."" Have you? Oh what is it, papa? pray
tell me directly, for I wish very much to

know."
" Then you shall know. It is a little play-

fellow, whom I am sure you will like very
much."
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"
Oh, I dare say you mean a doll," said

Emma, in a tone of disappointment"
No," answered her father ;

"
it is much

better than any doll, for it is a play-fellow
that you are likely to learn a great deal from;
a very charming little girl, and just about your
own age."" A little girl ! dear me ! and is she very
pretty ? and has she very smart clothes ? I

should like to see her, for if she be come
from London, I dare say she will be very
genteel."

" She is not come from London ; but for

all that she is very genteel, and very pretty."" How is she dressed, papa? Are her

clothes very handsome ? Are they much
smarter than mine ? But I do not care if they
are, for you know I can get some made the

same way."
" She" has some of the prettiest ornaments

about her that I ever saw on a little girl."
" Indeed ! and shall you be able to get me

any like them, think you, papa ? Did you try
when you were in London to match them, for

my aunt says the shops here are the stupidest
that can be."

"
I. had not seen them when I was in Lon-

don ; but I have no doubt if you are determined
to copy her you will be able to get some
like them without the aid of the city shops."

c 3
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"
T quite long to see her. Where is she,

papa ? when will she come ?"
" You and I will go and bring her to break-

fast ; so you may go and get ready whilst I

am dressing." Away flew Emma in great

glee, saying as she went, that she would not

tell her aunt any thing about it, but give her
a surprise when they brought the stranger
home. All the way as they went ; she could
do nothing but ask her father questions about
this new companion, and felt the greatest

impatience to see how sh^e was dressed. She

regretted that she had not herself a better frock

OB, and that she had only a bonnet on, which
her aunt had condemned her to wear a whole
month after she had vacknowledged that it

was getting rather shalwy, from the expecta-
tion that her father would bring her one from
London when he came.

Fanny, who on waking in the morning had
found herself again amongst stranger^ was

watching with fearful anxiety for the arrival

of her kind friend, who, the mistress of the

house had told her, would be there early.
She was not in the habit of giving an impatient

expression to her feelings and had watched

very quietly ; but her delight when she saw
him arrive proved how great had been the

anxiety of her little breast. She flew down
the few steps which divided them, and clasped
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her arms round his knees with expressions of

the most affectionate joy.
' Oh you are come

again," cried she,
"

I was afraid that you too

were gone not to come again.""
No, my little girl," said Mr. Hardy, "you

see I am come back, and have brought you
another friend ; one who will be a sister to

you, I hope." And joining their hands, de-

sired them to kiss each other; Fanny's little

mouth was immediately offered, but Emma's
more reluctantly obeyed. She eyed her new
acquaintance with disappointment and disdain,
for she had unfortunately been accustomed to

judge of people by their dress more than by
any appearance of merit. On her father's

going to speak to the mistress of the house,
Emma began to examine Fanny's dress still

more narrowly, and found it, to her great
mortification, of the very humblest materials.
" What a shabby frock this is," said she,

"
is

it your best ?"
" Oh n*' answered Fanny,

"
I have another

in this bundle, and it is a better one, for it has

never been mended at all."
" What ! and are all the clothes you have

in that Httie parcel ? Dear me, how few you
must have. But where are the ornaments that

my papa told me you had ?"
" Ornaments !" repeated Fanny, as if at a

loss to understand what Emma meant.
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"
Yes, something very smart and very

handsome."
"

Oh, I daresay," said Fanny, (as if recol-

lecting herself)
"

it is the straw bat, with the

pretty pink ribbons which the lady gave me
who was so kind to me the night my mother
left me." And away she ran to bring it for

Emma to look at. Unfortunately, however,

Fanny's ideas of smartness and Emma's dif-

fered very widely, for the latter looked with
the most perfect contempt on the half-worn
hat and faded ribbons which Fanny brought
her to look at.

**

Only look, papa," said she to her father,

who just then came back to them,
" this hat

and these ribbons she says are the ornaments
that you meant."

"
No," replied Mr. Hardy,

"
they are not

the ornaments that I spoke of; she has some,
more valuable than any trinkets that can be

produced. I will not tell you, however, what
I mean, but leave you to find them out your-
self. As to her clothes, though they are

shabby, it is of little consequence, for you
know your's will fit her exactly, and you will

I am sure have pleasure in dressing her when
we get home."

" Oh yes," said Emma, whose ideas were
now turned another way,

"
I shall like very

much indeed to dress her in some of niv
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clothes, and I dare say she will look very nice

in them ; let us make haste home, papa, that

I may get her dressed before my auut comes
down stairs."

" What have you a# aunt/' asked Fanny,
(whose heart was more alive to the sound of
that title than the idea of the smart things she
was e^oingto have)

" and will she be my aunt
too ?"
"

Yes, I dare say she will," answered

Emma, " and will get you as many nice clothes

as she has got me."
" Oh how glad I shall be to have an aunt

again," said Fanny, with animation ;

"
I will

try to be very good, that she may love me as

my Aunt Jane did."

'The moment they got home Emma hastened
to equip Fanny in suitable robes for her new
character, and was much pleased with her

appearance in her new dress. " Does not she

look very pretty, papa ? Does not she look as

much like a lady as Miss Lomax ? Though I

have only put her on a frock that my aunt said

was too shabby for me to wear any more,
only I thought it would do for this morning."

Fanny looked anxiously for the arrival of

the new aunt she had promised herself; but
her countenance expressed considerable dis-

appointment on their introduction, for the

cold, repulsive manner in which she was re-
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ceived bore little affinity to the tenderness

which she had been accustomed to receive

from her Aunt Jane. "
It is a strange fancy,

brother," said Miss Hardy,
"

to take a child

from the poor-house, to be a companion for

your daughter; but it will not be long before

you repent it and wish you had taken my ad-

vice, for you may depend upon it there is

nothing but deceit and falsehood among these

low wretches."
" We will try her, however," said Mr.

Hardy, mildly,
" and should you prove to

be right, it is only to restore her to the situ-

ation from which she is taken."

The habits of neatness and gentleness in

which the little Fanny had been brought up,
made her removal into a higher sphere very
easy to her; and as she was very quick in

observing, and ready at learning, she soon

acquired that ease of manner which an inter-

course with genteel society only can give.
Her disposition was remarkably cheerful, and
those who saw her only for a short time,

might think her too volatile to be attentive,

but she never forgot a commission that was

given her, or neglected a lesson that she knew
was to be got. She had, under her Aunt
Jane's instructions, learned to read very pret-

tily, and to have a very good idea of spelling.
At her needle too, she was remarkably ready
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for her age, for her Aunt Jane, she said, had

told her if she would learn to work well she

should help her to sew for money, and then

she could get more to buy books with. As
Mr. Hardy was not a man who liked to make
a mere shew of liberality, he determined on

adopting this little girl, to give her every ad-

vantage which he could procure for his own

daughter. She therefore immediately com-

menced the same course of instruction, under

the same masters who already attended Emma;
and her facility and diligence in learning soon

made up for the time which Emma had got

before her. He made a point too, that the

little girls should at all times be dressed

alike, from a fear that any difference might en-

courage either envy or vanity in his daughter's

mind, to which he well knew she was but

too much inclined. Against this Miss Hardy

frequently and seriously remonstrated, but

when her brother had once formed a resolu-

tion he was not to be easily moved, and in

,
his he was determined.

Though to a slight observer there seemed

to be no comparison between the situations in

which these two children had been brought

up the one subject to poverty and even com-

parative want; whilst the other had been

nursed in the lap of indulgence, accustomed

to the gratification of every wish; yet few
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who had an opportunity of judging with im-

partiality of their different habits and dispo-

sitions, but would have looked upon the little

unprotected Fanny as having been the most
fortunate; and though unintentionally kind,
Miss Hardy was in reality so to her, by keep-
ing her in the constant exercise of that patience
and forbearance which had been early im-

planted in her mind. Had she treated Fanny
with the same foolish indulgence which she

practised to her niece, it is not to be sup-

posed that a mind so young could have re-

tained its purity, nor Fanny likely to have

escaped from the influence of her example
with less injury than Emma had done. But
the love of dress, which was a passion im-

planted in Emma's mind with the first dawn
of thought, and strengthened there by con-

tinual indulgence, was only presented to

Fanny's in its most unpleasing form; for she

could not but notice the frequent rise it gave
to feelings of the most unpleasing and unami-
able nature, and think how much happier
she was, who had no other care about what
she should put on, than that it should be
clean and neat.

Had Fanny been asked, after she had spent
five years under Mr. Hardy's roof, how she

liked her situation, she would have answered
with readiness, and with great sincerity, that
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she was very happy; for though many little

things were perpetually occurring to mortify

and distress her, she was
fully

sensible of her

obligations to her kind friend, and the many

advantages which she enjoyed under his pro-

tection, and was determined to reward him in

the only way in her power, by making the

best use of them.
" What are the little hardships which I have

to endure/' (she would say to herself) in

comparison to being provided with food and

clothes, and having so good an education be-

stowed upon me. It is the least I can do in

return for all this, to bear with Emma s little

humours, and to submit with patience to

Miss Hardy's unkindness ; my benefactor is

always affectionate and good to me, and shall

I reward his tenderness by complaining t

him of those he loves ?"

About the time we are now speaking ot,

Mr Hardy came one morning into the room

where the little girls
were preparing their

lessons for their masters, and to d them that

if they would get them all ready by twelve

o'clock, which he knew they could do if they

were diligent, he would come at that time to

take them to see a capital collection of wile

beasts, which was just come to town. I hly

pleased with this proposal,
the girls

set abo

their work with great eagerness, but, most
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unfortunately for Emma's tranquillity of tem-

per, Miss Lomax, a young lady with whom
she had always had a great competition in

dress, passed the window, with a very hand-
some new bonnet on. This was too much to

be borne, for she had, the day before, when
in a shop with her aunt, seen this young
lady's mother buy her daughter a very elegant
frock, and she was not sure that she had pre-
vailed on her aunt to get her one the same

;

but now, with the addition of this bonnet,
she was quite sure of being eclipsed, and she
became fretful and peevish in proportion as

the improbabilities of her getting such a one
arose to her mind ; the consequences of which

poor Fanny felt, by her quarrelling with her

for every thing she did.
" Had not you better attend to your work,

Emma?" said Fanny, gently, as her friend

hung lounging over the table.
" What right have you to order me?"

asked Emma, peevishly.
" I did not mean to order, I was only

advising."
" You have very little right to give me ad-

vice; one would think, from your manner,
that you were Mr. Hardy's daughter, and I

the dependent."
"

Oh, no!" (replied Fanny, with extreme
sweetness of temper)

"
I must appear like
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the dependent by my anxiety to gain all the

good I can, for I know that my only riches

will be the good education which he is so

kind as to give me."
To this even Emma, peevish as she was,

could not make a retort, and they went on
with their work very quietly, till they had got
all done but preparing for their drawing and

music-masters; and Fanny asked which Emma
would like to do first, Emma chose the latter,

and Fanny sat down to fix her paper on her

drawing-board, which was all that she harl to

do, and which she had finished long before

Emma chose to give up the instrument to her.
"

I think," said "she,
" whilst I am waiting,

I may as well be getting your drawing-board
ready." Emma condescended to give her

leave; but, during the course of her opera-
tions, if she ventured to remind her that she

should not have time to practise her lesson,
if she did not let her have the instrument

soon, she answered with "
Oh, you soon

tire of doing any thing for me ;" or,
"

I know
you do not like me to practise, lest I should

play my lesson as well as you do your's." At
length, when she saw her drawing prepared,
Emma graciously removed from the instru-

ment
;
but poor Fanny had scarcely taken her

place, and got her book open, before it struck

twelve o'clock, and Mr. Hardy almost imme-
D 2
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dlately entered the room. " Now, my little

girls," said he, as he opened the door,
" are

you ready r"
"

I am quite ready, papa," said Emma,
coming forward.

" And you, Fanny, what do you say ?"

Fanny was silent.
<c Have you finished practising or are only

beginning?""
I was only beginning, Sir!"

" Why how is that!" (said Mr. Hardy, with
a look of displeasure)

"
you must have been

very idle then I am sure, for you can, if you
please, be much quicker than Emma."

"
Yes, if she pleases," said Miss Hardy,

who just then entered the room,
ti but if you

knew Fanny as well as I do, you would find

her much more capricious in her pleasing or

not pleasing than you suppose ; though she

generally has art enough not to let you
know it, but the truth must come out some-
times."

" The only thing then to be done," said Mr.

Hardy,
"

is that she must stay at home and

practise whilst Emma and I go to see the

show." Here Emma's conscience began to

reproach her and remind her that she had no

right to the indulgence which was offered to

her. She had only resolution, however, to be

half honest on the occasion, and therefore
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said,
"

I had rather, if you please, papa, that

you put it off till to-morrow, and give us
another trial, and then I dare say we shall

both be ready."" Dear amiable child," exclaimed her aunt,
" what sweetness of disposition you shew in

every thing, you do!" Emma blushed deeply
x
at this praise, whilst her aunt, mistaking the

cause, proceeded :

" But you are so modest
that you cannot bear to hear your own merits

spoken of."
"

I think," said Mr. Hardy, interrupting his

sister, whose unqualified praises he did not ap-
prove of,

'* instead of doing violence to Em-
ma's feelings on this occasion we had better

give her the reward she deserves by complying
with her wishes ; Fanny may therefore proceed
with her practising, and to-morrow I hope
she will be more attentive to my requests."

Emma, by this arrangement, felt satisfied

that she had made the necessary amends to

Fanny for the effects of her caprice, and the

matter passed over without leaving either a

trace of mortification on Emma's mind, or of

resentment on that of the amiable Fanny.
The next morning, Emma set to work with

diligence to her lessons, and as Fanny had not

the least difficulty in doing her's, when not

interrupted or obliged to assist her friend,

they were both ready to attend Mr. Hardy at

D 3
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the time appointed, to which he also was

very punctual.
On their way to the place, the little girls

asked a great many questions about the ex-

hibition which they were going to see.
" There are a great variety of very curious

animals collected together, which I have no
doubt you will have much pleasure in looking
at," said Mr. Hardy,

" and I hope a sight of
them will serve to make you pursue, with

greater avidity, a study which I particularly
wish you to cultivate."
"

1 know you mean natural history, Sir,"
said Fanny, for you have often said you wished
us to acquire a taste for it."

"
I do so," replied Mr. Hardy,

"
for ll con-

sider it one of the most interesting subjects
which the mind can rest upon ; it is calculated

both to enlarge the ideas and improve the

heart."
" How can studying the nature of wild,

savage animals do that, papa ?" inquired
Emma.
"
By its connexion with religion, my dear,"

replied her father,
" the study of nature can-

not fail to teach this great truth, that there is

a God, and that he is Almighty in power and
infinite in goodness. And though he is beyond
the reach of mortal eye, yet we may see,

admire and praise him in his wondrous works.
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It is not to the mere study of beasts and birds

or plants that I would wish to confine you,

but would have you to range through t

wide field of science, as it lies open to every

inquiring mind. It is for this purpose that I

have you taught Greek and Latin, that it may
tend to make the subjects you enter upon

more easy to you. There are many technical

terms made use of in science which is much

to be regretted, as they are apt greatly
to

confuse and terrify the unlearned student, but

which are frequently significant
and easy to

those who can derive their meaning from the

languages from which they are taken.

" But my aunt says, papa, that such kind

of things as you are teaching us are not tit t

girls to learn."

Your aunt and I, it is true, differ some-

times in our opinions on this subject but 1

must tieer, till you are of an age to judge for

vourselve*; that you will be directed by me m
this material point of your education, bo lar

from being improper, it appears to me to .

particularly suitable to the female mind

investigate the laws of nature and explore her

secrets^ It would furnish them with a con

tinual instructive source of amusement, tor n

not only supplies entertainment for the hour;

of confinement, but even to their walks in

search of health it would give double interest,
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for in every object which meets the eye may
be discovered something to admire and wonder
at ; the meanest plant w

re tread upon contains

an instructive lesson written on its leaves.

Not a tree,

A plant, a leaf, a blossom, but contains

A folio volume. We may read, and read,
And read again, and still find something- new 5

Something- to please, and something- to instruct,
E'en ia the noisome weed."

It would be well if females in general, in-

stead of the foolish stories with which their

time is at present so much taken up, would
direct their attention more to subjects of

natural history. We should then no longer
see them start and scream at the sight of a

spider, a beetle, or a worm, for in them they
would then only see harmless objects of

curiosity."
Oh, papa!" exclaimed Enima, "I do not

think any thing could make me like to look at

those nasty creatures."
" Yes Emma," said Fanny,

"
I do think

you would like them if you were to Avatch

them closely, and see how many curious

things there are about them. You know
those caterpillars that I wished you to look at

the other day in the garden. They all turned

quite hard, and seemed as though they were

dead, excepting at one end, which moved a
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iiJttle, but Mrs. Ellison told me, if I would

bring them into the house, and keep them
under a glass, I should then have them safe

till I saw what change they went through
next. And this morning I found that two or

three of them had come out pretty spotted
butterflies, such as we so often admire as they
fly about."

They were now arrived at their place of

destination, and Mr. Hardy preferred taking
the children round to the different animals,
and giving them an account of them himself,
to following the keeper and listening to his

hurried and unsatisfactory history. The first

which attracted their attention was a noble

elephant, which Mr. Hardy told them was a

native of the wilds of Asia and Africa; and
on the children appearing afraid of approach-
ing it,

"
you need not be afraid, my dears,"

(said he)
" of coming within the reach even of

its long trunk, for though the largest and

strongest of all animals it is at the same time
one of the most gentle ; a striking proof of

the effect of real superiority in producing gen-
tleness and humility. They are sensible and
amiable in their disposition, and seem to have
a pleasure in rendering their strength service-

able to their employers/*
" But what is that long ugly-looking thing

that he throws about in that manner ?" asked

Emma.
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"
That," replied her father,

"
is one of the

most complete and extraordinary instruments

that nature has bestowed upon any of her

wild productions. It is called the trunk or

proboscis, and is at once a nose, a hand, and
an instrument of defence. His dexterity, by
means of this trunk, is so exquisite, that he
will take up the smallest body with it, and
that with such gentleness, that though he

were to pick it from the palm of your hand

you would scarcely be able to feel it."
"

I should like to try it," said Fanny,
whose courage revived with Mr. Hardy's
account.

" You shall do so," replied her friend,
" and you shall also see it open and shut the

bolt of its prison door, and convey food to its

mouth with the same instrument !" At that

moment a boy coming up to the elephant,
held out his hand towards it, when the ani-

mal, putting forward his trunk to take what
was offered, received nothing but a prick
with a pin. The creature, very angry at the

insult, threw about his trunk in signs of dis-

pleasure.
"

Oh, fie !" said Fanny,
" how could you

use it so ? How angry you have made it ! I

should not wonder, if it could reach you, if

it killed you on the spot""
No," said Mr. Hardy ;

"
if you read the
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entertaining histories of the elephant, which
are to be met with in almost every book of
the natural history of quadrupeds, you will

iind that they in general have a much more
harmless manner of shewing their displeasure."
Before they left it, however, the little girls
had an opportunity of witnessing the manner
in which it repaid the injury which had been
offered to it ; for the keeper, bringing it a

bucket of water for the purpose of letting the

company see its method of drinking, it no
sooner had drawn the contents of the bucket
into its trunk, than, instead of conveying it as

was expected to its month, it spouted it with

great force over the boy who had dared to

take advantage ofits helpless situation a piece
of retaliation which gave great pleasure to the

srurounding observers.
"

Here," (said Mr. Hardy, drawing the

children forward, who had got so familiar

with the elephant, and were so much amused
with its manoeuvres that they were unwilling
to leave it),

" here is another animal from the

same part of the world, which, though much
inferior in size, is much more terrible and

dangerous. The lion is a beast of prey, which

you know means that it lives on animal in-

stead of vegetable food. Nothing, however,
can be more noble and majestic than his ap-

pearance, with his long shaggy mane ; and
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there have been instances of their shewing a

strong sense of gratitude and attachment for

those from whom they have received kind-

ness."
"
Oh, yes," said Emma, "

I remember
one in the story of Androcles and the Lion."

"
True," answered her father,

" and there

are many others which are equally striking,
and perhaps more authentic."

" Do you not think that story true, then,
Sir ?" asked Fanny.

" I cannot pretend to answer for it one way
or other, my dear," answered Mr. Hardy;" but we ought to be cautious in general, of

Deceiving any thing as fact that is not well

attested by credible witnesses."

They then went forward to admire the ex-

treme beauty of the tiger and leopard, the

former of which Mr. Hardy told them was

principally found in India and the Indian

Islands; and the latter in Senegal, Guinea,
and most parts of Africa. " You will feel as

though you had met with an acquaintance,"
continued he, going forward to another cage," when I tell you that this little gentle crea-

ture is the lama of South America."
"
Oh, yes," cried Fanny,

"
I like to look

at it for Robinson Crusoe's sake."
" You have its history so fully in the New

Robinson Crusoe," said Mr. Hardy,
"

that it

is unnecessary for me to enlarge upon it."
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" Is there a Lapland rein dee'r in this col-

lection ?" asked Fanny,
"

I should like much
to see one."

" Its appearance," replied Mr. Hardy,
"

is

very similar to our stag, but the rein deer

cannot he exhibited in this country, for it has

been found impossible to keep them alive

here. Sir H. Liddell brought some over with
him to England, and even brought some Lap-
landers with them to take care of them, but
the animals soon died, and the poor Lap-
landers themselves pined in misery for their

native country."" Dear me," said Emma, " that is very
extraordinary ; I should have thought they
would have been quite thankful to get away
from it. I am sure if I had been born there I

should soon have died of misery."
" Had Providence placed you in such a

situation, my dear Emma, it would have

given you habits and dispositions suited to it.

If the native of Lapland be less favoured in

the outward gifts of nature, he enjoys, in

their stead, a degree of innocence and con-

tentment of mind which the inhabitants of
more favoured countries might envy. The
gracious Power which formed us has kindly

implanted in our natures a love of country,
an attachment to what we are most accus-

tomed to, which makes up for every defies

B
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ency ; and I have no doubt that the rude but

innocent life of the inhabitant of these gloomy
regions is as dear to him as that of the most

polished European can possibly be. Thom-
son describes, in a very beautiful manner,
the simple and harmless lives of these chil-

dren of nature, in lines which I will shew

you when we go home." In this manner
Mr. Hardy continued to conduct his young
companions round to the different animals
within their reach, contriving, by some lively
anecdote or judicious reflection, to interest

their feelings at the same time that he in-

creased their knowledge; till at length fa-

tigued in body, though delighted in mind,

they returned home to a late dinner.
"

It is well," said Miss Hardy to the little

girls, on their complaining of being tired,
" that the invitation which came for you this

morning was for to-morrow afternoon instead

of this, for you would have been too much
fatigued to have enjoyed yourselves."
" An invitation, aunt! where are we invited

to?" asked Emma.
" To Mrs. Ellison's," replied Miss Hardy," where there is to be a large party of young

people."" Indeed ! then I dare say Miss Lomax will

be there, and I should not wonder if she has

that handsome new frock on that her mamma
bought her the other day,"
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"
Well, no matter," returned Miss Hardy,"

suppose she has, I have no doubt but you
will look as well as she, meet when you
may."

" And I am sure," rejoined Mr. Hardy," that Emma will look a great deal better

if she will but keep herself free from affec-

tation, for that unfortunately spoils poor Miss
Lomax's appearance most sadly.""

Oh, yes, every body says she spoils all

her line clothes by looking so conceited
in them," said Emma, with an air of

triumph." Take care then, my dear," said her father,
"

to avoid her error, and not set too high a

value on mere outside show."
Emma's philosophy was not equal to this

;

for dress, unfortunately for her, was the most

important object in life, and a frock or a hat

had at any time the power of destroying or

constituting her^enjoyment ; unhappily too,

for her, she was encouraged in her weakness

by the still more inexcusable folly of her

aunt. This important visit, with the pro-
babilities of who would be there and what

they would have on, employed her thoughts

incessantly.
" I wonder, aunt," (said she

when alone with Miss Hardy)
"

I wonder what
kind of frock Miss Lomax will have on! do
not you ?"
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"
No, I do not wonder much about it,"

(replied her aunt)
" for I have no doubt, but

she will be dressed in that which her mamma
bought her the other day. And I can tell you
what you will have on too if you wish to

know."
Emma looked at her with anxiety,

" What
shall I have on, aunt?"'

" One exactly the same," replied Miss

Hardy." Indeed ! and have you really got me one?

how good you a're ! how very kind it is of you.
Oh ! it will be such a surprize to Miss Lomax,
when she is expecting to see me mortified at

the sight of her elegant frock, to find that I

have one exactly the same. But," (cried

Emma, changing her countenance in an in-

stant)
"

I am afraid, aunt, my papa will not

allow me to wear it unless Fanny has one
too."

"
It is quite out of the question," replied

Miss Hardy,
"

for Fanny to have one, it is far

too expensive. Indeed, I dare say he would
be very angry if he knew I had paid so much
for a frock as this cost, so that I do not intend
to let him know of it."

" Then what is to be done ? How am I to

wear it," asked Emma, trembling between

hope and fear.
" Why my plan," replied her aunt,

"
is to
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dress you both in plain muslin frocks, to go
in, as it is likely to be a damp evening, and
to send Nanny along with you, for I shall tell

your papa that it is not tit for you to walk so

far in thin frocks, and then you know Fanny's
spotted muslin may be put up for her, and

you may have your new one, for you are very
sure that Fanny will not say a word about the

difference if she should even observe it, but
she is so stupid about dress, that if it be but
clean and whole she never minds any thing
more." Emma was delighted beyond measure
at this arrangement, nor once gave herself

time to consider that she was deceiving her
father for the paltiy gratification of wearing
a frock a little finer than common.
At length, the time for dressing arrived,

and Nanny came to help them and to put up
their frocks to take with them. " What a

pity it is, Miss Emma," said she, as she was

assisting her young mistress,
" that your aunt

should make you wrear so many petticoats;
do you know Miss Lomax only wears one, and

you have always two?"
"

Yes, indeed, it is very mortifying," said

Emma, " for nobody wears any more than

one now, and we always look such bunches,
beside other people. I have a great mind not

to put on any more than one; Fanny, will you
E 3
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leave your under petticoat off? and I will do
the same."

"
No, indeed," answered Fanny,

"
I will

not leave off mine, for I am sure your aunt
would be very angry, besides it would give
us cold on such a damp cold evening as this,

particularly when we are going to put on thin

frocks too." As she spoke, Fanny took up the

disputed petticoat and put it on, but Emma,
who was seized with horror at the idea of

being a thick bunchy figure, when every body
else was thin and shapely, was about to per-
suade her again, when Nanny gave her a hint

not to say any thing more on the subject ;

and Fanny, just then going into another room
for something she wanted, Nanny told Emma
that Fanny had made a mistake, and had put
on her petticoat instead of her own, so that

she might venture to go without, for if her
aunt should find out that only one of the

petticoats had been worn, she would think
from the mark that it was Fanny who had left

lier's behind. This was agreed to, and the
business of dressing being finished, they
hastened with great glee to pay the wished
for visit. Fanny delighted to visit Mrs.

Ellison, who had always been particularly
kind to her, and Emma eager to display her

finery. But, alas! those whose pleasures
depend upon such trifling circumstances,
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must expect to meet with frequent disappoint-
ments and mortifications ; and such was the
case with poor Emma ; for the moment she
entered the room she discovered that Miss
Lomax had indeed the expected frock on,
but in addition to its other beauties, it was
trimmed round the bosom and sleeves with

very elegant lace, and her's, alas ! was quite
plain. In an instant, a cloud overshadowed
her brow; and Fanny, who had observed the

circumstance of the frock, though without
the slightest degree of ill humour on the

occasion, in vain endeavoured to find out
what it wag that had so suddenly changed the

expression of her friend's countenance. De-
sirous from whatever cause it might arise to

dissipate the gloom, she called her to come
and look at a very beautiful collection of

paintings of insects which Mrs. Ellison had
laid upon a table as an amusement to her

young visitors.
" Is there nothing but insects ?" asked

Emma, turning over the papers carelessly."
I believe not," replied Fanny,

" but they
are very beautiful, and all magnified so that

we may see exactly how they are formed,
and it is very curious to examine them. Look
here in these that are called the first class,

there are a great many of our acquaintances,
for here is the spider, the flea, the bug,
and "
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"
Indeed," (cried Emma, interrupting her

in an angry tone, for as usual she felt inclined

to vent her ill-humour on Fanny however
innocent she might be of the cause)

"
I beg

you will not call them my acquaintances, for

I know nothing of such filthy things; you
may, perhaps, know them better, for it is

likely you were a good deal in the way of

seeing them when you lived with your Aunt
Jane."

" If you mean by that," (replied Fanny,
with more warmth than she would have
shewn at an accusation however severe against

herself)
" that my Aunt Jane was a dirty

woman, you are very much mistaken, Emma,
for she was as clean and nice as the most
delicate lady could be. Though her clothes

were poor, they were always clean, so that I

nad no more chance of knowing any thing of

these animals with her than at any other time.

I have, however, seen them sometimes, and
when they came in my way have looked at

them from curiosity, as I knew them to

be animals that were often troublesome in

houses."
"

I hope you have done with your long

explanations," (said Emma, in a contemptuous
tone, when Fanny ceased speaking)

" and

your vindication of your aunt's gentility ; for

nobody can doubt, from the dress that my
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papa first brought you to Norwich in, that

she was a very genteel woman."
" She was not rich," answered Fanny," but by all that I can recollect of her, and

from what I have since seen of other people,
she was, I am sure, genteel ; for she was

gentle, kind and obliging. But come," added

she, recollecting that she had spoken in rather

an angry tone,
"

I think we had better look

at the pictures than quarrel about them. I

wonder what is the meaning of their being
divided into first, second, third, and fourth

classes !"
" Do you not know, Fanny," said Mrs.

Ellison, who, unknown to them, had been
near enough to the little girls to hear their

conversation, and was much pleased with

Fanny's generous warmth in vindicating her

aunt, as well as the manner she had checked
herself as soon as she recollected that she had
been warm,

" that all animals are divided

into classes and orders (for the purpose of

assisting. the inquirer) according to the par-
ticular distinctions which characterize them.
The word insect is therefore a family name
for ail little animals which have not red blood,
bones or cartilages ; furnished with a trunk,
or else a mouth opening lengthwise, with eyes
which .they cannot cover, and with lungs
which have their openings on the sides, for in
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these particulars all insects agree, but there

are many others in which they differ, and
therefore this large family has again been
divided into smaller ones, called classes ; Li-

nacus makes seven, but Goldsmith reduces

them to four ; and it is by his plan that these

are arranged, which we will now examine

together. Those that never have wings, but

creep till they die, may be considered as

forming the first class of insects, and in it you
see the spider, the flea, the bug, the scorpion,
and that most disgusting of all animals, the

louse, which seems universally obnoxious to

all; nor is it surprising that this should be
the case, as it is generally the companion of

wretchedness, disease and hunger."" But here is a little creature," said Fanny,
pointing to the figure of a leech,

"
that, I

believe, is better liked I"
"

Oh, dear,'* cried Emma, "
I am sure it

is as ugly a looking thing as any of them. I

never saw one alive but once, but I was so

much afraid of it, that I ran away as fast as

I could."
" You would not need to run very fast,"

said Mrs. Ellison,
" to get out of the way of

danger, were it even in its power to do you
any harm, for it would have little chance in

contending with you."" But they could do a great deal of harm
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by sucking one's blood, could they not,
nia'am?" asked Emma, rather ashamed of
Mrs. Ellison's reproof."

They could not do any injury," replied
that lady,

" unless a much greater number of
them were collected on your body together
than is often to be met with ; and in general
we are under obligations to them for their

services, which are frequently very beneficial

to us. The manner in which they are caught
will prove that they hsrve it in their power
to do little harm, for the people who make a

trade of collecting them wade with their bare

feet and legs into the shallow streams which

they inhabit, and let the animals stick to them."
"
They cannot be any thing very terrible

then," saul Emma, " and I am ashamed of

having expressed so much fear of them."
"

It would be well if every one were as

easily made sensible of their folly," returned

Mrs. Ellison,
" we should not then see so

many foolish and inveterate prejudices. Such,
for instance, as have been entertained against
this little creature," added she, pointing to a

drawing of the tarantula spider."" What are these stories, ma'am," asked

Fanny, who was always eager to draw Mrs.
Ellison on to conversation.

" The tarantula," replied her friend,
"

is

the largest kind of spider that is known in
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Europe, and is apt, in Italy, where it is n.

native, in very hot weather, to creep amongst
the corn, and bite the reapers and passengers ;

and it has been said, and believed by many,
that its bite is attended with dangerous symp-
toms, such as violent sickness, difficulty of

breathing, fainting, and sometimes madness
or melancholy, which always return with the

season when the person was bit, till they
sometimes end in death. But the most won-
derful part of the story is, that this terrible

disease is supposed to be cured with the

sound of a well-played fiddle, but the whole
is now fully ascertained to be a trick amongst
the country people to get money from travel-

lers. Wherever they meet with a person wil-

ling to try the experiment, they offer them-

selves, and are sure to act the part which is

expected. But if we stay as long at every
class as we have done at this, we shall con-

sume our whole evening over these little

creatures.'*
" If they are all as entertaining as this lias

been," said Emma, "
I do not think we can

do any thing better."
" There is always something amusing or

instructive to be met with in our inquiries
about all animals, my dear ; and I am very
sure the more attention .you pay to them, the

more you will find to admire, and the less
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idea you will have of being disgusted with

any ; which is certainly desirable, if it were
but to save ourselves from those unpleasant
sensations which are felt at meeting with
what we have been in the habit of thinking
either disgusting or dangerous, and which it

is impossible to walk in the fields without fre-

quently encountering." The second class are those which creep
at first, but afterwards gain the assistance of

wings. It contains many beautiful and inte-

resting animals, amongst which is the dragon-

fly, which I dare say you have often admired
when walking near a ditch, on a hot summer's

day, where they glitter in the sun in all their

variety of colours. The history of the lion-

ant is very curious, and the cheerful grass-

hopper and cricket, which are so generally
considered as emblems of mirth and gaiety,
are also of this family."" Here is a little creature, called an ephe-
meron, ma'am," said Fanny,

"
I never heard

of it before; pray,
what kind of insect is it?"

" As it will not do for us to devote our

whole evening to a lecture on Natural His-

tory," answered Mrs. Ellison,
"

I must refer

you to Goldsmith's Animated Nature for an
account of it, with which I am sure you will

be much pleased. Caterpillars in general,
which may easily be distinguished from worms
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or maggots, by the number of th r feet, and

by their producing butterflies moths,
constitute the third class, in which ne silk-

worm makes a conspicuous appearance."
" But there are many much ban Corner

than it," said Emma. " Look at this butter-

fly, I would far rather be it than a silk-

worm."
" If you merely desired a gay dress, you

would certainly be right in your choice," re-

plied Mrs. Ellison,
** but when you consider

that the silk-worm's usefulness to man induces

him to nourish and preserve it; whilst the

butterfly flutters about unnoticed and unre-

garded, or only admired for a moment, as it

skims through the air, you will be convinced
that useful qualities are much superior to a

shewy appearance ; and that outward orna-

ments do little towards gaining love -and es-

teem, if, like the butterfly, they be unaccom-

panied with intrinsic worth." Emma blushed,

and, conscience-struck, almost imacvmid that

Mrs. Ellison was aiming an intentional reproof
at her; desirous, therefore, of changing the

subject, she turned to the fourth class of insects.
" This class," continued Mrs. Ellison,

"
is

numerous and various, for it comprehends all

that are first laid as eggs, then are hatched as a

worm, and afterwards acquire wings. In this

class those industrious little animals, the bee
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and the ant, are included. To these are added
a fifth order, which comprehends a set of ani-

mals which so nearly resemble vegetables that

they scarcely deserve the name of animate,

you know how lifeless they are, for you have
otttn seen the polypus and star-fish amongst
the rocks. And now that I have gone through
the general heads, I must leave you to examine
them more fully at your leisure, and go and

Eay
i Cation to some other of my young

*iends;" she then quitted them, satisfied that

she had Driven a pleasanter turn to their con-
versation for the rest of the evening.

In the morning, Emma, who was subject
to a weakness in her eyes, awoke with a
considerable inflammation in them, from cold

which she had caught the night before, but as

she was afraid of exciting suspicion she was

unwilling to acknowledge any thing to be
amiss with her, but staid bathing them with
cold water for some time after she was
dressed.

'

Fanny therefore proceeded down
stairs without her, and on passing the stair-

case window, she was attracted with the sight
of a large glass jar which stood on a stool

nc: it. Knowing it to be some chemical

exr nment which Mr. Hardy was trying, her

curie :'ty was excited, and she took it up to

look at it, but unfortunately in attempting to

replace it again it slipped through her fingers,
F 2,
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and was broken in pieces. Alarmed at the

accident, she stood for some time motionless,
but finding that no one appeared to have heard

the fall, she was for an instant tempted to

deny knowing any thing of it, and to let it

pass as having been caused by the cat's jump-
ing on the stool, or some other such cir-

cumstance. But it was only for the moment
that such a thought had place in her mind, in

an instant she recollected, that though she

had been guilty of a fault in interfering with
what she had not any business to touch, it

was a trifling error in comparison of the

falsehood she should be guilty of in denying
it, and therefore hastened down stairs, de-

termined to make a frank acknowledgment
of what she had done. Her expressive coun-

tenance, which always spoke the feelings
which were uppermost in her mind, soon
discovered to her kind benefactor that all was
not right with her, and he immediately in-

quired the cause of her uneasiness. With
timid confidence she confessed to him what
she had done, and expressed her concern
with artlessness and sincerity.

"
I am sorry,"

said Mr. Hardy, when she ceased speaking,
"that you have broken, my jar, for it has

disappointed me of an experiment in which I

was much interested, but I cannot possibly

punish you after the frank avowal you have
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made of your fault, but hope another time

you will have more prudence than to give so

much indulgence to your curiosity." Fanny
promised to have" more command over herself

in future, and was just about to take her seat

at the breakfast table, when Miss Hardy said,
with an expression of pleasure, which she in

vain attempted to conceal,
"

I wish this open-
ness was more the effect of honesty than art,

Miss Fanny; but pray tell me who it was
that deceived me last night, and for the sake
of appearing genteel went without one of
their petticoats?" Fanny looked surprised at

this attack, but with great firmness answered,
*'

It was not I, ma'am." " Was it not Miss

Honesty?" (replied Miss Hardy, in a sneering-

tone)
" then pray go and prove yourself inno-

cent by bringing your petticoat to let me see

*;hat it has been worn." Fanny went with

j^reat alacrity to obey the order, but soon
returned with a look of disappointment and
distress ;

"
I find," said she,

"
exceedingly

disturbed at having to imply a charge against
Emma that I have not worn my own petti-
coat last night, but have put on Emma's
instead."

" Was ever such shameful ingratitude

known," exclaimed Miss Hardy, swelling
with rage,

" not only to cheat me, but to try
to make me believe it was my own dear iuno-

F 3
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cent Emma that did it. What, brother ! do

you think of such behaviour? I hope you
think yourself well repaid for your kindness to

this little vagabond, by having your daughter's
character destroyed; but I always foresaw how
things \vould turn out."

" I am much at a loss what to think of

this affair, Fanny," said Mr. Hardy,
" for

certainly appearances are much against you."
"

Indeed, Sir, I am not guilty," replied

Fanny; but the struggle in her mind, between

clearing herself and accusing her friend, which
shocked her with the appearance of ingratitude,

gave such a tinge to her cheeks that it was
mistaken for the colouring of guilt, arid her
benefactor was already inclined to condemn
her when his daughter entered the room.
" Emma," said Miss Hardy,

"
go and bring

me down the petticoats which you wore last

night." Away ran Emma, and soon returned
with two which had evidently been worn, and
which were marked with her name in full.

Fanny was desired to do the same; but, ala's!

could only produce one which had been worn,
and which was marked with her; name the
other was perfectly clean and had never been
unfolded. "

Now, brother, are you not con-
vinced ?" asked Miss Hardy."

I am," replied her brother, with a look of

great concern,
" but am less displeased with
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the fault itself than with the wish to throw it

upon Emma ; I hope, however, and believe,
that it is the first of the kind that Fanny ever

committed, and T trust it will also be the last.

And to give you time (added he, turning to

Fanny,) sufficiently to consider the nature,
and repent of it, I desire that you will go into

the back parlour and stay till you have leave to

come out."
" But first," said Miss Hardy, who was

much pleased to think she had at length

brought conviction to her brother's mind,
" I

must beg that she may dress herself in the

clothes that she had on when she first came
here, and then she may perhaps learn to be
better satisfied in future with those which you
are so good as to give her." Poor Fanny, whose
heart swelled almost to bursting at the thought
of appearing ungrateful to her kind benefactor,

wept most violently, but her tears being mis-

taken for those of mortification and pride,
Miss Hardy was only the* more determined

upon the punishment, and desiring her to

come and let her see her when she was dressed,
ordered her out of the room just as she was

endeavouring to compose herself to make
another vindication of her innocence.

As the change of her dress, however, was to

her a small part of her punishment, she has-

tened immediately to alter it, and felt no
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other uneasiness from appearing in her original
humble garb, than that which arose from the

unfitness of its size to her present height and
stoutness. "

Aye, now you are dressed as

you ought to be," said Miss Hardy, as Fanny
entered the room,

" and it is a pity but you
could go back to your Aunt Jane, to whom
you do so much credit, for such a situation

suits you best"
" Oh ! that I were, indeed, with her," said

Fanny, whose tears flowed afresh at the men-
tion of her aunt's name, and she hastened to

her prison with a mind agitated and distressed

at the idea of being suspected of ingratitude
and deceit, though supported and comforted

by the consciousness of her own innocence.

Scarcely had Mr. Hardy left thefc>breakfast

room, when, on her aunt's remarking that her

eyes looked inflamed, Emma confessed to her
the part she had herself had in the fault oi"

which her friend was accused; for though she::

could not bear the idea of her father's knowing
that it was she who had been guilty, she felt

very little reluctance to making the confession

to her aunt, who had, she 'knew, little right
to blame her for a deceit of which she had so
often set her an example. She had, therefore,

just so much generosity towards Fanny as to

prefer the slight reprimand which she expected
from her aunt to having her punished for a
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fault of which she was herself guilty.
" So I

hope, aunt," said Emma, when she had made
her confession, "that you will not keep Fanny
in prison any longer."" She must stay now," (said Miss Hardy,
who was much mortified, and unwilling to

make the necessary acknowledgments that she
had been mistaken in her boasted foresight
and discernment)

" for a few hours, or my
letting her out will make your father inquire
the cause. I will, however, let her out soon,
and say it was from your intercession."

" Oh ! no," cried Emma, whose heart re-

volted from any further deceit,
" do not let

me have credit for what I do not deserve, or I

must myself confess to my papa all that I have
done."

* e You are too generous, my dear Emma,"
(replied this weak, ill-judging woman, who,
however, was strengthened in her wish to

skreen her niece's fault, by her unwillingness
to have so much credit reflected on the poor
foundling whom she had so often injured)"

for you know you have great credit in having
told me the truth, when you were under no

obligation to do so, and Fanny is certainly
much obliged to you for it"

Emma was willing to think her aunt right,
and therefore forbore to examine the subject
more narrowly, though a something in her
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mind whispered tlrat she had not acted as

Fanny would have done towards her.

The point was scarcely settled, when Mrs.
Ellison called with an invitation to the little

girls to accompany her to a lecture on Natural

History ;

"
for," said she,

" the subject is one

which I think will interest my little friends

from the conversation which we had last night
on the natural history of insects, as that is the

subject of this morning's lecture."

Miss Hardy excused her niece on account
of the inflammation in her eyes, which Mrs.
Ellison said she was not at all surprised to see ;

"
for," added she,

"
I was rather prepared to

find you the worse for your too genteel clothing
last night, but Fanny was more warmly
covered, and is not, therefore, I hope, dis-

abled from accompanying me.'*
"
Though Fanny has not been guilty of

this folly," replied Miss Hardy, who was not

willing that she should enjoy a pleasure of
which her darling was deprived,

" she has
been guilty of others, for which my brother
has sentenced her to solitary confinement."

"
But, aunt," said Emma, *'

you know you
promised that she should not stay long. I am
sure my papa will not be displeased at your
forgiving her, so do pray let me go and tell

her to dress herself to go with Mrs. Ellison."
" You are very good, Emma," replied that
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lady,
" to intercede for your friend, but I

should think myself very injudicious in my
kindness to her it* I prevented her from under-

going a just punishment, for such, lam sure it

is when inflicted by your father ; but I will

speak to him myself and hear how far he
thinks it right, to extend his clemency towards
her. At the idea of Mrs. Ellison, speaking to

her brother of Fanny's fault, Miss Hardy was

immediately alarmed with the dread, that an

explanation of the whole would follow, and

therefore, thinking it best to hush the matter

up as soon as possible, she replied,
" My bro-

ther will not be at home again till late in the

day, but as it is not a fault of very serious mo-
ment, I am sure he would rather that Emma
was gratified by her friend's release, than not.

You may go therefore, my dear," added she to

her niece,
" and tell Fanny to get ready."

Emma found Fanny sitting with a counten-

ance of much greater gravity, than was usual

with her, though entirely free from any ex-

pressions of either peevishness or ill nature.
"

I may dress and go with Mrs. Ellison to the

lecture !" exclaimed she, as Emma delivered

her commission, "but have I your papa's leave

for unless I have, I had rather not go ?"
" My papa," answered Emma, "

is gone from
home for the greater part of the day ; but he

left it to my aunt, to do as she thought proper
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with you, and she has consented to your

going."" Then you have done me justice, I know,"
cried Fanny, clasping her arms round Emma's
neck, and kissing her affectionately,

" and my
Clear Emma is still my friend."

Emma could not receive these acknowledg-
ments without confusion, for she was consci-

ous in how very insufficient a manner she had
shewn her friendship.

Fanny was soon dressed, and hastened with

great alacrity and glee to attend her friend; but

felt a little damped on entering the room, to

hear Mrs. Ellison express her concern at her

having been under punishment, and hope she

was sensible of her obligation to Emma for

getting her released. But, thought Fanny,
Emma has not liked to expose herself to Mrs.

Ellison, and it is not to be wondered at; for I

know, by what t now feel myself, that it is a

very painful thing to meet with her displea-
sure. I am sure however she will clear me to

her papa, and I am restored to his good opi-
nion I can bear any thing else.

It being now time for them to go, Mrs. Elli-

son and her little companion set off, and as

soon as they were gone, Emma who could no

longer bear up under the inflammation of her

eyes was obliged to goto bed, and there for a

time she felt fully convinced of the folly and
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\\eakness of exposing herself to such painful
attacks, for the foolish gratification of being
thought in the fashion. Besides, thought she,
it has led me to be unjust and unkind to one
who is always affectionate and good to me, and
I have now no other resource than to con-

tinue to be so, or else to expose myself to my
papa's displeasure and lose his good opinion
and confidence. How foolishly did Emma
thus argue, and how little was she aware that

she would be much more likely to gain the es-

teem of her father and friends by a frank and

generous avowal, than to leave it to the possi-

bility of chance to make the discovery; but

though she knew she was wrong she had not

magnanimity to make the confession.

As soon as Fanny returned home she was

hastening to Emma's room, to give her an ac-

count of the amusement which she had had
;

but was prevented by Miss Hardy's telling her

that she believed Emma was asleep, and she

did not wish to have her disturbed: she sat

down therefore to select from the books, which
had been recommended by the lecturer, such

interesting anecdotes as she thought would
amuse the invalid. This kept her busily em-

ployed till dinner time; but when the bell rang
to summons her to the dining parlour, she ran

with glee in the hope of meeting her dear

benefactor, and receiving a smile from him
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which should show that she was restored to his

good opinion. But, alas ! such a smile was not

in store for her; her benefactor was there, but he
did not meet his little favourite with his usual

expression of kindness, he did not even notice

her as she entered the room, nor ever spoke
to her excepting to invite her to something on
the table, and that he did with a look and tone

of such distant reserve that poor Fanny's ap-

petite was soon satisfied, and her food seemed
as though it would choke her as she swallow-
ed it ; nor durst she raise her eyes from the

fear of meeting a forbidding frown from one
who had ever before met her with a look of

affectionate tenderness. She was at length
relieved from this painful situation, by Miss

Hardy telling her that she believed Emma was
now awake. She did not, however, hasten up
stairs with the pleasure she had before done ;

for she could not help feeling that she had
been much injured; Emma has been unjust and
unkind to me, thought she, as she hastened

up stairs, but I will not retort upon her, I will

not seek to restore myself to the good opinion
of my benefactor by making him think ill of

his daughter ; I wish to recover his esteem, but
I will only try to do so by deserving it. Emma
is ill and it is my duty to be kind to her and
to endeavour to amuse her.
" Who is that ?" asked Emma, as Fanny at
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that instant opened the room door. "
It is I,"

answered Fanny,
"

I am come to read to you,
if you think it will amuse you ; I have gotsome
very interesting accounts of different insects

which I think you will be pleased with."
" You are very kind to me," said Emma,

"
I do not deserve that you should be so kind

to me, for I have not behaved well to you."

Fanny felt tempted to say,
" then do me

justice, and restore me to your father's favour,
for you know it is not in my own power to

prove my innocence;" but she checked the

impulse, lest it should seem like a reproach,
which she was too delicate to utter at a time
when Emma was expressing a sense of her

injustice, nor had she any idea that any thing
more was necessary towards repairing an in-

jury than a consciousness of having committed

it; she had not, therefore, the least doubt
that Emma would make the necessary amends
as soon as she had an opportunity.

" Here is

the account of the ephemeron, which Mrs.
Ellison recommended us to read," said she,

opening the volume of Goldsmith's Animated
Nature which she held in her hand ;

" should

you like to hear it ?" Emma assented, and

Fanny began the following account of that

curious insect :

" The last insect we shall add to this second

order, is the ephemeron, which, though not

G2
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strictly belonging to it yet seems more properly
referred to this rank than any other. Indeed,
we must not attend to the rigour of method,
in a history where nature seems to take delight
to sport in variety." That there should be a tribe of flies

whose duration extends but to a day, seems at

iirst surprising, but the wonder will increase,
when we are told, that some of this kind seem
to be born and to die in the space of a single
hour. The reptile, however, from which

they are bred, is by no means so short lived;
but is sometimes seen to live two years, and

many times three years together." All ephemeras, of which there are many
kinds, are produced from the egg, in the form
of worms, from whence they change into a

more perfect form ; namely, that of aurelias,

which is a kind of middle state between a worm
and a fly : and from thence they take their

last mutation, which is into a beautiful fly
of longer or shorter duration according to its

kind.
" The ephemera, in its fly state, is a very

beautiful winged insect, and has a strong simi-

litude to the butterfly, both from its shape
and its wings. It is about the size of a mid-

dling butterfly, but its wings differ in not

being covered with the painted dust with
which those of butterflies are adorned and
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rendered opaque, for they are very transparent
and very thin. These insects have four wings,
the uppermost of which are much the longest:
when the insect is at rest, it generally lays its

wings one over the other, on the back. The
body is long, being formed of six rings that

are larger at the origin than near the extremity,
and from this a tail proceeds, that is longer
than all the rest of the fly, and consists some-
times of three threads of an equal length, or

sometimes of two long and one short. 1 o

acquire this beautiful form, the insect has

been obliged to undergo several transmutations:

but its glory is very short-lived, for the hour
of its perfection is the hour of its death ; and
it seems scarcely introduced to pleasure, when
it is obliged to part with life.

" The reptile that is to become a fly, and
that is granted so long a term, when compared
to its latter duration, is an inhabitant of the

water, and bears a very strong resemblance to

fishes, in many particulars ; having gills by
which it breathes at the bottom, and also the

tapering form of aquatic animate. These
insects have six scaly legs, fixed on their

corselet. Their head is triangular : the eyes
are placed forward, and may be distinguished

by their largeness and colour. The mouth is

furnished with teeth, and the body consists of
six rings; that next the corselet being largest,

G,3
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but growing less and less to the end : the last

ring is shortest, from which the three threads

proceed which are as long as the whole body.
Thus we see that the reptile bears a very strong
resemblance to the fly, and only requires wings
to be very near its perfection." As there are several kinds of this animal,
their aurelias are consequently of different

colours ; some yellow, some brown, and some
cream-coloured. Some of these also bore
themselves cells at the bottom of the water,
from which they never stir out, but feed upon
the mud composing the walls of their habitation,
in contented captivity; others, on the con-

trary, range about, go from the bottom to the

surface, swim between two waters, quit that

element entirely to feed upon plants by the

river side, and then return to their favourite

element for safety and protection." The reptile, however, though it lives two
or three years, offers but little, in its long
duration, to excite curiosity. It is hid at the

bottom of the wr

ater, and feeds almost wholly
within its narrow habitation. The most

striking facts command our attention during
the short interval of its fly state, into which
it crowds the most various transactions of its

little life. It then may be said to be in a

hurry to live, as it has" but so small a time to

exist. The peculiar sign by which to know
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that these reptiles will change into flies in a

short time, consists in a protuberance of the

wings on the back. About that time the
smooth and depressed form of the upper part
of the body, is changed into a more swoln
and rounder shape; so that the wings are

in gome degree visible through the external

sheath that covers them. As they are not
natives of England, he who would see them
in their greatest abundance must walk, about

sun-set, along the banks of the Rhine or the

Seine, near Paris ; where, for about three

days, in the midst of the summer, he will be
astonished at their numbers and assiduity.
The thickest descent of the flakes of snow in

winter, seems not to equal their number ; the

whole air seems alive to the new-born race,
and the earth itself is all over covered with
their remains. The aurelias, or reptile insects,
that are as yet beneath the surface of the wa-

ter, wait only for the approach of evening to

begin their transformation.. The most indus-

trious shake oil' their old garments about eight
o' clock, and those who are most tardy, are

transformed before nine.
" We have already seen that the operation of

change in other insects is laborious and
^ pain-

ful ; but with these, nothing seems shorter or

performed with greater ease. The aurelias

are scarcely lifted above the surface of the wa-
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ter than their old sheathing skin bursts ; and

through the cavity which is thus formed, a fly

issues, whose wings at the same instant are

unfolded, and at the same time lift it into the

air. Millions and millions of aurelias rise in

this manner to the surface, and at once be-

come flies, and fill every quarter with their

fl titterings. But all these sports are shortly to

have an end, for as the little strangers live but
an hour or two, the whole swarm soon falls to

the ground, and covers the earth like a deep
snow, for several hundred yards, on every side

of the river. Their numbers are then incredi-

ble, and every object they touch, becomes fa-

tal to them ; for they instantly die, if they hit

against even each other. Of all insects this

appears to be the most prolific, and it would
seem that there was a necessity for such a

supply, as in its reptile state, it is the favou-

rite food of every kind of fresh water fish. It

is in vain that these little animals form galle-
ries at the bottom of the river ; from whence

they seldom remove; many kinds of fish break
in upon their retreats and thin their numbers.
For this reason fishermen are careful to pro-
vide themselves with these insects, as the most

grateful bait, and thus turn the fish's rapacity
to its own destruction.

" But though the usual date of those flies, is

two or three hours at farthest, there are some
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kinds that live several days ; and one kind, in

particular, after quitting the water has another

case or skin to get rid of. These are often seen

in the fields and woods, distant from the water
but they are more frequently found in its vici-

nity. They are often found sticking upon
walls and trees, and frequently with the head

downwards, without changing place or having

any sensible motion. They are then waiting
for the moment when they shall be divested

of their last incommodious garment, which
sometimes does not happen for two or three

days together." \
Thus did Fanny kindly strive to relieve

Emma from the uneasiness of her situation, of

when her friend's eyes were too weak to bear
the admission, of so much light into the room
as she could see to read by, she exerted

herself in every way she could think of to

amuse. She would repeat stories which she
had read, or poems which she had learned,
would sing songs, or set her to guess enigmas,
till Emma herself almost wondered how the

time had gone' so quickly. In vain however,
was Emma warned by her conscience, that

she owed a debt of justice to her friend, for as

often as she suggested the idea to her aunt, she

was silenced by that weak woman's mistaken

reasoning. "It would be no kindness to Fanny
in the end (she would say) to explain matters
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to your father; for he is so foolishly indulgent
to her already, that he is doing her a great in-

jury; and if this business was explained to him
he would know no bounds to his kindness to

make it up ; and you know it is doing her no

good to accustom her to so much indulgence,
for it is what she cannot always have. If any
thing were to happen to your father, what
would become of her then ? and indeed, at all

events, she must expect to have to struggle for

herself through the world, for though your
father may give her a good education he can-

not be expected to give her a fortune.
" Besides it is of less consequence now that

he should know that she was not to blame ; for

he is beginning to forget the affair altogether,
and speak to her and look at her much more

kindly than he did. This morning when she

came into the room he asked her what she had

got in her hand, and on her telling him they
were two sweet violets which she had found
under the hawthorn bush all covered over

with leaves, and that she had only known that

they were there by their sweet smell; he said,
' That is like modest virtue, Fanny, it seeks to

hide itself, but it is too engaging not to be dis-

covered by some one who admires excellence

and loves to reward it. These violets too will

scent after they are withered, and so will the

sweets of a virtuous life survive the grave. I
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hope therefore you will make it your study in

future to be good.'
" " If he has remembered

Fanny's fault so long," said Emma, " what
would he think ofmine, if he knew how I have

behaved."
" That is the very reason that I wish you

not to say any thing about it," said her aunt.
" If such a thing should happen again, I would
have you acknowledge the whole at once, but
now after keeping it so long and receiving so

much kindness from her whilst you have been

ill, I am sure your father would never think

well of you again ifyou were to tell him now."
Alarmed at the idea of forfeiting her father's

good opinion for ever, Emma's conscience was
silenced; she declared however, that she never

would again subject herself to the uneasiness

which she then felt ; but, alas ! Emma knew
not herself, or how inadequate she was to with-

stand temptation, whilst nursing in her heart

a dangerous passion which seemed to threaten

the destruction of every virtue.
" What a pity it is, Miss Emma," said

Nanny who had entered the little girl's room
one day, just as Emma, who was straightnins;
her drawers, had taken out her new frock, once
more to look at and admire it,

" what a pity it

is that your frock should not be trimmed with

lace, as Miss Lomax's is. Don't you think it

was a great improvement to it ?"
" Yes to be sure it was," answered F.iTUYia,
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butyou know I have not any lace that is hand-
some enough, and I would rather not have

any than what was not as good."" Oh certainly, and so would f, Miss Emma,
but then you know you do not need to be
without it on that account, for you are as able
to buy handsome lace as Miss Lomax is, and
I am sure if I were you I would have some
too."

" But how can 1 ?" asked Emma peevishly,
"for I have no money myself and my aunt says
she cannot afford to buy me any, for my frock

cost so much that she has no more money to

spare till she gets her next quarter's allowance,
which will not be for a long time."
" That is a great pity I am sure" replied

Nanny,
"

for I know you are to be invited out

very soon to a very large party, and your frock

looks so unfinished that I declare if you would

condescend,Miss Emma, to borrowr of a servant

I should be very glad to lend you the money
myself."

" But I should have no chance of paying
you again" said Emma, "for it would come to

more than I ever had at once in my life, or am
ever likely to have for many years to come."

"No matter for that, Miss Emma, when I

wish to oblige I do not like to do it by halves,

so that if you will have the money you may
pay me as you can; or you know you have a
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great many more clothes than you have any
occasion for or will ever wear, you might give
me any old fashioned thing that"you have done
with ;

and I could make it up for myself, or

sell what I could not make use of, and I dare
-

say I should soon get my money back with-
out you being any thing the poorer."

"
W,ell ! I will ask my aunt.*'

*' Oh no !

"
interrupted Nanny,

"
you must

not say any thing to her about it, for I know
her so well, she would not on any account be

obliged to a servant for any thing, if she

wanted it ever so."
" But the lace would do me no good, if she

did not know of it, for I should never be able

to wear it."

"Oh trust that to my management, for you
know as you are never to .wear your frock

when your papa would see it, I can take care

to tack the lace on after your aunt has looked
at it, to see if it be clean enough, and will

take it off again that night, before she sees it."
" You are very good," said Emma, "and

I should like very much to have it, not that

I care so much for the lace, as the pleasure
of disappointing Miss Lomax, for she looked

so proud when she saw how much hand-

somer her frock was than mine, just as though
she thought it was not in my power to get

H
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any lace." But do you think you have as

much money as her lace cost ?"
" Yes I know exactly what it cost for her

maid told me; it was just two guineas, and
I have that much, and will get it for you to-

day." Emma was much pleased with the
idea of her frock receiving this last finish,
and on going down stairs was told by her
aunt that there was an invitation come for

them to go to another large party a few nights
after, and that her father had consented to

their going. "But," added Miss Hardy,
"

I shall

take care to see you dressed myself, that I

may be sure you are sufficiently warm, and
not in any danger of catching cold."

" Am I not to have my new frock on, aunt ?
"

asked Emma in some anxiety.
"
Certainly, but that you know is only like

an outward ornament, you must be sufficient-

ly clothed without it, and then Nanny shall go
as she did before and put you on your frock
after you get there."

Perfectly satisfied with this arrangement,
Emma once more began to think there was

greater pleasure to be derived from dress than
she had been led to believe when suffering
under the pain of her sore eyes. "How stu-

pid Fanny is," said she to her aunt, as she

opened out with great volubility on her fa-

vpurite topic,
" how stupid it is of her to be so
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indifferent about her dress, as she is! I do
not believe she cares whether she has a thick

or a thin muslin frock on, if it be but clean

and whole ; and as to lace, or any other kind
of ornament, I do not think she ever sees

whether people have any on or not. Every
body's ornaments might be like hers, hidden

ones, for she never sees them. I wonder what
it was that my papa meant when she first

came here, and he talked of her ornaments.,
for I never found out any she had yet, did you,
aunt ?

" Emma was here interrupted by the

appearance of her father, accompanied by
Fanny, who was now restored to favour, and

though her behaviour had never been explain-
ed, the usual smiles of her kind friend had
restored her vivacity and made her forget all

the pain she had endured. "
Come, Emma,"

cried she, "your papa has two very pretty

things to shew us, and has promised to give
one to each of us, if we can guess what it is."

"Oh what is it, papa?" asked Emma, run-

ning to him, "where have you it? for I do
not see any thing in your hand"."

"
It is in my

pocket-book," replied her father,
" but if I

tell you before hand what it is, you will have
no merit in guessing. But," added he feel-

ins: in his pocket,
"

I find I have not got my
book as I expected in my pocket."
"Oh," said Fanny, "I dare say I can guess

H 2
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where it is, so if you will let that guess serve

instead of the other, I will tell you where I

think you may find it.'*

"I will make no such bargain," (answered
Mr. Hardy, smiling and patting her tinder the

chin, for he liked to encourage her playful vi-

vacity, and to see her so much at her ease

with him, as to indulge it before him), "so
I call upon you, Miss Fanny, to render up my
pocket-book as you have confessed you know
where it is."

"
I saw it lying on the study table before

breakfast, when you sent me in for a book for

you, and I dare say it is there still, for you
know you charged Nanny riot to disturb any
of the books which were lying there. But

perhaps," added she, looking slily as she

went out of the room to bring it,
"

I may-

stay to take the first peep before I bring it."

She returned in a moment with the pocket-
book, which she found as she expected, out of
which Mr. Hardy took two very pretty fishes,

painted appearently on very tine paper, and

desiring the little girls to hold out their hands,
he laid a fish upon each of them, which in-

stantly curled up as though they were con-

scious of feeling pain from the touch. Emma
started and let it fall, but immediately recol-

lecting herself and taking it up again,
c< It is

surely something belonging to a sensitive
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plant," said she, "for that is just the way its

leaves curl up when they are touched.'*
" You have made so good a guess," said

Mr. Hardy,
" that I think I must allow you

to have won your's; for it is generally suppos-
ed, I believe, that they are cut out of the

leaf of a sensitive plant, though that is not

really the case." So now Fanny there is room
for you to try to win your's."
"But I shall not win mine by guessing,"

replied Fanny ingenuously, "for I know al-

ready what they are made of, for I read an
account of them the other day. They are

nothing more than a very thin shaving of horn
or whalebone, which are substances so sus-

ceptible of the influence of moisture, that they
make the best hygrometers, or instruments for

measuring the degree of moisture, and it is

the perspiration from the palm of the hand,

expanding the side that is laid upon it, thatis

the cause of its curling up, as though it were
alive."

*' You have remembered so well, and given
so good an account of what you read," return-

ed Mr. Hardy,
" that you have a clear right

to a reward for it, as well as for the honesty
with which you forbore to take any undue
merit to yourself. Take your fish, therefore,
and believe me this is a very small part of the

H 3
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reward which such qualities will always afford

you."
The next morning when Fanny met her

benefactor in the breakfast parlour, she was
struck with a look of unusual seriousness in his

countenance, and as she sat down to the table,

"Fanny," said he, "where did you find my
pocket-book yesterday when you went for it?

; '

" On your study table, Sir," answered the little

girl." Was it in the same place where you had
seen it in the mornin "?"

"Yes, Sir!"
" Was there any person but yourself in the

room when you saw it ?
"

"No, Sir?"
" Do you know of any one being in the room

after you ?
"

"
No, Sir ! not any one."

"Nor of any onewho had been there before?"
"
Yes, Sir ! you had been there, and desired

me to go and bring the book which you had
been reading in, and which you had left open
on the table when you were called away to

speak to a man in the kitchen."
" And do you not know of any one else be-

ing there but you and I ?
"

" No Sir ! 1 do not think there was any one,
for I met Nanny in the lobby as I was coming
with the book to you, and she said she did not
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intend to go into the study even to light the
lire unless she was ordered, for you had given
her such charges about not disturbing any of
the things you had left."

" Why are you so particular in asking Fan-

ny so many questions, brother ?
"

asked Miss

Hardy."
Because," replied her brother,

"
I find

there have been two bank notes of two pounds
each taken out of my pocket-book whilst it

was out of my possession yesterday, and I

cannot discover who has taken them, for I

have examined all the servants and can
find no cause of suspicion amongst them."

"
Oh, I have no doubt it will easily be found

out!
" exclaimed Miss Hardy, again elated

with the hope that she should at length find

Fanny guilty of a serious offence.
"
It was

not likely Fanny should know so well where
the pocket book was, without knowing as

well what it contained."

"A short time ago such an insinuation

would '^ave shocked me beyond measure,"
said Mr. Hardy,

" but I must own I have lost

a great deal of the confidence which I once

felt in Fanny's honesty and integrity."

Fanny was thunderstruck ! she could scarce-

ly suppose it possible that she could be sus-

pected of such a crime, and she gave Emma
a heart-piercing look of reproach for having
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subjected her to such a suspicion by being
the means of her integrity ever having been
called in question.

" Not so much from a

suspicion of your guilt," said Mr. Hardy,
"
as I wish to have your innocence fully prov-

ed, I must insist, Fanny, that you empty
your pocket and that my sister may search

your drawers, for I shall take every "means of

discovering the guilty person and as I happen
to know the number of the notes I shall soon
be able to satisfy myself.'*

Fanny immediately prepared to obey,

though too much shocked at the idea of so

disgraceful a suspicion to be able to speak,
and was still more grieved as Nanny who
happened to come into the room with some
fresh toast, had time to hear what was going-
forward before Mr. Hardy was aware she was

present. The pocket was soon emptied and
found to contain nothing but a thimble, a

pencil and a small piece of paper which on

unfolding, Mr. Hardy found had sonie lines

written on it with a pencil, and his eje at the

same time glancing over the words,
" On two

early violets," he said this paper is of a very
different nature from that which I am in

search of; but as I see the subject, I should
be glad Fanny if you will gi^e me leave to

read iL Fanny gave the desired permission,
and he read the following lines.
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On two early sweet Violets.

Heturning sloivly past a violet bed,
A passing- gale a fragrant odour spread :

I search'd the spot, and quickly there I found,
Hid 'neath their leaves and bending' to the ground,
Two modest buds

; which, without vain display,
Had ope'd their leaves to meet the coming' day;
And from the cover of their leafy cell,
Weie but discover'd by their fragrant suicl!.

And such, me thought, whilst bending
1 to the stein,

Is modest virtue's pure and simple gem :

No ostentatious wish to seek for praise,
But still retiring from the public g"aze,
It spreads its sweet beneficence around
And by the fame it shuns, can but be found.

Further the simile my mind pursued,
As these sweet flowers all withered soon, I view 'd

;

For still though dead their fragrant scent remain'd,
And their soft leaves the power to charm retain'd;
Nor yet has tyrant death itself the power
Virtue to conquer with life's transient hour;
It still will live in every kindred breast,
And make the world with its sweet influence blest;
Till that great hour when HeavVs Eternal King
Calls it to blossom in an endless spring

1

.

Exceedingly struck at seeing how Fanny
had improved upon the hints which he had

given her a few mornings before, Mr. Hardy
stood for some time wrapt in thought: This

child, thought he, must either be a pattern of

virtue or a master-piece of art and duplicity,
and the latter, I can scarcely suppose possi-
ble. He was roused from his- reverie however

by the return of his sister who had left the
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room without his perceiving it, and eager to

satisfy herself as she said, lest she should en-

tertain unjust suspicions, though in fact from
a hope of having those suspicions confirmed,
she had hastened to search Fanny's drawers,
and soon returned from the examination.

"Look !

"
cried she, as she entered the room,

" look what is here !

" and opening a small

ivory box shewed a bank note inclosed. Mr.

Hardy unfolded it and found it was one of his

own. He stood for some time motionless

with surprise, and then turning to Fanny,
" here is one of the unfortunates notes, it only
remains for you frankly to acknowledge what

you have done with the other." Fanny, whose

courage rose in proportion as she was oppres-
sed, answered with a calm steady voice,

"
I

cannot tell any thing of it, Sir, nor did I know
that note was in the box, for I put it into my
drawer this morning quite empty."" There 1

"
cried Miss Hardy, bursting into

a violent rage, "she means, I suppose, to in-

sinuate that I put it there, but such barefaced

effrontery can never be put up with. I hope,
brother, you do not mean to persevere in ex-

posing your family to such insults ?
"

" No !

"
replied Mr. Hardy,

"
if I find that it

really is as I indeed now begin to fear, she shall

not continue an inmate in my house, but
shall be sent to school where she shall be
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kept under more strict discipline." The idea

of being banished as a culprit from the house
of her beloved benefactor overcame all Fan-

ny's assumed courage, and bursting into tears,

she entreated M r. Hardy not to condemn her
till he had taken sufficient time to examine
into the truth, and protested her innocence in

such a tone of sincerity that he again began to

waver, and promised to take every pains to

ascertain the fact before he condemned her.

Emma, in the meantime, was exceedingly per-

plexed, and at a loss how to act on the occa-

sion. She was convinced in her own mind
that Fanny was innocent, and that the money
which Nanny had been so liberal in offering
her was actually part of that which she had
stolen from her father; but the manner, in

which she had involved herself in the guilt
made it impossible, she thought, for her to ex-

plain her suspicions; all therefore that she

could do was to protest her belief in Fanny's
innocence, but without venturing to give one

proof to confirm it.
"

I am as unwilling as you
can possibly be, my dear Emma, to believe

Fanny capable of such conduct, but appear-
ances are certainly against her at present. I

will not however, I repeat, condemn her

without a further examination of the mat-

ter
;
and desire that the affair may not be men-

lioned to any one at present,
for though
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the recovery of one of the notes has been ac-

companied with very unfavourable appear-
ances ;

I sincerely hope that the other may
elucidate the matter more to her advantage,
and the pleasure which such a circumstance
would give me can be imagined by few, for

few can tell the delight with which I have an-

ticipated the day when I should have the hap-
piness to restore my little protegee to her
first friend and protectress, either in this

world or that in which her virtues should
have received a higher polish, and she would
exhibit a finished pattern of that character

which was so early and so nobly begun under
her excellent aunt's instructions."

This reference to her still tenderly beloved
Aunt Jane, whose name never failed at any
time to excite emotions in Fanny's grateful
and affectionate mind, at this time particular-

ly affected her; and after Mr. Hardy had left

the room, and his sister had called Emma to

follow her, that she might talk over to her all

the probabilities of Fanny's guilt of which she
was herself fully convinced, from her persua-
sion that mean birth is ever accompanied
with vicious principles Fanny remained a-

lone, giving free vent to a copious flood of
tears ; in which situation she was found by
Mrs. Ellison, who was shewn into the room

by a servant who went to tell Miss Hardy of
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her call. Much surprised at the sight of her
little lively favourite in tears, Mrs Ellison

inquired eagerly into the cause, which Fanny
however felt very unwilling to discover, for

the bare suspicion of such a crime tinged her
cheek with shame. At length however, over-

come by her friend's kind solicitations, and

encouraged by the hope that she might gain
from her some advice how to act. in the affair,

Fanny related all that had passed about the

unfortunate pocket-book, simply and circum-

stantially without either mingling accusations

against others, or protestations in her own
favour. "I will not insult you, my dear Fan-

ny, so much as to ask if you are innocent,"
said Mrs. Ellison, when Fanny had ceased

speaking,
" but I must know every thing that

you can tell me that may tend to prove you
so in the eyes of those who at present suspect

you. Is there any one whom you have your-
self any reason to doubt, or do you know of

any enemies yon have in the house?
"

"
No, ma'am !

"
replied Fanny in a faint

voice, for she could not forget the part that

Emma had acted in a late affair, nor the

many and repeated unkindnesses which she

had received from Miss Hardy, yet she could

not allow even herself to harbour a suspicion
chat either of them had any hand in the busi-

ness.
" The last time I was here," said Mrs.

i
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Ellison,
"
you were under punishment for a

fault of some kind, but the nature of it, I

could not learn from Miss Hardy, and did
not at that time choose to inquire of your-
self, from a fear of giving you unnecessary
pain. Some circumstances however led me to

suspect that you were not so much to blame,
as you were at first supposed to be ; I should
therefore be glad if you would make me ac-

quainted with the particulars of the business,
as one circumstance often leads to the eluci-

dation of another, and it is necessary in this

instance that delicacy should give way to

justice ; for you know, my dear, a good char-

acter is of the utmost importance to you, who
have no other dependence." Grateful for her

kindness, and convinced by her reasoning,

Fanny, though reluctantly, obeyed her friend,
and told her all with which she was herself

acquainted, which had brought her into dis-

grace with her benefactor. She had just finish-

ed the relation when Miss Hardy entered
the room. " You may leave the room, Fanny,'*
said she, as she entered. Fanny obeyed.

" This
is a sad business, Mrs. Ellison," said she the
moment Fanny had closed the door ; who would
have thought that little creature was so far

advanced in deceit and depravity ! I am sure
I had no idea of it, though I must confess I

always had a very different opinion of her,

v
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from what my brother had, for poor man, he
is always so foolishly partial where he takes a

liking ; but I have seen a great deal of the

world, and made a great deal of observation,
and have constantly found that low birth

invariably produces low principles."
"That is a very serious assertion," said

Mrs. Ellison calmly,
"
considering how many

distinguished characters we have known, who
have risen from the humblest stations of life.

"

"
Very true," returned Miss Hardy,

" there
are no general rules without exceptions you
know, but because such a thing has happened
once or twice in a century, it is no reason
that a beggar's brat that is picked up off the

streets is to become a prodigy, just because

my brother happened to take a fancy to her."
"
Certainly not," replied Mrs. Ellison,

"there must be something more than Mr.

Hardy's merely taking a fancy to her, that

must make her so, but the extraordinary

qualities which first attracted his attention

may perhaps have that effect, and we cer-

tainly must acknowledge that Fanny has very
uncommon abilities."

" Oh she is clever enough, to be sure," said

Miss Hardy,
" but what better is she for

that ? For inmy opinion, good abilities without

good principles serve only to make a more

depraved character."
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" There can be no doubt of it; but as Fan-

ny is still very young, I hope that even vici-

ous propensities, if she should be found so un-

fortunate as to possess them, may still be

counteracted." "
I doubt it much," returned

Miss Hardy.
"

I am glad, however, to find

that my brother is determined, when he is

fully convinced of her guilt, which there is no
doubt he soon will be, to send her away from

hence; and then I do not know where she

will find any one to patronise her as he has

done."
"

I am very sure that Mr. Hardy will never

desert her as long as she leaves him the least

hope of reformation," said Mrs. Ellison calm-

ly;
" but if such a circumstance should hap-

pen, my house shall be open to receive her,
and I will be her guardian and protectress.

But," added she, rising,
"

I have business of

importance to look after this morning, and
must therefore make my call a short one."

Then, wishing Miss Hardy a good morning,
she went away, leaving that lady greatly at

a loss to account for the extraordinary interest

which the unprotected and portionless Fanny
had gained in her mind ; which surprised her
still more than her brother's prepossession,
for she had always considered him to be

subject to odd fancies, but Mrs. Ellison was
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generally looked upon as a woman of both
fashion and judgment.
The day arrived on which the little girls

were to pay their visit, without any thing
further occurring to explain the affair of the

stolen notes, or to clear poor Fanny from the
serious imputations which were against her.

And as Mr. Hardy found himself more and
more unable to explain the business to his

satisfaction, his manner to Fanny became
tinctured with greater reserve and coldness.

This distressed her exceedingly; and her

hopes from Mrs. Ellison's kind interference

gradually growing fainter as the time passed
over without her hearing any thing from her,

she felt herself little disposed for gaiety and

visiting, and would gladly have been excused

accompanying Emma had not Mr. Hardy
said, that it was his wish that she should go,
and that there should not appear to be any

thing amiss till his mind was more fully made

up on the subject. Perfect obedience was

always Fanny's practice, and she therefore

hastened to prepare herself for the visit, with-

out her mind ever once being engaged with
the idea of how she should look, or whether
her dress was likely to be equalled or excelled

by any one whom she should meet. Had she,

however, studied with the greatest anxiety,
she could not, perhaps, have been more suc-

i3
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cessful ; for the neat simplicity of her dress

was perfectly in unison with the artlessness

and innocence of her whole appearance ;
and

even Emma, though she saw her unadorned
with one piece of finery, could not but ac-

knowledge to herself that she looked very
pretty and genteel. Miss Hardy, as she had

said, inspected the dressing, and being satis-

fied that her niece was perfectly secure from

cold, felt no fear of her wearing a thin frock,
which she desired Nanny to pin up in a hand-
kerchief to take with her. This frock, how-

ever, was doomed to be nothing but a subject
of uneasiness to its wearer ; for though she

now saw herself equipped in it with the addi-

tion of the elegant trimming of lace, which
she found on comparison was much hand-
somer than that on Miss Lomax's frock, she
still was far from being happy in it. The
persuasion which she could not but feel, that

with that lace was connected poor Fanny's
sufferings, imbittered every thought; and
when Fanny said, with her usual good humour,
" How beautiful that frock is, and how well

you look in it !" expressions of admiration
from her unsuspicious friend only gave a sting
to her mind, and made her wish she had never
seen either the frock or trimming. But what
was her alarm and uneasiness on hearing her

father's voice in the next room, and expecting
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every moment to see him enter that in which
she was ! Not even when she heard him bid the

master of the house, on whom he had called

about business,
"
good night," and the street-

door close after him, could she persuade her-

self she was safe. And when, at length, she
saw the door open and some one about to be
ushered in, the colour entirely forsook her

cheeks, and she trembled with fear even after

she saw it was no one from whom she had any
thing to apprehend.

" My dear Emma, you
are ill," said Fanny, coming up to her with

concern, "what is the matter with you?"" The matter with me!" said Emma, starting,
and the colour rushing as hastily into her

cheeks as it had before left it,
"
nothing is the

matter with me. Why should there be any
thing the matter with me any more than with

you?" "Only," said Fanny, "because you
were pale and looked agitated.""

I agitated 1" replied Emma, peevishly,
"

I wish, Fanny, you would not take such
fancies into your head about me. I am no
more agitated than you are, so you do not

need to try to persuade me to it."
"
No," said Fanny, with a gentle smile,

"
I

am sure I do not wish to persuade you to be

uncomfortable. I only was afraid you were

so, but am very glad to find I was mistaken."

The visit at length over, Emma put off the
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was sure she would have proper care and at-

tention
; at the same time that she would be

under such stiict discipline as should put it

out of her power to do wrong, and in time lead
her to forget the inclination.

With these motives, therefore, he one morn-

ing, as soon as the breakfast things were re-

moved, turned to Fanny and said,
"

I have
taken every means I can think of for satisfying

myself about those unfortunate notes, and am
sorry to say, that my suspicions still rest upon
you. I have, therefore, come to a determina-

tion, as I cannot, under such circumstances,

keep you as a companion for my daughter,
to remove you to a school at some distance ;

where I hope, by the strictness with which

you will be kept, you will have time to forget

every dangerous propensity. As I do not wish

toinjure your character thus early in life, I

shall form an excuse on account of your
health, which is at present far from as good
as usual, for sending you away, but shall my-
self be much more inclined to hope for your
improvement, if you will, before you go, make
a frank acknowledgement of what you have
done with the other note."

"
Indeed, Sir," said Fam\y, in as steady a

voice as her agitation would permit,
"

1 know

nothing of the money, nor ever suw it till Miss

Hardy brought it down stairs."
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" A very likely story," said Miss Hardy;
61 as if it could get into your box and be close-

ly screwed up there without your knowing of

it ; when you acknowledge yourself that you
put the box into your drawer that very morn-

ing.'*
" But it had nothing in it then, Ma'am,"

said Fanny, in a firm but respectful tone.
" Intolerable impertinence !" exclaimed

Miss Hardy." These insinuations, Fanny," said Mr.

Hardy mildly, but with a look and tone of

displeasure,
" are what make me more in-

clined to think ill of you than any thing else :

for it seems like a wish to throw the suspicion
on an innocent person. You know it is but a

very short time since you endeavoured to

throw a fault on my own Emma, and might,
perhaps, have succeeded, had not circum-
stances been so plainly against you. Leave
the room, therefore, before you are tempted
to do the same again, and prepare as quickly
as you can for your removal."

" Oh ! Sir," cried Fanny, clasping her hands
and bursting into an agony of distress,

" do
not send me from you in anger! It will break

my heart to be sent away without the power
of proving my innocence to think that you
still suspect me of being so base and ungrate-
ful to one to whom I owe every thing."
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" Most sincerely do I wish, Fanny," replied
Mr. Hardy, much moved with her unaffected

distress,
" most sincerely do I wish you could

prove my suspicions groundless. But I have

given you time, for I have made no hasty de-

terminations : nothing remains, therefore, for

you but to submit, for I cannot now change
them without something more than mere as-

sertion of your innocence.'*
" Oh !" exclaimed the almost heart broken

Fanny, looking round with despair in her

countenance,
"

is there no one who will stand

my friend ? will no one restore me to the good
opinion of my beloved benefactor?"

" I will," said Mrs. Ellison, who at that

moment entered the room :
"

I am come to

stand your friend, and hope to restore you to

the favour of your benevolent guardian." So

saying she took Fanny by the hand, and draw-

ing her to her side, without any introductory

compliments, for her mind was occupied with

things of greater importance, she presented a

piece of paper to Mr. Hardy and inquired if

he knew it.

"
Yes, Ma'am," he replied,

"
it is the

other of the notes which were taken out of

my pocket-book, and which 1 have been so

long in search of. May I know where you met
with it?"

" You shall know all,'' replied she,
" but I
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must have my own time for it and go regular-

ly to work. On calling here a few mornings
ago, I found Fanny in great distress; and after

some difficulty learned that it was because she

was suspected of having stolen two notes of

twro pounds each, out of your pocket-book.

Perfectly satisfied in my own mind that it was
an undeserved charge, I determined to set

about an investigation of the matter, and if

possible discover proofs of her innocence

which should make others as well assured of
it as I was myself. This however I found to

be a much more difficult matter than I had

expected. My first business was to examine

my own maid; she had on the night the little

girls were with me attempted to relate some
information about the domestic concerns of

your house, which I did not at that time

think I had any business with and therefore

refused to hear. It now however was become
of preater importance, and I of course applied
to her, and learned that Nanny, after she had
dressed the young ladies and sent them into

the room to me, staid to gossip ; when she told

her, that Miss Emma being desirous of going
without one of her usual petticoats had endea-

voured to persuade Fanny to do the same;
but, said the girl, Miss Fanny is such an obsti-

nate little creature that there is no managm:
.her, but however we tricked her at last

igmg
for I
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found she had put on Miss Emma's petticoat
instead of her own and let it pass, with-
out telling her of the mistake, so that if Miss

Hardy should find out that they have either of
them been without, the mark will shew that

both Miss Emma's have been worn."
Here Mr. Hardy sighed deeply and gave a

look at his daughter which said he saw at

once how she had behaved. Emma blushed
and hung down her head in painful confusion,
Miss Hardy fidgeted on her chair, and Fanny
wished Mrs. Ellison would not proceed any
farther with her vindication, for she felt as

though she would herself suffer any thing
rather than her dear Emma and her kind
benefactor should be so much distressed;
Mrs. Ellison however proceeded

" This cir-

cumstance convinced me that Fanny had

enemies, and to detect them and prove her

innocence I was more than ever determined

upon. J still however found myself unable to

discover any satisfactory proof of the suspici-
ons which t entertained till yesterday, when
the evidence of one of your own servants put
me into a

proper
train for inquiry. But

if you will give me leave to call her she shall

herself repeat to you the account which she

srave me, and which your too great fear of

t x posing Fanny to the servants has prevented

your hearing before."
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Mr. Hardy, without speaking, rang the bell,

and Mrs. Ellison ordered the kitchen maid
into the room. "Tell your master," said she

to the servant as she entered,
" Avhat it was

that you saw particular about Nanny's beha-

viour the morning that the money was miss-

ed." "
I had sent Nanny into the parlour,

Sir," said the woman,
" with a plate of toast,

and when she came out again I thought she

looked very queer ; and I said to her, Nanny,
what is the matter has Miss Hardy been

finding fault about any thing?
'

No', said

she, 'there is nothing* the matter; but my
master wants a basin of milk directly, so

get it ready for him :' and then she ran out of

the kitchen : and when the milk was ready
she was not there to take it in : so I goes up
stairs to seek for her and as I was passing the

young ladies bed-room door I sees Nanny
screwing on the top of a little ivory box, and
then shut Miss Fanny's drawer in a great hur-

ry. Nanny, says I, what are you doing-
there? f

Only putting Miss Fanny's drawer in

a little better order,' says she,
'
for Miss Hardy

is coming up after breakfast to look into it, an'd

she would be angry if it was rough.' So I

thought no more about it till Mrs. Ellison

asked me some questions yesterday that put
it all into my head again ; for I never knew
that you suspected Miss Fanny, Sir. It came
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into my head too when Mrs. Ellison spoke to

me, that when I went the other day into Mr.

Yard's, the linen-draper's shop, Nanny was
there, and when she saw me she was in a

great hurry to put something he had just

given her into her pocket. I asked her

what she had been buying ? she said, 'only
some thread ;' but I thought she looked very
frightened lest I should ask any more about
it." Mrs. Ellison now told the servant, she

might go, and then proceeded herself.
" On hearing this account, I went immedi-

ately to the linen-draper's shop to inquire if

he had sold any thing to your servant within
four days, and found he had sold two

yards of lace at a guinea a yard : this seemed
so strange a purchase for a servant to make,
that I was convinced Miss Hardy must have
sent her ; and the more so when I found she

had paid for it with a guinea, and the rest

silver instead of a note. 1 was returning home
at a loss how further to proceed, when call-

ing at my grocer's to pay a bill that I owed
him, he gave me a two pound note in ex-

change for a larger one. It was impossible for

me to see a note of that amount without hav-

ing a suspicion that it might be the one in

question ; I therefore asked him if he knew of

whom he had got it.
*

Yes, Ma'am,' answer-

K2
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ed he,
(
I am like to know for it was almost

forced upon me the other day by Mr. Hardy's
servant, who wanted change for her master in

a great hurry ; and as they are very good cus-

tomers I was willing to oblige them though
it was very inconvenient to me.'

"
I inquired what change he had given for

it, and found that he had given a guinea and
nineteen shillings in silver.

" Aud now, Sir," added Mrs. Ellison, her

countenance glowing with benevolent plea-

sure,
"

I think we have sufficiently substan-

tiated the innocence of our little foundling."" She is, indeed, acquitted with honour,"
said Mr. Hardy,

" and now it remains for us

to learn for what purpose N:?nny bought the

expensive lace." As he spoke he had his

hand upon the bell-handle to order her in,

but Emma, seeing his intention, sprang for-

ward and throwing herself at his feet exclaim-

ed,
" Oh stop, papa, stop, and I will tell you

all ! I will tell you how naughty I have been,
and how unworthy I am of all your kindness !"

She then, in as articulate a manner as her

agitation would permit, told the part she had
had in the business, and expressed in strong
and convincing terms her repentance and sor-

row.
"

I trust you are sincere, Emma," said her
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father, when she ceased speaking; and looking
at her with an expression of heartfelt grief,"

I hope and trust you are sincere ; though I

own that hope would have been stronger if

your confession had been more voluntary and
not extorted from you by circumstances. I

will trust, however, to your promises, con-
vinced that your present humiliation is a much
greater punishment than any I could infligt.

And if what you now suffer does but serve

to cure you of your dangerous passion for

dress, by convincing you of its inability to

give either happiness or respectability, and
lead you to seek such ornaments alone as those

with which your friend is adorned, I may yet
see the day when I shall again be proud of

my daughter. Nanny, to whom I am willing
to hope your faults are greatly owing, shall

not remain another night under my roof, and
we must all do our utmost to make amends
to poor Fanny for the undeserved ill treatment
that she has met with from us and to endea-

vour to obtain her forgiveness."
" Oh ! do not talk of forgiveness," cried

Fanny, her eyes streaming with tears of com-
miseration for her benefactor's distress and his

daughter's disgrace.
" Do not talk of forgive-

ness to one who owes every thing to you !

But for you, I might now have been plunged
x 3
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in vice and misery ; for though my Aunt Jane
first taught me to love virtue, my mind was
too young to remember her instructions had
not yours strengthened and improved every

good lesson which I received from her."

END or THE FIRST FAUX.
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THE

ORNAMENTS DISCOVERED.

PART THE SECOND.

NOTHING deserving of notice occurred in

Mr. Hardy's family from the time that we left

Fanny restored to her patron's favour till Em-
ma and she had reached the age of fifteen,

when the calm, in which the years had glided

away, was first interrupted by the death of

their amiable friend Mrs. Ellison.

To Fanny this loss was particularly distress-

ing, for that lady had ever acted to her the

part of a kind and attentive parent. But grief
for this misfortune, however sincere, soon

gave way to one of a still more afflicting na-

ture; for her benevolent guardian, whom she

had for some time observed to be much op-

pressed and agitated in his spirits, being called
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away in great haste to London, on business of

importance, a fatiguing journey, in extremely
hot weather ancl under great anxiety of mind,

brought on a pleuritic fever which proved so

rapid in its course that his family only heard

of his illness one post preceding that which

brought the melancholy tidings of his decease.

The loss of such a character could not fail of

being sincerely regretted by all who were ac-

quainted with his excellencies, but was more

particularly afflicting to those who had been

daily in the habit of partaking of his kindness

and benefiting by his instructions. And the

idea of his having laboured under sickness

without their being near to administer to his

wants, and its being denied them the melan-

choly satisfaction of performing the last sad

duties to his remain's, even though they knew
him to be surrounded by friends who would

kindly and faithfully perform all these tender

offices, added double poignancy to their afflic-

tions. Miss Hardy's grief was of that violent

and impatient nature which defies all conso-

lation, and indulges itself without any consid-

eration that she did not suffer alone. Emma
too wept incessantly, and remembered, with
heartfelt anguish, every^ circumstance in which
she had given pain to the kindest and best of
fathers ; whilst the gentle and affectionate

Fanny, who had always, from the situations
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in which Providence had placed her, been ac-

customed to controul her
feelings

and make
self only a secondary consideration, shewed
that calm and settled sorrow which finds its

only relief in administering every little sooth-

ing and tender attention which could alleviate

the sufferings of those around her. She

sought not to make a display of her grief, but

rather struggled against her feelings that she

might be the better enabled to fulfil her duty
towards her friends. She endeavoured to

soothe Miss Hardy's mind by reminding her

of the many comforts and blessings which she

still enjoyed, and to mitigate the acuteness of

Emma's affliction by drawing her away from
a contemplation of circumstances which were

likely to increase it, and reminding her of the

many testimonies of approbation and pleasure
which her father had almost daily shewn her

during several years." These things, my dear Emma," she would
say>

"
you ought to accustom yourself to

dwell upon; for they will be the strongest in-

citements to persevere . in the conduct which
he so hjghly approved."

"
Yes," replied the weeping Emma, "

I

ought to recollect them, for they are the only
things which can soften the remembrance of

the many moments of distress which I have
occasioned him, when he had to fly to you for
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tfciat comfort which his only child refused to

give him. Oh! the longest life could not have

made amends for all this, and now, when I

was only beginning to be sensible of my duty,
I am deprived of the power of practising it."

"
No, my dear Emma, that is not the case,"

said Fanny, in a gently remonstrating voice,
"

for though your beloved father can no longer
witness your improving virtues in this world,
we know that he will rejoice in them in that

which is to come. We must act as if his eye,
as well as that of Omnipotence, were constant-

ly upon us, and we may be assured that by
this we shall not only secure our own happi-
ness but increase his. It would be sinful in

us to encourage any violent or extravagant

feelings of grief at his being thus taken away
from us, for we have every reason to believe

that the great Being who governs all things
with so much goodness and mercy had some
tender and benevolent design in removing him
at this time. We know that whatever he de-

crees is best ; and we ought, therefore, to sub-
mit with patience and resignation to his

will."
- Though Fanny was the first both to speak

of* resignation and to practise its duties, she
had by far the most difficult task to perform ;

for besides the almost unbounded affection

which she had always felt for the benevolent
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friend she had lost, she soon found that her
own more immediate situation would be great-

ly altered.

From the time that Mr. Hardy had been
made fully sensible of the ill will which his

sister bore to the little orphan, he had avoided

putting her under her power more than could

possibly be avoided ; and had shewn such a

determined resolution that his protegee should
in all things be treated as his daughter, that

Miss Hardy, when there was no longer any
hope of getting her discarded, found it her
wisest way to comply with as good a grace as

she could. Now, however, things were

changed ; her brother was no longer present
to assert the right of the unprotected orphan,
and as soon as she felt herself at liberty to

indulge her dislike of Fanny, who had in vain

endeavoured to conciliate her affections, she
had begun to be aware that her brother's cir-

cumstances, at the time of his decease, were
not such as to gratify her wishes with respect
to her niece, much less to enable her to sup-
port an additional burden. Her conduct,

therefore, soon began to assume the air of one
who thought her an incumbrance; which

Fanny's penetration soon discovered, though
i4ie delicately forbore to speok of it. Mr,

Hardy, in the early part of his life, had been
ciV^aged in an rxtt-nsive bfcnfbwg-nQuse in
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London, and though he had long ceased to be
a partner, his confidence in its respectability
and wealth was so unlimited, that he had not

taken the usual precaution of having his name

legally withdrawn; so that on its failure, his

property was involved in the general ruin. It

was long before the affairs could be so ar-

ranged as to enable a judgment to be formed
of the extent to which he was a sufferer, and
his family were kept six months in ignorance
with respect to their prospects. He had left

a will, in which he had bequeathed to Fanny
two thousand pounds, and had settled twice
that sum on his sister for her life. The re-

mainder of his property, whatever it might
be, was of course his daughter's : but what
was their dismay and consternation when his

executors were at length obliged to inform

them, that his property was all condemned,
and would go but a short way towards satis-

fying his creditors; and that their clothes

and books, with as much furniture as was suf-

ficient for a very small house, was all that they
could secure them.

Thunderstruck at this intelligence, Emma
and her aunt looked at each other in an agony
of despair. Miss Hardy, whose violent tem-

per was but ill calculated to struggle with mis-

fortune, burst into a paroxysm of grief and

rage.
" And is this/' cried she,

" what my
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foolish brother lias brought up two fine ladies

for to leave them beggars? He had much
better have put his own daughter to service

than added another to a family which he
could not support. Who would not have

thought that he abounded in wealth instead

of being overwhelmed in debt?"
"
Oh, Miss Hardy," cried Fanny, shocked

and distressed beyond measure at this reflec-

tion on her friend's memory,
" do not blame

my guardian for misfortunes that he could

neither foresee nor prevent. Even his credit-

ors, who have suffered by them, do not accuse

him of imprudence ; and the distress which
he suffered at so unexpected a stroke of for-

tune, we well know to have been the cause

of our last and greatest calamity the loss of

himself.'*
" My dear Fanny," said Emma, as her

friend thus strove to sooth Miss Hardy's
mind,

" how gently and amiably you bear

your own share in these calamities; you do
not seem at all to remember that you are

yourself involved in them !"

" Nor has she any right to do so," replied
Miss Hardy, whose selfishness overcame every

feeling ofjustice.
" She knows that however

things have turned out she is still a gainer, for

she has been clothed and fed for so many
years; and though my brother left her a legacy
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it was out of his bounty that she would have

received it; she is not deprived of any right."
"

No," answered Fanny, unmoved by this

remark,
"

1 am not indeed deprived of any
right; for I have already received a great deal

more than I can ever be sufficiently grateful
for.

.

I have been,clothed and fed for many
years it is true, but that is a small part of my
obligations, for my kind benefactor has be-

stowed on me an education which will at once
enable me to provide for myself, and perhaps
assist those to whom I owe so much, as his

representatives. I have no cause to repine,
for I remember my original situation, and
know that whatever may befal me, I can
never be reduced to the low state from which
I was taken ; for then I suffered under the

worst of evils poverty, ignorance and helpless-
ness. It is for you, my beloved Emma, that

1 grieve ; for you have never known any
thing but prosperity, and are .but ill calculated

to bear the trials of the world."
" We must bury ourselves in the country

where we shall not be known," said Emma,
" for I should be ashamed to shew myself in

a town where I have always appeared* under
such different circumstances."
" Ashamed," replied Fanny, to shew your-

self in a town where your excellent father

was known !
" Is it possible Emma, that you
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can be so unconscious of the estimation in

which his character was held ? Even I, who
am only the child of his bounty, am proud of
the title; what then may you be who are his

darling and only child? Ido'notwish however,"
continued she,

" to dissuade you from the idea

of retiring into the country, for it will tertainly
be best suited to your circumstances; and
there is a spot I believe at present within our

power, to which of ail others I should wish

g-"
" Where is that?" asked Emma, " for if it

be your choice, I am sure it is a prudent
one."
"

It is the little cottage that my Aunt Jane
used to live in. Your father who you know
a long time ago found it out, told me only the

night before he went away, that in passing

through Ipswich a few days before, he had
seen it was standing empty ; and asked me in

joke if he should take it for my country house.

I have since learned that it is still unoccupied,
and that the rent is only five pounds a year.
It is a neater and prettier little spot than we
shall be able to get any where else, at so easy
a rate; and if Miss Hardy will give me
leave I will write to inquire about it immedi-

ately."
That lady, who declared she did not care

where she went, provided she was removed to
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a distance from where she had resided in sc

different a style, gave Fanny leave to manage
the business as she liked ; for she found when
reduced so low as not to be able to keep any
hired assistants, the hitherto despised Fanny
would be very necessary to her. To Emma
too the proposal was very agreeable; Fanny
therefore immediately set about the necessary

inquiiies, and had the satisfaction to find that

the cottage was still at liberty, and that they

might have immediate possession. Nothing
could exceed Fanny's activity and manage-
ment, in the arrangement of every thing pre-
vious to their departure. Miss Hardy had very
little trouble or anxiety on the occasion : and
desirous of saving her friends as much as pos-
sible, Fanny proposed that the furniture

should be sent off, and that she should accom-

pany it a week previous to Miss Hardy's and
Emma's entering upon their new situation;
that she might have time to put things in or-

der, and make the little cottage as comfort-
able as possible for them.

" How kind and considerate Fanny is to

us!" said Emma to her aunt, as her friend on

receiving Miss Hardy's sanction to her propo-
sal, left the room to make some necessary
preparations.

" How little she cares for her

own, and how willing she is to lake even the
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part of a servant upon herself for the sake of

adding to our comfort!"
" Oh ! let Fanny alone for a little manage-

ment," said Miss Hardy:
u she knows what

she is about. How can she expect to

be maintained, unless she makes herself use-

ful ? She knows that service must be her por-
tion some where or other, and she no doubt

prefers it with those she is acquainted with to

going amongst strangers."
" But there is no occasion for her to be

degraded to a servant's place," replied Emma.
" The education she has had, and the great
excellence she has attained in every thing she

attempted to learn, gives her a right to look

to a very different situation. As a governess
she is perhaps at present too young to engage,
but as an under teacher in a school many peo-

ple would be glad to have her, and she would

soon, I have no doubt, get forward if her abili-

ties were known."
" And you may depend on it," returned

Miss Hardy,
" she will not be long in seeking

out a better situation ; for now that your poor
father is gone she will care little for us ; but
there must be some time before one can be

found, and till then she knows it is necessary
she should do all she can to lighten the bur-

den of maintaining her. Indeed, I do not

know," continued Miss Hardy, bursting into

L3
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tears,
" how we are to manage to live our-

selves, for all that we shall be able to muster
will not I believe produce us thirty pounds a

*

year."
Emma had not time to reply before Fan-

ny came running into the room with tears in

her eyes, but joy beaming in her countenance:
she held an open letter in her hand which she

put into Emma's without speaking." What letter is this?'* asked Emma.
" Read it said she and read it aloud, that

your Aunt may hear the good news." The
letter was from a gentleman who had been
left executor to their friend Mrs. Ellison's

will, who being from home at the time of her

death, the will could not be opened till his

return, which had only taken place a day or

two before. He wrote to inform Fanny, that

there was a legacy bequeathed to her by that

lady of one thousand pounds, to be paid im-

mediately on her decease, and which he was

very sorry had been so long delayed.
"

TJiis
is, indeed, good news," said Emma, as fche

finished reading the letter ;

" and I most sin-

cerely rejoice, Fanny, that you will be bene-
fited by the kindness of one of your friends

at least. This sum, with your activity and

industry, will enable you to live confortably
and almost independently."
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"
Say, rather," replied Fanny,

"
ft will

make us a little more comfortable."
"
No," returned Emma, " we have no right

to it ; nor have you any more than will barely
serve yourself: you must not, therefore, think
of depriving yourself of common necessaries

from a generous pity to us."
" And do you think it possible, my dearest

Emma, that I could have a sixpence without

sharing it with both you and your aunt ? Could

you think me so ungrateful for the bounty of

my benefactor ?" said Fanny, with generous
warmth. " Believe me, the pleasure which-I
have received from this proof of the kindness
of our excellent friend, is much more on ac-

count of its putting it into my power to give
a small proof of my gratitude and affection,

than from any advantage to myself. It has

relieved my mind from a load ; for I could

not bear the thoughts of leaving you, yet
knew not how to think of staying, to be a bur-

den upon your aunt which she could so ill

support : but now, I hope, this small addition

to her income, with the services which it may
be in my power to render in other respects,
will still allow me to remain with those I so

tenderly love."

This proof of disinterested and generous
affection, for the first time excited a suspicion
in Miss Hardy's mind, tkat she had been mis-
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taken in her judgment of Fanny's character ;

*md she said, with much greater kindness than

asual,
"

It would, indeed, be a pity for you to

oe separated after you have lived so long and so

happily together."
"

I have no fear of our doing very comfort-

ably," said Fanny ;

" for I think when we
are a little known in the neighbourhood to

which we are going, we may, perhaps, be able

lo begin a little school. We may set off, you
know, on a humble plan, and rise by degrees
as we become better known and people gain
confidence in our abilities."

In this manner did Fanny's active mind em-

ploy itself in executing the present business,
which needed her exertions, and in planning
future usefulness. She was obliged to post-

pone her departure for Ipswich a few days, on
account of her legacy., which the gentleman
who paid it kindly assisted her in placing in

proper hands: and as she was to receive a

year's interest immediately, she was enabled
to discharge the expenses attending its receipt
without encroaching on the capital ; and an-

other half-year's interest having then become
due, she put twenty-live pounds into Miss

Hardy's hand and desired it might be used as

general property. After which she set off to

prepare the cottage for its future inhabitants.

It is impossible to describe Fanny's feelingson
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again taking possession of the habitation of her

earliest years ; every corner ofwhich she perfect-

ly recollected, and almost fancied, as she look-

ed around, that she should again meet the dear
friend who had given such charms to the spot,

though the place altogether was much altered ;

for ifhad been occupied by people who had

kept it in very indifferent order. The little gar-
den, too, before the door was far from what
it used to be in her Aunt Jane's time. One
rose bush, that grew just under the window
between two honeysuckles which twined
round the casement, was the only thing that

she could make herself perfectly sure had
been planted by her Aunt's hands. On that

bush, however, she looked with the affection

of an old friend.
" You were a small slip,"

said she, inwardly, looking at the tree,
" when

she planted you : I was standing by her atthe
time. '

It is a tender twig at present, like

yourself/ said she to me ;

;

you will both
need great care in rearing : but I hope you
will both reward me one day or other for the

trouble, by arriving at that perfection it would
make me so happy to witness/ Here we now
both are in full health and vigour, but where,
oh! where, is the kind hand which fostered us r"

A tear started into her eye at the thought, and
she turned away overcome by the mournful
sentiments which reflection excited.
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The cottage consisted of one room in front

on the ground floor : this Fanny made into a

neat little parlour, and a small one behind
served as a kitchen : and a good sized bed-

room, extending over them both, being fur-

nished with two neat little camp beds with
white hangings, and window curtains of the

same kind, had a very snug and comfortable

appearance. She managed herself to adorn
the walls of the parlour with a plain simple
paper, and arranged the furniture, which was
all very good, with such taste and elegance as

was wonderful for her years. Her last busi-

ness was to get the garden weeded and put
into a little order, which she had just accom-

plished when Miss Hardy and her niece ar-

rived. Emma was delighted with the ap-
pearance of the place, and even her Aunt con-

descended to express something bordering
upon satisfaction ; but habit had become too

deeply rooted in her mind to be ever over-

come, and unfortunately her influence over
that of her niece" frequently checked the more
amiable propensities of Emma's youthful
heart. Pride and vanity had been so early

planted there, and so constantly nourished by
her Aunt's ill judging kindness, that even her

father's watchful endeavours and her friend's

excellent example had not been able to root

it out. When, therefore, Miss Hardy looked
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around and said, with a stifled sigh,
"

It is all

very well for those who have no right to look
for any thing better, but is very unfit for us
who have been accustomed to other things/'
Emma immediately began to compare the

house, the neatness of which had at first so

much pleased her, with that which she had

just left, and at the comparison shrunk from
the window for fear any one should see her
as the inhabitant of so humble an abode.

Fanny saw with concern the effect of these

thoughts on the mind of her friend ; but con-

scious that nothing but time would have power
to overcome them, she forbore to make any
remark; and kindly trying to turn her

thoughts to another subject,
"

I think," said

she,
" our little parlour needs nothing now but

a set of neat book-shelves to make it look quite

complete : but that piece of work must fall

to your share, Emma; and if your Aunt
will* give us leave to have some plain
wood ones made and you will stain and var-

nish them, which is work you so much excel

in, they will, when filled with some of our

pretty books, be a great improvement to the

room." Miss Hardy, who was much gratified

by Fanny's thus applying to her for leave with
as much respect as when in a more dependent
situation, very graciously said,

" I can have

no objection to any little unexpensive plan of
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ornamenting our house ;" and Emma, though
she seemed to have lost that activity of mind
which was necessary to set herself to work,
was much pleased at having it marked out

for her, and soon began to form a pattern suit-

ed to the work proposed.
Time gradually stole on, though apparently

at a very different pace with the three inha-

bitants of the little cottage. Fanny, who was

kept in very constant employment, for they
had very little hired assistance for the work
of the family, which consequently fell almost

entirely upon her, was so happy in the

thought of being of service to the daughter
and sister of her beloved guardian, and of thus

repaying a part of her obligations to him, that

time seemed to fly with her on rapid wings,
and each day appeared too short for its various

duties. She, besides, was very careful to de-

vote a portion of every day to keeping herself

in practice in the different branches of educa-
tion in which she had already gained a profi-

ciency ; and for this purpose she was obliged
to rise much earlier in the mornings than
Miss Hardy or Emma, for she found that even
after she had done all which appeared to her

at the time necessary, Miss Hardy, who had
been so long accustomed to have a number of

servants at command, always found so many
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things for her to do, that she could get for-

ward with little else than attending upon her.

That lady's chief happiness had always de-

pended upon dress and visiting : and having
unfortunately never cultivated a taste for either

reading or working, she found time intolerably
irksome to her. Her principal employment
was in new modelling different articles of her

own or niece's wardrobe, to make them look

as smart and fashionable as possible ; and her

almost only subject of conversation, lamenting
their sad change of circumstances and the dif-

ferent prospects which her darling had once en-

joyed. On this theme she sometimes had an op-

portunity of expatiating very copiously to a very
respectable elderly woman who filled the

situation of housekeeper in a gentleman's

family which was near them. The lady and

gentleman whom Mrs. Sams served having
been from home for a considerable time, she was
almost uncontrolled mistress of the house and

grounds, and being pleased with the appear-
ance of the young people she veiy kindly
took an opportunity of inviting them to make
use of the park and gardens to walk in. By
this means she was introduced to Miss Har-

dy's acquaintance, who, for want of any other

companion, condescended sometimes to asso-

ciate with her and allow her the privilege of

listening to her complaints. Mrs. Sams, how-
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ever, was a good-tempered woman, and know-

ing how to feel for a person who had experi-
enced so great a reverse of fortune, listened

with tolerable patience. Besides, she was
much interested in the looks and manners of

the girls, and was desirous of cultivating their

acquaintance, in the hope that she might some
time or other have it in her power to be of

service to them.

Emma, who had sufficient good sense to

know that it was wrong to indulge in discon-

tent, yet not so much strength of mind as to

enable her, without some additional motive, to

rise superior to her situation, was much the

greatest sufferer by the change. She was

spiritless and inactive and felt unequal to the

exertion of taking proper exercise, and it was
with great alarm and concern that her aunt and

Fanny saw her health gradually decline.

Mrs: Sams and Miss Hardy prescribed various

medicines, but without effect. She had no
visible complaint, yet she grew thin, the co-

lour forsook her cheeks and her strength evi-

dently declined. Fanny was exceedingly
alarmed at these symptoms and prevailed

upon Miss Hardy to apply for medical advice,
and though Mrs. Sams said she was sure no
doctor knew better how to treat her than she

did, one was sent for; who ordered, that her
mind should be kept as cheerful as possible,
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that she should use exercise very freely, and
take a great deal of bark and port wine. It

was now, for the first time, that Fanny became
sensible of the miseries attending on poverty ;

she had never before felt a desire for any thing
that she could not easily forego : but now that

she heard that wine was necessary for the re-

storation of Emma's health, and learned from
Miss Hardy that two guineas were all the mo-

ney which she had remaining, whilst she re-

collected that it would be a full month before

they should have any more due to them, she

felt a more acute sensation of misery than she

had ever before been sensible of. Nothing
which affected herself could have struck half

so deep ; for she trembled at the idea of her

beloved Emma's being deprived of the neces-

sary support which her delicate state of health

required, and perhaps sinking so low that

when further aid was in their power it might
come too late to have the desired effect. Un-

fortunately, too, Miss Hardy, who had little

consideration for the feelings of others, had
declared the state of their finances in Emma's
presence, who, alarmed at the idea of involv-

ing her friends in debt and difficulties, posi-

tively refused to have any wine bought for

her/ "Only think," said she, as her aunt

talked of ordering wine for her use, (for Miss

Hardy had never been accustomed to regulate
M 2
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her wishes by prudence,)
"
only recollect that

a gallon of wine would cost nearly half of the

money which we have all to live upon for a

month to come ; and if we involve our next

half-year's income by contracting debts before

we receive it, what state shall we be in by the

time that the next allowance becomes due ?

You know, Fanny, these are arguments that

you have often used to check any unnecessary

expense, and I must now give you them back.
Let me go on as usual ; I may get better

without; but I am sure I never shall with the

aid of medicine which I should think was de-

priving my friends of necessary subsistence.'*

Fanny, who saw that in the present state of

Emma's health and spirits the distress of in-

curring such an expense would indeed coun-
teract any good which she might otherwise
derive from the medicine, yielded without
further resistance ; but determined to use some
other means to procure what she was con-
vinced was so necessary for the restoration of
her health and strength ; and, therefore, whilst
Miss Hardy sat weeping and bemoaning her
hard fortune, she set about active exertions to

improve it. As her object was to raise a little

money as quickly as possible, she determined
to go and consult their friend Mrs. Sams about
the best means of doing so. She found the
old lady within and at liberty, and soon told
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her the object of her visit.
"

If you could

put me in the way of making a little money
by my own work unknown to my friends/*
said she,

"
I should be very grateful ; and I

hope the manner in which I should execute it

would prevent your feeling any regret at having
recommended me."

"
I have no doubt of it, my dear," said Mrs.

Sams, who had always shewn a particular par-

tiality for Fanny,
" and you could not have

made the application at a better time ; for I

had some fine shirts sent to me only yester-

day to get made for a gentleman, and you
shall have one of them home with yoy imme-

diately, if you please." Fanny's expressive

eyes glistened with delight at hearing this,

which Mrs. Sams observing said, with a smile,
"

I suppose you want some pretty piece of

dress that you do not think Miss Hardy would

buy for you. Well, well, it is all very natural

and very fair when you are willing to work
for it." Fanny was sorry that Mrs. Sams
should suspect her of so mean a motive, but

she had too great on objection to tell
any thing

which might seem like praising herself to at-

tempt to explain her real one ; and she took

her leave highly gratified at the success of her

application and with a promise from Mrs.

Sams of another shirt as soon as she returned

the first, provided it was made to her satis-

M -2
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faction which she felt very confident would
be the case.

As she knew her only time for work would
be, in the mornings before the others were up,

Fanny could hardly sleep from the fear of not

rising time enough ;
and as Miss Hardy and

Emma were accustomed to her getting up
early, she was not afraid of exciting their

curiosity by doing so now. As she went
about her work with all the alacrity of a wil-

ling mind, she soon had every thing put in

order for Miss Hardy's coming down stairs and
then set herselfdown to her sewing, in which
she had made so much progress before she was

interrupted, that she found she was likely to

get it accomplished much sooner than she

expected ; which reflection served t comfort
and cheer her when she saw Emma come
down stairs pale and languid, and unable to

taste the breakfast that she had taken pains to

make nice and tempting for her.
" Do not

look so anxiously at me Fanny," said Emma
as she saw her friend's eyes, which always
spoke the feelings of her mind, fixed upon
her with a look of solicitude " Do not look
at me so ; I shall soo^i be better. Enjoy your
own breakfast for it will do me more good to

see you eat than to do so myself."
"There is little danger of my not eating,"

replied Fanny, recollecting herself and feeling
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sorry for having discovered so much uneasi-
ness to the invalid whose spirits it was neces-

sary to keep up ;

" the only fear is, that I get
quite vulgar in my appetite, for my work
gives me an excellent relish for my breakfast

every morning.""
That," said Miss Hardy,

"
is because it

belongs to the situation in which you were
born to work for your bread, so it does not do

you any harm, but it is very different with my
poor Emma and myself! for we never before
knew any thing but what was very superior
you know, so that it is no wonder it does us
harm."
* It ill becomes us to talk of superiority be-

fore Fanny," said Emma blushing indignantly
at her aunt's speech,

" for she shews a great-
ness of mind far above any little advantage of
fortune which we ever possessed."

" I am sure," replied Miss Hardy, (who
since her interest was so much connected
with Fanny's friendship, had been much more

circumspect in her language to her,)
"

I am
sure I was far from meaning any thing disre-

spectful, I only meant to say, that as Fan-

ny was not born a gentlewoman, it is not

likely that she should surfer so much from not

being able to appear any longer as one, as

those who had never known any thing else ;
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and I hope Fanny will not be offended at m^
for saying so."

" Not in the least Ma'am," answered Fan-

ny with a look and tone of sweetness and

good nature, which shewed more real great-
ness than could have been derived from a

dukedom.
The fourth morning saw the completion of

Fanny's first shirt, but as she was ignorant of
the usual price of such things, she felt anxious
and uncertain whether she had yet gained as

much as would pay for a bottle of wine
; for

she was too prudent in her ideas to think of

getting a larger quantity than that at first, till

it was seen how far it answered the desired

end. On taking her work to Mrs. Sams how-
ever, that lady after declaring herself highly
satisfied with the manner it was done put six

shillings into her hand. Delighted beyond
measure at the sum, she exclaimed before she
recollected that she was discovering her se-

cret,
" Oh ! this will pay for a bottle of wine

at once." " A bottle of wine!" repeated
Mrs. Sams with surprise.

Fanny recollected herself and finding she
had excited the good old lady's curiosity-

thought it better to explain herself entirely,
than make any appearance of affected modesty
in endeavouring to conceal it. Mrs. Sams who
could not but admire both the action and the
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delicate manner in which it was done, kindly
promised her every assistance in her power,
both in keeping the secret and in accomplish-
ing her object, and offered at the same time to

send a servant for the wine, which she knew
it would not be pleasant to Fanny to procure
herself. This offer was very thankfully ac-

cepted, and Fanny soon returned home with
what she flattered herself would do much
towards the preservation of a life so dear to

her.

As she was in the habit of going out fre-

quently with a little basket for the purpose of

bringing home any thing which happened to

be wanted in the family, she had no difficulty
in getting the wine into the house, without
its being observed by either Miss Hardy or

Emma; and she did not say any thing to them
about it. till the usual time for Emma's taking
her bark, which she brought to her with
a glass of wine to drink after it.

" Wine !"

exclaimed Emma, on observing the glass and
its contents,

" where did it come from Fan-

ny ?"
" From a friend," answered Fanny,* "who

is very anxious to see you restored to your
usual health and strength.""

I know who it is," returned Emma, "
it

is Mrs. Sams, you have been lamenting to her
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that you couM not get any wine for me and
she has sent this in consequence of the hint.'*

" I hope Emma, you know me better than
to believe I would take any mean way of pro-

curing any thing, however much I might
wish for it."
"

I am sure you would not intend to do any
thing mean," answered Emma, " but you
might speak of it without meaning it as a hint

to Mrs. Sams, and I am sorry she has taken it

so ;
both because I do not think it will do me

any good, and because I dislike to receive a
favour from any one so far beneath me."
" My dear Emma," said Fanny in a kindly

remonstrating tone,
"
you ought not to speak

in that manner of good Mrs. Sams, for she is

both a respectable woman and quite your
equal at present in situation, and if in spite of
these things she must still be looked meanly
upon, unless she had enjoyed the advantage of

being born genteelly, even for that I believe

however, she has a right to your respect as she
is a near relative of the family in which she
lives. She therefore may be looked upon as
a friend, though if nothing but genteel birth
will do, I fear / never can."

" Oh! Fanny do not talk so," exclaimed
Emma bursting into tears, as she threw her
arms round the neck of her friend,

" are you
not my friend, my sister, my mother and
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every thing that is dear to me ? Without you
I could never have lived after the loss of my
dear father, and it is through your example
and assistance only that I have any chance of

being worthy of the name of his daughter."

Fanny kissed her affectionately, and then

fearful of the effect of agitation on her deli-

cate state of health, said in a playful voice,
" wine is said to make people merry, but as the

sight of it has had a very contrary influence

upon you, I must insist that you drink it up

immediately, and try if the taste has any bet-

ter effect." Emma"had just dried up her tears

and swallowed the wine, when her aunt came

into the room, who expressed surprise at the

addition which Emma had received to he,r

medicine, but on herneice's repeating her con-

jectures about where it came from, she ap-

peared perfectly satisfied; not that she believed

with Emma that it came from Mrs. Sams, for

she knew if it had been so, Fanny, who was

not at all in the habit of dealing in secrets,

would have, said so at once, but because she

felt persuaded, that some trinket or something

which was exclusively Fanny's own property
had been parted with for the purpose of pro-

curing it; and though she was little concerned

about the means by which it was obtained,

provided she herself had not to make the sacri-

fice, she was very sure Emma would refuse to
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to take any thing which was so dearly pur-
chased."

Though Fanny had not been born a lady and
had not therefore in Miss Hardy's opinion

any right to rest or indulgence, (for this fool-

ish woman did not consider that it is educa-

tipn and habit, not mere birth, which makes

people what they are,) her altered looks soon

began to shew the effect of want of sleep ad-

ded to the great exertions which she had eve-

ry day to make, for Emma's increased indispo-
sition added to a want of the inclination for

exertion threw every thing which required
labour on the ever active Fanny. The altera-

tion in her looks however did not pass unno-
ticed by Emma, who though so extremely
vain and so prone to jealousy of every other

person, had never experienced that feeling to-

wards her friend. Without acknowledging
her superiority, she felt it too much to admit
of competition, nor did that superiority give
her any pain, for she saw that it was unknown
to her who possessed it. She felt nothing
but concern therefore when she observed that

the fine bloom which was so natural to Fan-

ny's cheek had faded, and the sparkling ani-

mation of her eyes was exchanged for an

expression of heaviness and langour. She
remonstrated with earnestness against her ri-

sing so early, but Fanny declared that early
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rising was healthful and serviceable to her.

The second shirt was not, however, worked at

with the same spirit which had accompanied
thcj

first, though she was not at ail less diligent ;

for the strong persuasion that Fanny had felt

that wine was to be of such essential service

to her friend was now considerably abated ;

and the enlivener hope, no longer cheered her

labour. Emma had taken three glasses a day
for four days, and the first bottle was nearly
exhausted without any benefit seeming to

have arisen from it. Some trifling circum-
stances had come in the way which had pre-
vented Fanny's getting her shirt finished on
the fourth morning, and she arose on the fol-

lowing exceedingly anxious to have it com-

pleted and to get another bottle of wine before

Emma was aware of the first being exhausted.

She had just finished it and was holding it up
to look if any thing was wanting when she

was startled with an exclamation from Emma,
who, observing that Fanny had risen much
earlier than usual of late, and feeling some

curiosity to know what engaged her attention,
had got up, and coming down stairs softly
entered the room just as the shirt was exhi-

bited. In a moment the -truth flashed on her

mind, and she saw that her friend had taken

the colour from her own cheek in endeavour-

ing to restore it to her's.
"
Nay, do not at-

N
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tempt to conceal your work, Fanny," said
Emma, as Fanny, with the confusion almost
of a culprit, folded the shirt up hastily toge-
ther: "

you need not try to hide it, for I see
what it is, and know at once how the wine
came that I have been drinking. But youdo not need to get any more for me."" You surely would not deprive me of the
pleasure of working for you?" said Fannv
tenderly."

I will only deprive you of that pleasure
by making it unnecessary," replied Emma, in
a firm and determined tone. "

I believe my
health depends more on my spirits than
on medicines, and i will try if I am not capa-
ble of exertions for my friends as well as

you."

",,

n then, you will indeed make me hap-
py," replied Fanny, with animation;

" and I
will gladly give up the pleasure of workin^
for you for the higher one of seeing you inde-
pendent."
"

I wanted a motive strong enough to in-
duce me to exert myself, and! shallow have
it, in the duty which I shall feel of repaying
my obligation to you," returned Emma.

f As you cannot, however," said Fanny,
(smiling with more heart-felt pleasure than
she had done for some time,)

" make your-
self strong all at onee, you must I think sub-
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unit to be obliged to me a little longer,and allow

me to get another bottle of wine which you
see is already paid for,'* holding up the

finished shirt as she spoke.
"
No," returned Emma, "

I will have no

more wine. I will force myself to cheerful-

ness and contentment ; which will, I am sure,

do me much more good. I will give over

comparing what I was with what I am, and

learn to become higher by becoming better.

I will force myself to take exercise : I know

I cannot bear much at present, but I will be-

gin with a little and increase as I find my
strength improve." Fanny, who was fully

persuaded that such a prescription as she had

planned for herself was more likely to be of

service to her friend than any thing else which

could be offered, acquiesced without further

resistance ;
and Emma felt strengthened in her

resolution by the lively expression of pleasure

which she saw playing over Fanny's animated

countenance as she exclaimed,
"
Oh, my be-

loved benefactor, why can you not witness this

happy moment?"
As a proof of her determination to gain a

victory over her pride, Emma requested Fanny
to allow her to take the finished shirt to Mrs.

Sams and bring her another back ;
for it

jivas

agreed between them, on condition that Fan-

ny would promise not to rise sooner than her

N 2
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usual-time and would permit Emma to give
her occasional help, that it would be right to

avail themselves of the opportunity afforded

them of making a little money ; which they
determined to hold in store for any particular
occasion. As Fanny, however, was very sure

that it would be a great, mortification to Miss-

Hardy's mind to think that a member of her

family should work for hire, and as she had
little hope of curing her of faults which time
had so fast rooted on her mind, she proposed
to Emma that her aunt should not know any
thing about it; and Emma being desirous

that the money which Fanny worked for

should be her own, which she was sure would
not be the case if her aunt knew she possessed
it, readily agreed to the proposal.

Things went on thus very quietly and com-

fortably amongst them for some weeks ; and
Emma's health improved so fast, that she was
now able to take the principal work of the

family off Fanny's hands, who often smiled

and said, she was now quite a fine lady,

though she felt some difficulty in accommo-

dating herself to her dignities.
" You

are not out of your element as a lady," re-

joined Emma, " but I am a very awkward
servant. I find that, however low the situa-

tion, it requires abilities to excel in it. The
rooms are far from so neat or our meals so
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nicely cooked as they were before my aunt

changed her servant : but I hope I shall im-

prove by practice." To Miss Hardy, how-
ever, it was a severe trial to see her darling
reduced to so menial an office, and they had
few meals which were not seasoned with her
tears and lamentations.

They were one morning sitting at the break-
fast table, she as usual bemoaning Emma's
hard fate, whilst her niece endeavoured to

assure her that she had never felt more really

happy than she did at that moment, for she
had never before enjoyed so much self appro-
bation, when a servant arrived from Mrs. Sams,

requesting the company of the ladies that af-

ternoon to tea, to meet some London friend*

whom she had been for some time expecting.
The invitation was of course accepted ; and
Miss Hardy, when the servant was gone, ex-

pressed herself much pleased with Mrs. Sams'

respect in sending for them so early to intro-

duce thereto her friends. But soon a new
misery arose: the mourning which they
had worn nearly twelve months was not

now good enough to appear in; and there

was not time to renew it, even supposing their

finances had permitted them to do so : what
then was to be done ? Miss Hardy, who
could not bring herself, even when called upon
be necessity, to practise that economy to which

N 3
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she had ever been a stranger, proposed as the

only alternative, that they should buy some
velvet and bugles, and to make some trimmings
to ornament their frocks and set them off to

as much advantage as possible. Emma, con-

scious of the impropriety of spending money
on any thing so unnecessary, yet too much
tinctured with her early passion for dress,

(which had only lain dormant from not having
had occasion to be called forth), to be able to

reconcile her mind to appearing before such

genteel and fashionable people as she had rea-

son to expect to see, in the only dress which
she had to wear, proposed that they should

frame some excuse for giving up the visit.

Fanny, however, suggested another plan.
" It is now nearly twelve months," said she,
" since we put on this dress ; and though the

usual time of mourning is not yet expired, I

am sure if the beloved object for whom it was
assumed were here to advise, he would wish
that an unmeaning form should give way to

motives of higher importance. It can signify
little whether we put off our black dresses at

ten months* end or twelve ; for our hearts must
still wear mourning : and as to the opinion of
the world, no one but ourselves, I believe, knows
the tale of our misfortune. We have an abun-
dance of handsome clothes to wear and have
little occasion, therefore, to run into expense
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for mure.
1 * The only objections which could

possibly be made to this plan were, that Miss

Hardy said Emma looked better in black than

any other colour, as it shewed her delicate

complexion to advantage, and Emma was
afraid that ail their frocks would look very
old fashioned as they had been lying by so

long.
"

If we could make our spotted mus-
lin frocks up in the manner we saw that beau-
tiful dress the other day at. the dress-maker's,
where we went with Mrs. Sams," said Emma,
"
they would look very well ; but there is not

muslin enough for that shape if we even had
time." After some consideration, however,
it was determined that the spotted muslin
frocks should be worn, and that Fanny, whose

province at present it was to do what sewing
was wanted, should make any little alterations

which the time and materials would allow, and
which Emma very willingly left to her judg-
ment as she had the highest opinion of her

taste. Emma felt much satisfaction that Fan-

ny's work kept her employed up stairs all the

day ; and though very anxious to see the al-

terations which she had made, the mere anti-

cipation of which gave her a great deal of

pleasure, she magnanimously forbore to go
to see them till summoned by the workwoman
herself, lest it should shew a distrust of her

abilities. At length it got so late that she
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began to fear they would scarcely have
time to dress ; and she determined, therefore,
after some hesitation, to go and see what Fan-

ny was about "I was just coming for you,"
said Fanny, meeting her on the stairs,

" to see

ifyou were ready for dressing.""
I began to think it full time to set about

it," replied Emma.
"
But," added she, look-

ing at Fanny as they entered the bed-room to-

gether,
"

I find you have got the start of me,
for you are already equipped.""

I dressed first," said Fanny,
" that I

might be at liberty to assist your aunt and

you ; for I thought you would both be the bet-

terfor a little help."" 'You are very kind and considerate to us,
and I only wish you could make me look as

well as you do," returned Emma, who was
struck with the elegant simplicity of her

friend's appearance. "But how is this?" ex-

claimed she, looking more nearly at the dress

which had attracted her admiration ;

"
you

have not got on the frock you intended to

wear ; you have nothing but a plain cambric
muslin one on."

"
I preferred wearing this," replied Fanny." But come, make haste and get done with the

glass before your aunt wants it."
" And must I put on a plain frock too?"

asked Emma, in a tone of disappointment, at
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the do\vnfal of the hopes which she had been

indulging all day of surprising the strangers
with her smart and genteel appearance.

" Oh no," said Fanny,
" here is your's;"

and she held out as she spoke a spotted mus-
lin frock, made up in the same manner as that

which Emma had admired in the morning,
and which she had only been able to accom-

plish by putting her own frock in addition to

Emma's, whilst she had divested herself of

every scrap of lace to adorn it. Emma stood
for some moments in silent admiration, with
her eyes turned first on Fanny and then on the
frock : at length she said,

" And so this is the

dress which you have prepared for me?'*
" Yes ; do you not think it very pretty ?"
"
Exceedingly so; and should have been

delighted with it if I had not seen at the same
time the superior ornaments which you have

kept to yourself."" What do you mean :" asked Fanny, in a

tone of unaffected simplicity."
I mean those ornaments which my father

told me of the very first day that you came to

us, but of which I never saw the full beauty
till this moment. So let this handsome dress

be put away," added she, in a calm, deter-

mined voice, taking it out of Fanny's hand as

she spoke and folding it deliberately up and

putting it into the drawer ;

"
for I am deter-
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mined you shall not eclipse me as you ex-

pected to have done this evening."" Then all my labour will be lost," said

Fanny, in a half angry tone, though delighted
with the ingenuousness and good sense of her

friend,
" and this handsome frock is laid by

to lie, perhaps, till it is as old fashioned as it

was before it was altered."

"No matter for the frock," replied Emma,
calmly, "let its fashions take their chance; but

mine, you shall see, are improved." She then

dressed herself, with great alacrity, in a plain

frock, the same as Fanny's; which she had

just got on when her aunt came up stairs and

expressed great astonishment at the sight of
the very simple dress of the two friends.

Emma, however, who did not expect to make
her a convert to Fanny's new style of orna-

ment, only said, in an indifferent manner, that

they had decided upon those frocks as the

most suitable, considering the time of mourn-

ing was hardly expired. This was not at all

satisfactory reasoning to Miss Hardy, who de-

clared she had come up stairs to tell them she
did not feel herself quite well, and had there-

fore given up the idea of accompanying them,
which she was very glad she had done, for she
should have been ashamed to have appeared
with them in company in such dresses. The
girls, both almost in the same instant, offered
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to give up their visit to remain with her if she
was unwell: but this she positively forbad,

saying, that though she had a pain in her

head, which would make it unpleasant to her
to go into company, it was not of sufficient

importance to require either of them to stay
with her: and they at length set out for the
hall though both feeling dissatisfied at the
idea of leaving Miss Hardy alone. ^X.

They found their friend Mrs. Sams in great,

spirits on their arrival, for, in addition to the

company of her friends who were a lady and

gentleman and their two daughters, she had

just received a letter to announce the intention

of the family under whom she lived to come
and pay a visit to their long deserted mansion.
'* This will give us some life again," said she ;

" we have been very dead and stupid for a

long time, but this will make us all alive.

You will find this place quite different then,

young ladies, to what it has ever been since

you came to it," added she, addressing Fan-

ny and Emma.
"

It is not likely that it will make much
difference with us ; at least for the better,"

said Fanny ;

" for you will have less time to

spare for us and we shall no longer be able ta

enjoy the beautiful grounds-."" Oh don't fear that," replied Mr. Sams, "for

they will not make that kind of change which
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great people too often make, of harassing their

servants with company and racketing, and

disturbing all the neighbourhood with their

disorderly doings. My master and mistress

are gay without being dissipated, and liberal

without being ostentatious. You may depend
upon it, they will not be long before they make
themselves acquainted with the families around
them ; and instead of depriving those so wor-

thy of the privilege of enjoying their grounds,

they will, 1 am sure, only try to find out how
they can best serve you."

It is but justice to Emma to say, that in-

stead of thinking that she might perhaps
have an opportunity sometime of appearing
before them in the handsome dress which

Fanny had just made her, she only considered
the advantage which it might be of to Fanny,
to be known by people who had it in their

power to put her into a way -of turning her

abilities to account : for though Emma's mind
had been unfortunately poisoned by a destruc-

tive passion for dress and showr

, she had long
entertained a most perfect respect for her

friend's intrinsic qualifications.
To our young friends, who had been so

long shut up from the world, it was very amu-

sing to hear the many anecdotes which the

strangers had to relate of the busy world of

London : and when the time of departure ui -
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rived they took their leave after having mutu-

ally given and received pleasure. But on their

arrival at home a very different scene awaited
them for, on entering the house, the first

object which met their eyes was Miss Hardy
stretched on the floor weltering in blood. A
scream -of horror and agony which they both

uttered recalled the servant whom Mrs. Sams
had sent to see them home, and he kindly of-

fered any assistance in his power. Emma's
first wish was to have her aunt raised from
the floor; but Fanny, to whom it occurred
that she must have broken a blood vessel, ad-

vised that she should remain where she was
till a surgeon could be brought ; for whom the

servant immediately went. Painfully and

anxiously was the time spent by the two

weeping girls till his return. The object
which they saw before them they only now
viewed as *an indulgent and affectionate rela-

tive or as the sister of a beloved benefactor;
all her faults and imperfections were forgotten,
and they felt as though she was the only being
on earth to whom they had to cling for pro-
tection. Though apparently so to them, it

was not long before the surgeon arrived ; and
the good Mrs. Sams, for whom the servant

had next gone, was not long after him. The

surgeon gave it as his opinion, that Miss Har-

dy had been seized with an epileptic fit in
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which she had broken a blood vessel, which
had occasioned the loss of so much blood as

to put her life in the most imminent danger.
He forbade her to be moved any more than

merely to be placed upon a bed, which he
caused to be brought down stairs and laid on
the parlour floor. After some time she re-

covered her consciousness, but was positively
forbidden to speak ; for if the bleeding re-

turned, she was assured nothing could save

her. This motive was sufficient to impose
silence even on her refractory spirit ; and she

lay motionless and the picture of death whilst
her tender nurses took their places by her
side. Mrs. Sams was so kind as to remain
with them most of the night, when, finding
that the bleeding did not return, she took her

leave, promising to come and see them fre-

quently and comforting them with assurances

of every assistance which it was in her power
to afford them. Three days and nights were

passed by the youag nurses with very little

intermission of rest in the most extreme an-

xiety, particularly on Fanny's part, who
had, in addition to the other causes, the dread
of seeing Emma, whose health could not pos-
sibly be established, sink under such extraor-

dinary exertion and uneasiness.

With the most persuasive eloquence she
entreated Emma to take care of herself for her
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sake, if not for her own ; and, as the most

likely argument to operate on the mind of her

friend, she represented the forlorn and dis-

tressing situation in which she should be in-

volved, if the only person to whom she could

look for occasional help should be deprived
of the power of affording it. By such reason-

ing she at length prevailed upon Emma to

take double the time for rest that she did : and
this success, added to the hope which was
now given of Miss Hardy's at least partial

recovery, gave Fanny renewed strength to go
through her fatigues.
The first use which the invalid made of her

permission to speak a little and to rise for a

short time was, to beg to be removed up stairs ;

for her prevailing propensities still clinging
to her, she was in dread of any stranger coming
in and finding her in so strange a situation as

in a bed on the floor; with which change,
after a little longer time, she was gratified.

Though her life had for a time been spared,
the surgeon gave little hope of her ultimate

recovery; for her constitution had received

such a shock as it did not seem at all likely
to be able long to contend against, though she

might, it was thought, linger some time in the

state in which she then was. But the fatigue
and anxiety which the young friends had to

bear during the time that she lay in an appa-
02
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rentiy dying state, was trifling towhat they had
to encounter in her present weak, and conse-

quently fretful and irritable condition. When
nothing could be done to give her ease, she

blamed the manner of its being done not the

diseased state of her own body: and when her

sickly appetite revolted from food, she attri-

buted it to the manner of its being cooked ;

though even Mrs Sams, who was a professed

judge in such matters, said nothing could ex-

ceed the niceness with which it was done.

Nor did she ever seem to recollect that when
some little nicety was every day brought to

tempt her sickly appetite, that those who
procured it, must have to deprive them-
selves almost of necessaries to enable them
to obtain it for her. They now found the be-

nefit of the money which their work had pro-
cured them; for though they had had the

.supply of their quarterly allowance, the nume-
rous expenses attending on sickness, and the

great bill which they knew they must expect
from the surgeon would, they were very sure,

consume nearly the whole. It was true Mrs.
Sams was very kind to them and gave them

many helps, as well as promised them further

assistance both from Mrs. Chaters, the lady
with whom she lived, and Mrs. Montague,
a lady whom she knew to have a character

for great benevolence,, who was come dowa
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with her mistress ; yet it was more grateful
to both Fanny and Emma's feelings to think
of getting money more independently; for

the pride of independence even Fanny thought
it right to indulge.

" We certainly ought to

be very grateful to the kind friends who are

willing to help us," said Emma ;

" but yet
I own I would rather work from morning till

night than be obliged to the charity of any
one. You smile, Fanny," added she, look-

ing at her friend,
" and I know what your

look says.'*" And what does it say ?" asked Fanny." It says," answered Emma, "
that in spite

of all my resolutions of amendment I have not

yet cured myself of my pride."
"

No," said Fanny ;

"
you either do not

understand my looks or else they are not a

true index of my mind ; for if you had read

my thoughts in my eyes, as you sometimes

say you can, you would have seen nothing
but pleasure at finding that you had substi-

tuted a noble independence of spirit in the

place of that kind of pride which was unwor-

thy of such a mind as your's." It was now
determined between them that application
should again be made to Mrs. Sams, to en-

deavour to procure them some employment,
and that one of them should work and the

other act as nurse alternatelv.

o3
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Whilst they were thus engaged laying their

plan of proceeding, the sound of an uncom-

monly sweet female voice made Fanny start.
" Why do you start so?" asked Emma look-

ing at her friend with surprise.
" Because*' replied Fanny,

" that sweet

voice seemed to be so near that I thought
it was directed to one of us, but I see" added

she, rising and looking out ofthe window,
" that

1 was mistaken, though these two ladies to

one of whom it must belong, are coming here;
so I think I had better go up stairs before

they come in, lest your aunt should want any-

thing and you are sufficient to receive them."
80 saying, Fanny ran up stairs in spite of the

wish which she felt to see more of the lady
whose voice had attracted her attention ; and
on their knocking almost the instant after-

wards, Emma, without ever thinking any fur-

ther of her dress than to consider that it was
neat and clean, and that she need not therefore

be ashamed of it, hastened to admit them.

They introduced themselves by saying, they
had heard from Mrs. Sams of Miss Hardy's

illness, and had come to express their wish to

be of service in any way that should be point-
ed out. Emma, who had conquered the

only defect of manner which she had posses-
sed, in overcoming her solicitude about the

appearance she made, answered them with
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modest, frankness, and acknowledged the de-

termination which herself and sister (for ever

since their removal to Ipswich, the friends had

o-ratified themselves by passing for sisters and

Fanny's consequently going by the name ot

Hardy), had that morning made of applying
to

Mrs. Sams for assistance in procuring some

work. Mrs. Chaters, (for it has no doubt al-

ready been concluded who the visitors were,)

eladly promised to furnish them with as much

work as they should be able to do, but,

added she, looking at the pictures which adorn-

ed their little parlour,
"

it is a pity you should

spend your time on mere needle-work if these

beautiful drawings are your doing." Emma said

they were her own and sister's performance,

and took great pleasure in telling which were

Fanny's though she could not but see, that

they evidently were thought to be the best

done. Mrs. Montague would have engaged

them to do a set of landscapes in imitation ot

Moreland, for her little girls to copy; but Em-

ma declined undertaking at present any thing

which required so much attention, as her aunt

so frequently required both their attendance

that it would hardly be possible to do them

justice, but offered in a very polite and modest

manner whatever of the kind they had for the

use of the young ladies. Mrs. Montague ac-

knowledged her politeness with great sweet-
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ness, and said, she would so far avail erse o

wither? '7
little 8ir!s to see the *with which she was sure they would be e?

ceedmgly delighted. After expressing them
selves much pleased with everv thing aboutthe httle cottage, which they rejoiced to seein such beautiful order as it was a spot towhich they had always been partial, they tookheir

lea^ promi ing to J Mrs.'SamVand

work A
'" the afternoon. with somework. As soon as they were gone, Emmahastened up stairs to give an account o^evisit which she knew it would give her aunt

pleasure to hear, and related aH that passwith great minuteness. And
scarcely stoppto draw her breath, "Mrs. Chaters is JfcSnice woman/' sa.d she, after she had relate^

ill the conversation which had passed, he

o MrJ
e^ g?d temf

!
ererf and ^iable, but^ asto Mrs. Montague, she fs the sweetest womanI ever saw: she ,s not what one would ?aU

ill T'
but SllC has such ^eetness oflook and manner, and such a musical voice-

voL."
CyeS> Faimy> ^y < just like

.

"
Indeed," said Fanny smiling,

"
you are*? & "ven be-

" You do not need to smile Fanny, and set
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it down for my partiality, for indeed it is

true."
"

I wish," said Miss Hardy, whom Emma
had been helping to prop up with pillows in

her chair, whilst she was giving the account

of her visitors,
"

I wish Emma, you would

take as much pains to make me comfortable

as you do to flatter Fanny. This pillow is

not at all comfortable, you have not shaken it

before you put it under my head."
,

" Yes indeed aunt I did," answered Emma,
with earnestness, for she was apt sometimes to

attempt to convince her aunt that she was

mistaken, not recollecting that invalids can

seldom bear to be contradicted, and the part
of a tender nurse is to indulge their little fan-

cies and administer with readiness to their

many wants,
" indeed aunt I shook it very

well and put it exactly where you desired me.
" You do not need to look at me Fanny,"
added she,

"
I see T was wrong ; you would

have altered the pillow without saying any

thing about it."
"
Aye," said Miss Hardy, "you are far short

of Fanny for a nurse."
" I know I am," replied her niece,

"
I am

far short of her for many things^ but intend to

be equal to her soon."
" If you go on as you have done lately,'*

returned Fanny, with a look of delighted ad-
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miration at her friend's unaffected frankness ;

I wish I may not become envious of your very

great superiority."" That you must take care of," answered
Emma playfully,

" for as I intend to make
you my guide and pattern in all things, I shall

then have to turn envious too."

In the afternoon Mrs. Sams came according
to appointment, with the promised work, ac-

companied by Mrs. Mantague's daughters who
were too very pleasant, sensible looking little

girls of about seven and nine years of age.

Fanny was much pleased with their appear-
ance and manner, which were that of children

accustomed to think and speak for themselves,
but without any tincture of either forwardness
or affectation. She took great pains to shew
them all the drawings that she or Emma had,
which they seemed to be much interested in

looking at, and as there was yet a port-folio

unexplored when Mrs. Sams thought it time
to return home, Fanny proposed that they
should take it with them and examine it at

their leisure, which they joyfully accepted." We will ask mamma leave to bring it back

ourselves," said Harriet, the eldest, and then
we shall get another sight of your pretty cot-

tage." Fanny and Emma both assured them
that they should be glad to see them at any
time ; and the little Isabella said she should
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beg of mamma to let them come always with

Mrs. Sams.
" What nice little girls they are!" said Fan-

ny when they were gone,
"
they are just

what children ought to be, neither foolishly
backward nor impertinently forward."
"
Yes," replied Emma, "

they are I think

like what you must have been when you were
a child, the little Isabella in particular seems

just such a lively, engaging creature as my fa-

ther used to describe you."

Fanny smiled with affectionate gratitude at

Emma's readiness to acknowledge her merits,

and then asked her whether she chose to be

nurse or workwoman for the remainder of the

day." You may finish if you please," returned

her friend,
" as you'have begun as nurse to-

day, and then to-morrow I will try to fill that

office as well as you. I have often wondered

how it happened that my aunt, who has al-

ways shewn so strong a partiality for me,
should like better to have you to attend upon
her now she is sick, but I found out to-da^
that it is because you never contradict her ;

that if she wants a thing one way, you never

propose to her to have it another, but leave

it to her to find out that it might be better."

A summons from the invalid put a stop to the

conversation, and the rest of the day was spent
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in peevish reflections and discontented mur-

minings on the part of Miss Hardy, and in

gentle compliances and patient endurance on
that of her attentive nurse.

The next day was Fanny's working day,
which in comparison appeared to her a day
of festivity and enjoyment, for it was not that

she did not feel the unpleasantnesses she met

with, that made her not murmur at them, but

because she thought it her duty to bear with

patience the failing of others and to do good
pleasantly, as well as readily.

Happening to be at a loss about the manner
of doing the work which had been sent from
the Hall, she was obliged to take a walk there

for more particular directions. Mrs. Sams
whom she asked to see being engaged at the

time, she was shewn into her little parlour to

wait till she was at leisure. It was a beauti-

ful morning and the window had been thrown

open to admit air into the room, whilst a ve-

netian blind which hung down before it pre-
vented a distinct view from it, which was into

a part of the grounds. It was not long before

her ears were regaled with the sound of the

same voice which had pleased her so much
the day before, and she found Mrs. Montague
was sitting on a little hillock nearly opposite
to the window, with a daughter on each side

of her to whom she was talking, and it was
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not in Fanny's power to avoid hearing the

conversation.
" But I must first know my

dear," said that lady,
" how you got this pa-

per before I feel at liberty to read it Was it

in the port-folio which Miss Hardy gave you
home with you ?"

" No mamma,'* answered Harriet,
" Mrs.

Sams gave it to me, and she said Miss Emma
Hardy had copied it out for her. There was

a paper with some verses written on it in the

port-folio, but we did not think we had a

right to read it as Miss Hardy did not give us

leave. Indeed, I dare say she did not know it

was there or else she would have taken it out,

for Mrs. Sams says she is very modest." " So

she appears to be," said Mrs. Montague.
" But you have not seen her mamma?" re-

joined Isabella,
"

it is the pretty Miss Hardy
\vho writes the verses."

"
I think the one I saw very pretty," an-

swered her mother.
" Oh ! but not so very pretty as her sister,"

said Harriet.
" Mrs. Sams Bays she has as good

a shaped mouth and nose and chin, but then

mamma if you were to see Miss Fanny Hardy,
I am sure you would think you never saw such

pretty eyes or such a sweet countenance, or so

fine a colour; and she blushes so when she is

praised, though every body says she is so very-

clever that she does every thing well that she
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attempts. You have often said mamma, that

there were a great many things that you wish-
ed us to learn which you could not teach us

yourself, and you wished you could get a nice

governess to help you. Oh ! how nice it

would be if you could get Miss Hardy, for she

understands a great many languages and you
know you say we must learn different lan-

guages ; and I am sure it would be pleasanter
to learn of her than any body else excepting
yourself.""

It would not do to decide upon so short

an acquaintance," replied Mrs. Montague,"
for it is necessary Harriet, to have further

evidence than mere looks before we determine
a person's character, but as far as I can judge
at present, either she or her sister would be a

most desirable acquisition to any family, and I

should be very happy to procure such an as-

sistant in your education."
" But let it be Miss Fanny Hardy mamma,"

said little Isabella,
"

for we both like her the

best. Besides they call her Fanny, and

you know mamma that is such a pretty
name."

"
It is certainly my dear," returned her

mother, smiling at the little girl's mode of rea-

soning,
" but now that we have discussed Miss

Hardy's merits as a governess down to her

very name, we will next consider her as a
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poet." She then unfolded the paper which
Harriet had given her and read the following
little poem, which Fanny recognised as her

own.

Address to a Primrose bud.

Come along then smiling flower,
Favourite of the vernal hour

;

Haste, thy yellow leaves display,
Little floweret come away ! !

The Cuckoo soon will seek the vale

Where thy sweets perfume the gale,
And invite with curious note,
From a dull but mellow throat,

Every songster to prepare
For the parent's tender care.

At his call the whistling thrush,
On his favourite holly hush,
Will his nest prepare with glee,
And make a neighbour thus of thee.

The Swallow too, from distant climes

Will come to share our gayer times
j

Truant, like the worldly crowd
With their kind professions loud,
Whilst summer lasts and flow'rets bloom

But flies with the first threat'ning gloom,

Again to seek with flatt'ring smile

The gay and happy to beguile.
But for this his selfishness

Not a leaf his nest shall dress,

But against some tott'ring wall

A muddy shell shall be his all.

Not so shall e'er the Robin share

Who staid our gloomy months to share.
And kindly tried the winter long
To cheer its darkness with his song.
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When for him no food is found,
When winter's frosts lock up the ground,
We 1

11 take him to our friendly shed

And feed him with the crumbling bread^

And when his song no more we jeed,
He to the woods shall fly with speed ;

There to chot.se some kindred fair,

With him each pleasing task to share ;

And for each hardship to atone

With heart as tender as his own.
Like his, is gentle friendship's part
So dear to every feeling heart!

Gay in sunshine, but when grief
Seeks from sympathy relief,
It assumes each tender care

Strives our inward griefs to share,
And exerts each little art

To relieve the bursting heart;
Seeks its sorrows to beguile
And forces through its tears3

a smile.

Mrs, Montague had scarcely finished read-

ing the little poem when Mrs. Sams entered

the room, who was struck with the more than

common colour of Fanny's cheek, without

knowing the circumstance which had given
rise to it. The modest girl had heard with a

variety of emotions the praises to which she
had been an unavoidable listener, whilst her

heart swelled with gratitude alternately to

that great Being through whose providence
she had been placed in situations in which she

had been enabled to learn the practice of her

duty, and to the kind friends who had been
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the instruments of implanting and fostering

every virtuous impression in her youthful
mind. " Oh ! my dear Aunt and my beloved

benefactor," she inwardly exclaimed,
" how

would your hearts have rejoiced to hear your
Fanny, the child of your bounty and tender-

ness, thus approved and respected! Oh! may
I never forget that the only way I have of

shewing my gratitude is, by being as good and
virtuous as you strove to make me ! May I

act so as to secure the happiness of meeting
you in another world, for here, alas ! I fear

you both are equally removed from me!"
These reflections gave a pensiveness to Fanny's
manner so unlike her usual vivacity, that it

made Mrs. Sams question her very closely if

she were well; but being assured she was

perfectly so, though hearing that Miss Hardy
was weaker than ever and declining very ra-

pidly, she attributed Fanny's change of man-
ner to that cause and made no further re-

marks upon it.

Her errand being accomplished, Fanny re-

turned home and hastened with the most in-

defatigable diligence to get forward with her .

work. She observed, with affectionate plea-

sure, the great improvement in Emma's man-
ner to her aunt, and only wondered that it

was not more thankfully acknowledged by the

invalid, who, much to Fanny's surprise, ap-
p 3
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peared very unconscious of her near dissolu-

tion, though her extreme weakness, which
now rendered her unable to sit up at all,

seemed little calculated to meet the change of

season which was now fast approaching. Her
whole thoughts seemed occupied in project-

ing schemes of aggrandising herself and niece,

(of which Fanny seldom came in for any por-
tion;) for the kindness of Mrs. Chaters and
Mrs. Montague had again raised her hopes
and excited her ambition ; and Fanny shud-
dered to observe, whilst on the brink of the

grave, how much her heart still clung to all

the vanities of the world. A mind so disposed
was ill calculated to bear with patience the

trials of sickness and disease, and she felt her-

self at full liberty to indulge the peevishness
of her temper without restraint; for the patient
and submissive girls only strove which could

accommodate herself most entirely to heF

wishes. 'At length her impatience at feeling
her increasing weakness inducing her to ques-
tion her medical attendant more closely than
usual about his opinion of her disorder, he

gave her to understand that he considered

her recovery as past hope, and that he did

not even expect that she would be able to

struggle many weeks. Nothing could shew
a more striking example of the forlornness of

that heart which has not made religion its

governing principle through life, than this
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poor woman's now exhibited. Without hav-

ing any habitual or great vice to reflect upon,
her death-bed was dreary and disconsolate.

She had not, in her better days, taken any
pains to strengthen a principle of religion in

her heart; and now, when nothing else could
comfort and support her, she in vain sought
for consolation in principles which had never
found root or nourishment in her mind. She
blamed the surgeon for not sooner making her

acquainted with her situation, that she might
have had more time to prepare for it ; not con-

sidering that a pious and virtuous life are the

only preparations which can effectually smooth
the bed of death.

Her situation engaged the time of her young
nurses so much that their work went very

slowly forward, and they became seriously

apprehensive of being entirely destitute of

money; they therefore sat up the greatest

part of two nights for the purpose of finishing
their work ; which, when completed, Fanny
hastened to take home, supported with the

hope that the profits of it would produce what
would be sufficient for their present necessities,

and that their benevolent neighbours would
not fail to supply them with more. On her

arrival at the Hall, her friend, Mrs. Sams, told

her, that her mistress had desired she might
>be informed when the work was brought
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home, as she wished to speak herself about
some more ; and therefore begged she would
sit down till she told Mrs. Chaters of her being
there. Mrs. Sams soon returned with a request
from that lady, that Fanny would go up into

her dressing-room to her. Both she and Mrs.

Montague wished to see the young work-wo-
man, about whom they felt much interested,

without giving her the pain of thinking she

was sent for merely to be looked at; they
talked, therefore, to her for some time about
work before they entered upon any other sub-

ject. Fanny's manner, which was always
unembarassed and gracefully simple, delighted
the ladies exceedingly, whilst theirs equally

pleased her by its uuassuming frankness and

cordiality. Mrs. Montague, after thanking
her with great sweetness for her attention to

her little girls, said, with a smile,
" You won

their hearts so entirely that they promised me
great pleasure in seeing you, Miss Hardy; and
I believe I feel more even than they expected :

you are so strikingly like a very dear friend of

mine, that had I not known your name to be

Hardy, I should scarcely have been able to per-
suade myself that you were not nearly relat-

ed to her."
"

It is not at all likely that I should be re-

lated to any friend of yours, ma'am," said

Fanny, with modest frankness ; "for though
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my real name is not Hardy, my originjs
much

]ower than even my present situation."

" Are you not Mr. Hardy's daughter?"
asked Mrs. Montague with eagerness.

" No, ma'am," replied Fanny, whose mind

was superior to the little pride of feeling

ashamed to acknowledge her obligations to her

benefactor;
" I am only the daughter of his

adoption, the child of his benevolence and

bounty."
" Will you oblige me .with your real

name ?
"

"
I believe it to be Frances Edwin, ma am,

answered Fanny, rather surprised at Mrs.

Montague's manner.
" And where were you born ?"

"
That, ma'am," replied Fanny,

"
I cannot

tell ; for the only thing that I can remember

of my infant years is, that I lived in the cot-

tage we at present reside^
in, with an Aunt

who was very kind to me."

"Is she still living?" asked Mrs. Monta-

gue ; increasing animation gradually lighting

up her eyes at every answer she received.

" Alas!" answered Fanny, "of that I am

ignorant. She left me to attend upon a lady

who was sick, with a promise of soon return-

ing ; but if she ever did so, it was not till after

all traces of me were lost, so that though she

may still be living, I fear I must ever be a
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stranger to her." Fanny's voice faltered as

she spoke, and the tears, which the recollec-

tion of her Aunt (even at so late a period)

scarcely ever failed to produce, glistened in her

eyes." My dear girl," said Mrs. Montague, taking
her affectionately by the hand,

" the tender

and grateful remembrance you retain of so ex-

cellent a relation, proves you worthy of the

pleasure I am happy in having it in my power
to communicate. Your Aunt Jane is the

friend of whom you reminded me the moment
I saw you ; and I have every reason to believe

that she is not only alive and well, but will

soon have it in her power to embrace a niece

whom she still tenderly loves, though she has

long mourned her as lost to her in this world."
An exclamation of joy was all the agitated

Fanny could utter, whilst a flood of tears came

seasonably to her relief.

Mrs. Montague knew the human heart too

well to attempt to check this overflow of feel-

ing, but allowed her to indulge her tears for

some time without interruption; and then

gradually composed her mind by drawing her

into a more minute account of the circum-
stances of her short, but eventful life.

" It is very natural," said the benevolent
Mrs. Montague, when Fanny had related her

own little history, and was capable of listening
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with composure ;

"
it is very natural that you

should he desirous, in return, of knowing some

particulars of a relation who is so nearly a

stranger to you ;
and as few persons, I helieve,

are better acquainted with her history than

myself, I shall have great pleasure in giving
you an account of her.

" Frances and Jane Markland, which were the

names ofyour mother and aunt, were the daugh-
ters ofa poor but very respectable labourer, that

worked for a farmer on my father's estate, in

the neighbourhood of London ; and were first

introduced to my mother's notice by being
admitted into a school which she had esta-

blished for the benefit of the surrounding poor
children. Your mother, who was several

years older than your aunt, did not remain

very long at school, for she was soon thought
fit for service. My mother frequently, how-

ever, though she removed with the family she

served so far as this town, had the satisfaction

of hearing that she conducted herself exceed-

ingly respectably. And at length, when she

married, though her choice did not prove

equal to her deserts, she never failed to act up
to her duty as a wife, as faithfully as she had
done in the capacity of a servant. It was not

long before your aunt gave such signs of ex-

traordinary abilities and uncommonly amiable

Dispositions, that my mother was induced to
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remove her to a higher school, in which she

acquitted herself with equal credit. All the

time that she was not engaged at school she

spent with us ; for I forgot to tell you that

your grandfather, who was her only surviving

parent, died much about the time that your
mother went to service. My sister, w.ho was
much about your aunt's age, and myself, who
was only fourteen months younger, soon be-

came exceedingly attached to her, and, at our

particular requests, when she was taken from

^chool she was retained in the family, at first

as our maid but her amiable manners and

disposition and superior abilities soon induced
us to treat her more as a companion and friend.

My sister had always been exceedingly deli-

cate, and her ill health made your aunt's gen-
tle attention and engaging vivacity so necessary
to her comfort, that she scarcely ever was

happy when she was out of her sight. My
mother's health being almost equally delicate

as my sister's, we lived very privately, and our

society knew few additions excepting in the

company of a cousin, the only son to a brother

of my dear mother's. This amiable young
man, though heir to a very large fortune, had
no greater pleasure than in being with us, and
in sharing with Jane and myself the office of

amusing the invalids. I had observed for

some time that your aunt's spirits were not as
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good as usual, and had often endeavoured to

find out the cause. At length she told me, one

day, that she had heard that her sister was

exceedingly ill, and as her complaint was be-

lieved to be consumptive, she thought it her

duty to go to see her and attend upon her.

Though I was sure this would be a cruel

stroke upon my poor sister, I felt that the re-

quest was too reasonable not to be willing to

promise to do what I could to reconcile her
mind to it. My sister, as I expected, shewed

great concern at being obliged to part with her

favourite, but had always too much considera-

tion for the feelings of others to attempt to

oppose it ; and Jane took her leave in the

course of a day or two. The first letter which

my sister received from her after her arrival

at Ipswich, introduced you, my dear Fanny,
to our acquaintance in a very interesting point
of view. She said, that on entering the room
where your mother was, she saw her sitting in

an arm chair supported with pillows ; whilst
a little girl, about three years old, was seated

on a stool at her feet rubbing her mother's
swoln legs with her little hands, and ask-

ing every minute, in a sweet affectionate

voice, it' she were any better ? Your
aunt got only in time to receive the last

breath of her dying sister, and to sooth her

latter moments with a promise of being a mo-
Q
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ther to her little girl. Your grief was exces-

sive when you found that your mother could

no longer look at or answer you ; but when
removed from her you soon, with the facility
so common to infancy, made a transfer ofyour
affections to your aunt; which was the less

remarkable as the two sisters were always
considered very much like each other. On
hearing of your mother's death we never
doubted that your aunt would soon return to

us ; but were exceedingly concerned and sur-

prised on the receipt of a letter from her, say-

ing, that it was her intention to stay and take

the charge of her little niece : and though we
urged her to bring the child with her, she

declined, saying, she did not think it right to

remove you from where you would be under

your father's observation, and therefore intend-

ed to remain in the neighbourhood of Ipswich.
This apparently unkind behaviour of your
aunt's, so unlike her usual self, made my sister

feel even offended for some time at her fa-

vourite. My mother, however, whose feelings
were less irritable and her judgment cooler,

being persuaded that she had some sufficient

motive for what she had decided upon, though
not perhaps such an one as she felt herself at

liberty to disclose, wrote immediately to her

to ssy, that the sum of thirty pounds a year
which she had been in the habit for some years
of receiving, Should be regularly paid ; and ap-
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plying, at the same time, to Mrs. Chaters to

furnish her with a house, it was not long be-

fore your aunt and yourself were settled in the
little cottage. My sister's resentment could
not last long against one she so tenderly loved,
and a regular correspondence was kept up be-

tween them for two years your aunt often

making her letters exceedingly entertaining

by giving an account of the engaging qualities
and amiable dispositions of her little charge, to

whom she grew every day more and more
attached. At the end of that time, my sister's

health grew so much worse that her physicians
declared, that nothing but a removal immedi-

ately to a foreign climate could possibly give
her a chance for life. My anxiety and uneasi-

ness at this intelligence cannot be described.
I was equally unable to bear the idea of leav-

ing my beloved mother in the state she was
then in, or sending an almost equally dear

sister to die perhaps, amongst strangers, unat-

tended by any one whom she loved. My sis-

ter herself relieved my perplexity, by saying,
that if Jane Markland could be prevailed upon
to attend her, she should not have the least

hesitation in going wherever she was ordered.

I immediately wrote to your aunt to make the

request, promising that when my dear mother
no longer called for my attendance, which it

was impossible she could long require, I would
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hasten, without loss of time, to relieve her

from her charge. I received by return of

post a cheerful and ready compliance from
her : your father, as she informed me, having
just married again, she could leave you with

him, without much uneasiness, for the short

time she was likely to be absent. How little

did I suspect at the* time, my dear Fanny, that

this request of mine would be the means of

separating, for years, two who were so well

calculated to give pleasure to each other ! At
the time however, that I know its effect, I

know also that I shall be the happy instru-

ment of re-uniting you, and can now only feel

pleasure. But let me go on with my history.
After the travelers had been absent about
three months, I received a letter from your
aunt, requesting that I would make inquiries
about her brother-in-law ; to whom she had
written two or three times without having
had any answer, and she now became exceed-

ingly anxious to hear how you were going on.

The letter happening to arrive on the very day
on which my beloved mother expired, it is

not, I hope, very extraordinary that I should

not have attended to the commission for a

week or two. I then wrote to your father ac-

cording to the direction which your aunt had

given me, saying, that I was on the point of

setting off for Lisbon, and should be happy to>
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take an account of himself and family to his

sister. No answer, however, arriving to my
letter, I determined to go myself, and gain
the information of which I knew your aunt

was so desirous; and intended, if your father

would part with you, to take you with me to

Portugal, as the only means of retaining our
friend with us. On my arrival, however, at

Ipswich, I found that your father had been
lost a short time before at sea, and that his

wife, for I cannot prostitute the name of mo-
ther by calling her your's, had set oft' with you
the day before to join her own relations at

Reading. My friend, Mrs. Chaters, happen-
ing at the very time to come down from Lon-

don, I was induced to stay with her a week
or two, and then proceeded to Reading, to

make inquiries according to the directions

which I had received concerning your situa-

tion After a good deal of difficulty I disco-

vered the woman but was much shocked

to hear from her, that you had been seized

on the road thither with a malignant fever,

of which you had died before she could get

you to the end of the journey. Exceedingly
concerned to have so melancholy a piece of

intelligence to convey to our friend, I set off

on my journey, and in due time arrived at

Lisbon; where I had the pleasure to find my
sister much improved with her short resi-
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dence in a warmer climate. Your aunt's

distress was extreme at the account of the

death of her little favourite, and as your loss

deprived her of every wish to return to her
native country, she readily agreed to remain
with my sister ; who determined to continue
at Lisbon till her constitution was so strength-
ened as to enable her to enjoy life in her na-

tive country. My dear mother, before her

death, had endeavoured to shew her sense of

your aunt's worth by leaving her a legacy of
a thousand pounds. This was a gratification
to her noble mind, not only as a mark of re-

spect from her patroness, but as it served to

take oft' that feeling of dependence which must
ever be galling to such a temper as her's.

It was not long before she received a still

further and more considerable addition to her

property, in a manner which served to shew
in a stronger light than we had ever before

been sensible of, the superior excellence of

her character. My cousin, of whom I have
before spoken, died soon after I left England ;

having first made a will in which he be-

queathed to her the sum of three thousand

pounds, being all that he had independent
of his father, after declaring that, impressed
with a sense of her virtues and attractions,
it had been his wish to make her his wife,
but that she had steadily withstood all his
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solicitations, from a determination never to

be the means of planting discord in a family
to which she was so much obliged. This
circumstance discovered to us at once the

cause of our dear Jane's temporary alienation

from us, and removed the only inconsistency
which we had ever discovered in her, to raise

her higher than ever in our esteem. Such a

succession of distressing events, for it was
not indifference which made her refuse my
cousin's proposals, had for some time a con-

siderable effect upon her health ; but a pious

resignation to the decrees of Providence in

time overcame the shock, and though she has

never, I think, since that time possessed such
a flow of vivacity, she is uniformly contented
and cheerful. I remained with them about
a year ; at the end of which time Mr. Monta-

gue came over for me ; and as soon as we were
married we returned to England. We have
made frequent trips over to see them, and last

year, when there, we found my sister so stout

and well, that it was determined she should,
this summer, return to make a trial of her

native air. It has happened, that some cross

accidents have, one after another, obliged the

travelers to be much later in the summer
than they intended ; but I yesterday received

a letter, informing me, that they were just

going on board with a fair wind, and expected
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to be landed in England as soon as I could
receive that intelligence. And as Mr. Mon-
tague is already at Falmouthj waiting to re-

ceive them and to conduct them to London,
it is my intention to set off to-morrow morn-

ing to join them there, and shall be very hap-
py, my dear Fanny, to take you with me, and
restore you to the relation from whom I was

originally the means of separating you."
Fanny's heart beat high at the idea of see-

ing her long-lost aunt, and she was just upon
accepting Mrs. Montague's kind offer, when
the recollection of Miss Hardy's dying situa-

tion darted on her mind. Mrs. Montague,
observing her sudden change of countenance
and conjecturing the cause, kindly tried to

remove her difficulties.
" You know, my

dear Fanny," said she,
"

it is no longer neces-

sary for you to go upon the frugal plan you
have hitherto maintained, for your aunt, you
know, is able, and I can answer, with confi-

dence, for her being equally willing, to do all

in her power to assist both you and your
friends. I will, therefore, for the present be

your banker, and enable you to procure a

nurse to attend upon Miss Hardy, and relieve

your young friend from all trouble and anx-

iety; so that you need have no scruple in

leaving her." Fanny hesitated for some min-

utes; the temptation was very strong, she had
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never before felt so great a wish to gratify
her own inclinations but the struggle was
soon over. "

It is impossible for. me to de-

scribe the pleasure which I should have in

seeing and being acknowledged by my dear

aunt," said she,
"

for the account you.
have been so kind as to give me, has confirm-
ed the impression which I have had from

my infancy of. her character; but I must not

indulge my affection for one friend, at the

expense of duty to others to whom I owe
every service that I can possibly render.

We might hire a nurse for Miss Hardy, but
she has been so long accustomed to Emma
and myself,, that I am very sure no one else

would be able to please her ; so that the fa-

tigue would all fall upon her niece : and

though she would, I know, be very willing
to bear it for the sake of giving me pleasure,.
I should think myself inexcusable in throw-

ing it upon her." Fanny could have added,
that Miss Hardy's temper was worse to bear
than her weakness, and that was sure to fail

entirely upon Emma in her absence, but she
never spoke of the faults of others but from

necessity. Mrs. Montague could not but
admire the generosity and consideration

which dictated Fanny's reply, and forbore to

urge her further: she insisted, however, upon
her taking ten guineas to answer their present
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expenses, and desired that a nurse might be

procured, as she was well assured that such
would be the wish of her friend.

Fanny now began to feel as though she

had been unkind to Emma in keeping her so

long in ignorance of the happy discovery, and
therefore rose to depart.

"
If I must not

take yourself," said Mrs. Montague,
"
you

must at least give me a letter to convey to

my friend, as an evidence that I this time

bring her a true report; for it is so different

from the last which I was the means of con-

veying to her about you, that it will need
some proof to substantiate it." Fanny pro-
mised to comply with her request the next

morning, and then, after making the good
Mrs. Sams a partaker of her happiness, she

hastened home. Emma had become almost

uneasy at the extraordinarily long absence
of her friend, and eagerly inquired, as soon
as Fanny entered the *room, what had detain-

ed her ; whilst Miss Hardy, with her usual pee-
vishness, said,

"
Oh, she has met with some-

thing or other to amuse her, and forgot how
we were spending our time at home." With-
out taking any notice of this unjust remark,

Fanny hastened to give an account of the

events of the morning. As soon as she came
to the part where Mrs. Montague declared
that her aunt -was still living, and likely soon
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to be with her, Emma clasped her hands to-

gether in a transpoit of joy, and exclaimed,
" Oh! how glad I am that she is found, and
will see the effect of her early care of you !"--

"
I am certainly indebted to her for those

qualities which first recommended me to your
father's notice," said Fanny,

" but it is to him
I chiefly owe what little good there is about

me, for without such care as his, my aunt's

instructions would have had little chance of

being long remembered."
" Then I suppose you will leave us direct-

ly
1." said Miss Hardy, whose selfishness was

immediately alarmed at the idea of losing her

best nurse.
" No ma'am," returned the grateful and

affectionate girl,
"

I am sure my dear aunt

herself would have little pleasure in seeing me,
if she found I had left you in your present
situation; for it would be a proof that I was
little deserving of all the, kindness and gene-

rosity which has been shewn me." Miss Har-

dy turned herself over, and a groan of con-

trition escaped her at the recollection of

how little of that kindness had been bestowed

by her.
"
Though I should feel the most sin-

cere pleasure my dear Fanny," (said Emma
ma as her friend finished her narrative,) in

bearing any inconvenience for the sake of
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procuring you pleasure, I will not offend your
ieelings so much as to endeavour to persuade
you to leave us at such a time as this even to

meet your Aunt Jane, for I am sure it is in-

consistent with your character, to purchase

Eleasure

to yourself at so dear a rate to your
-iends."
" How kindly do you judge of me," said

Fanny,
" and how amiable a disposition do

you shew in thus judging of mine ! Oh ! that

your clear father could see what his Emma
now is; how would his heart rejoice in his

daughter!" The recollection of the friend they
had lost, mingled with that of the one just
restored to them, gave a pleasing sadness to

the feelings of these amiable girls, and they
wept from a mixture of thankfulness and

regret.
The letter which Fanny prepared for Mrs.

Montague to convey to her aunt, contained an
affectionate and unaffected expression of

pleasure at the prospect of their re-union after

so long a separation, which she proved to have
had little effect in erasing from her mind the

recollection of her early and affectionate

instructress. She regretted her. inability to

accept of Mrs. Montague's kind offer of taking
her to pay her respects in person, but spoke
of the duties which detained her in such a

manner as to prove that she considered them
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as indispensable. She than gave a concise and
and simple account of the events of her lifer
from the time of her aunt's leaving her ; spoke
with enthusiastic gratitude of Mr. Hardy's
benevolence, and Emma's sisterly affection,
and left her aunt room to conjecture from her
silence only, that Miss Hardy had been less
kind. And concluded with an assurance, that
the time would seem ve'ry long to her till she
had it in her power to embrace the friend
whom she had always so tenderly loved. And
so in reality it proved, for from the time that
she saw Mrs. Montague depart every day
seemed a week in Fanny's imagination. She
felt persuaded that her aunt would answer
her letter immediately; and, contrary to her
usual habits, she spent hours in listless ex-
pectation, and watching for, she scarcely knew
not what. They had, in compliance with
Mrs. Montague's request, got a nurse to attend
upon Miss Hardy ; which left Fanny more
leisure than was at this time desirable, for
she had never before been so little inclined to
turn it to advantage by employing it in self-

improvement. Mrs Montague had been gone
about a week when Miss Hardy, who had
declined very rapidly in that time, shewed
such signs of almost immediate dissolution,
that their kind friend Mrs. Sams had been
with them nearly the whole day. As she did
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not suffer any pain but was almost constantly
in a sort of dose, she required little attend-

ance from her nurses; who however seldom
left her room for a moment. Whilst she was
in one of these sleeps, Fanny by way of a

slight change of posture walked to the win-

dow, where she stood for some time, with her

eyes fixed on the road, but her mind occupied
with the scene of death which was then so

near. She was however in a few minutes at-

tracted with the appearance of an uncom-

monly striking looking female who was hast-

ening along the lane; and though her mind
was so much engaged with subjects of a

different nature, Fanny could not but admire
her elegant figure and graceful walk. Her
attention was still more excited by seeing her

come towards the cottage, but on entering the

little garden, and happening to cast her eyes
to the bed-room window, she immediately
threw a long white veil from her face, when

Fanny's faithful memory immediately disco-

vered the well-remembered features of her

Aunt Jane. She had just enough of presence,
of mind to avoid an exclamation, but running
out of the room, she was in a few instants,

almost without a word being spoken by either,

Jccked in her Aunt's arms. The excess of

juv any more than that of grief, is seldom

Vio'juent; and there had scarcely a connected
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sentence passed between them, when EniVna,
who had been surprised by Fanny's sudden
manner of quitting the room, followed her

down to learn the cause. Fanny immediately
introduced her to her aunt, by whom she was
received with scarcely less pleasure than her

niece had been. When they became more

composed, Miss Markland (for we must now

drop the title of Aunt Jane), informed her

young friends that she and her companions
had arrived in London a day before Mrs.

Montague joined them, and that she had no
sooner heard that lady's welcome intelligence
and read her niece's letter than she determined
to avail herelf of Mrs. Chaters's kindness, who
had begged if she felt inclined to come to

her niece, that she would make her house her

home.
"

I resolved therefore," added Miss Mark-

land,
" to come down immediately and assis;t

you in performing the lastdutiesto Miss Hardy,
and then conduct you to town, where my
friend Miss Clareville is scarcely less anxious

to see you than I was myself. Indeed, nothing
I believe but her sister's superior claims, from
whom she has been so long absent, could have

prevented her from coming down with me."
As Miss Markland ceased speaking, a sound
of feet in the room above informed them that

Mis*. Hardy was awake, and Emma hastened
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up stairs to attend her, but soon returned

saying that, as she thought it would give her
aunt pleasure to hear that they had got
another protectress at the time that they
were about to be deprived of her, she had
told her of Miss Markland's arrival, and that

she had immediately requested to see her,
the summons was obeyed with the greatest

readiness, accompanied by the two girls. As
she entered the room, the invalid made a fee-

ble effort to hold out her hanji to her. Miss
Markland observed the attempt and took it in

an affectionate and respectful manner. Miss

Hardy laboured for some time before she was
able to speak, at length in scarcely articulate

words she said,
"
you will be a friend to my

poor Emma?"" You may depend upon it my dear ma-
dam," replied Miss Markland with earnest-

ness,
" that your niece shall share equally with

my own both in my affection and property,
nor shall I ever consider that any thing
which I can do for Emma will ever repay
my obligations for the kindness which Fanny
has received."
" She owes me nothing," said Miss Hardy,

making a violent effort to speak ;

"
my heart

was hardened against her and I used her

cruelly, but she forgot it all with an angel's

sweetness, and has been a blessing to both
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Emma and me. She has forgiven me; Oh!
that I could forgive myself." Nature coukl

do lio more; the unhapy woman closed

her eyes, and after a few faint struggles ex-

pired.
It was impossible to witness the last mo-

ments of a person with whom they had been
so long and so closely connected without con-

siderable emotions, and Fanny and Emma
hung over the dead body with tears of un-

affected grief. Miss Markland knew too well

how to enter into their feelings to attempt to

check them, till the nurse and Mrs. Sams

wishing to perform the necessary offices,

she drew them gently away from the scene of

death.

As soon as Mrs. Chaters heard of Miss

Hardy's death, she kindly invited the girls to

the Hall, but they both positively declined

leaving the cottage as long as Miss Hardy was
in it, and Miss Markland respecting the mo-
tives which induced them to stay, forbore to

urge them. The funeral was plain, but ac-

companied with every proper mark of atten-

tion and respect to the memory of the

deceased, and as soon as it was over, the girls

accompanied Miss Markland to the Hall where

they only staid long enough to rest themselves
after their fatigue and anxiety and prepare

R3
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their mourning properly before they set off for

London.
Had virtue not furnished its own reward in

a self-approving conscience, the two young
friends could not have failed to be fully recom-

pensed for their conduct in the kindness and
attention which they received from their new
friends, and every day's observation served to

increase the esteem and admiration of all par-
ties. Fanny saw with peculiar interest, that

her childish memory had retained so faithful

a recollection of her aunt's amiable manners
and disposition, and she felt that it would be
her highest ambition to become such a woman,
little conscious how near a resemblance her
other friends already discovered between the

aunt and niece. Emma, whose enthusiastic

admiration of Fanny scarcely knew any mode-
rate bounds, took such delight in relating
anecdotes which served to illustrate her excel-

lencies, though they often told to her own dis-

advantage, that though less strikingly clever

and less conspicuously amiable she was loved

and admired for her unaffected ingenuousness
and warmth of character. The time passed
on so pleasantly, that several weeks had

elapsed before Miss Clareville and Miss Mark-

land, who sfeiil were determined to continue

together, had ever talked of forming an esta-

blishment of their own. One day however,
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when they were all assembled together in

Mrs. Montague's dressing room, Miss Clare-

ville said,
" I think, Jane, we have troubled

my sister so long with our company, and have

now seen all the friends to whom she wished
to introduce us, that it is time we should

begin to think of providing a house for our

large family."
** That is a proposal which I have long

dreaded to hear," said Mrs. Montague ;

"
I

am determined however if possible not to

part with you all, and have been thinking
therefore my dear Emma," added she, turning
to Emma who sat near her, "as you seem the

most unconnected of the party, if I could pre-
vail upon you to become a part of my family
and join me in the education of these two
little girls, it would be a very great acquisi-
tion to both them and me."

" You must not Mrs. Montague," said Miss

Markland, before Emma had time to reply,
"
you must not talk of Emma's being uncon-

nected, for the daughter of Mr. Hardy can

never be otherwise than nearly and dearly
connected with me. And though I am sure

she would be very happy with you, I must

beg leave to decline your kind offer for her at

least for a twelvemonth to come, as I consider

her health to be still so delicate that she re-
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quires more indulgence than she would allow

herself after engaging in an office of trust."
" Thank you my dear aunt," said Fanny

with animation,
"
for being so kindly consider-

ate. You only do Emma justice in believ-

ing she would be so conscientiously scru-

pulous in the performance of her duty, that

ven Mrs. Montague's kindness would not be
able to prevent her from doing mwe than her

health would bear."
" But now," added she,

turning to Mrs. Montague and a modest blush

overspreading her face as she spoke,
" since we

have decided upon Emma's not accepting your
kind offer, willyou allow me ma'am to propose
myself as a substitute."

"
It is what I certainly should consider myself

very fortunate in obtaining," replied Mrs. Mon-

tague,
" but I am almost afraid to think of

again being the means of dividing the aunt
and the niece."

" And would you leave me again so soon

Fanny?" asked Miss Markland in a reproach-
ful tone. " Will you again be a run-a-way ?"

" Take care," said Fanny, playfully,
"

lest

I turn the tables and prove you to have been
the run-a-way ; for, you know, you left me
at the little cottage, and there you found me
again as soon as ever you came back to it.

But," added she, in a graver tone,
" the

separation which is not likely to be more than
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the length of a street, will be so trifling as

scarcely to deserve the name. And as I

think it right, whilst I am young and strong,
to do something for myself rather than be an

unnecessary burden upon you, it would be a

pity, I am sure, to lose so desirable a situation

as the present.""
Though my inclination is strongly against

you, Fanny," said Miss Markland,
"
my judg-

ment so fully approves of your arguments that

I will make no further opposition."
" And though it disappoints me of part of

the pleasure I thought myself secure of, in

having so large and pleasant a family about

me," added Miss Clareville,
"

I cannot pos-

sibly object to what 1 know will be so much
to the advantage of those most dear to me."

" But do you think, Fanny," said Emma,
" that I can consent to live at my ease whilst

you are working for your bread ?"
"

I do not apprehend," replied Fanny,
smiling,

" that my bread will be earned with

any more labour than will barely serve to

make it sweeter, nor do I wish you not to

follow my example when you are stronger.
At present, however, you must submit to re-

main with my aunt, and repay her for her
kindness to me by giving her an opportunity
of being equally so to you."

Mrs. Montague's little girls had listened
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with great anxiety to this contest between
the two young friends. Harriet discovered

by her countenance only the interest which
she felt; but the little Isabella, less accus-

tomed to govern her feelings, whispered,
"

I

hope, mamma, Miss Edwin will stay with us,

do not you?" Her mother gave her a motion
for silence, but not before Emma had ob-

served and understood her anxiety."
I will dispute the subject no longer with

you, Fanny," said she,
** for this little girl

has decided it. I see she wishes for you,
and

I will not disappoint her." The little girl,

fearful that she had offended Emma, whom
she really loved, though in a less degree than

she did Fanny, ran to her, and clasping her
arms about her neck,

" It is not that we do
not love you very dearly, and should like to

have you with us always, but
"

" But you have been more clever at

finding out Miss Edwin's ornaments than I

was at your age," said Emma, interrupting
her and kissing her affectionately." What do you mean ?" asked Isabella.

<e When my father first told me he had

brought a little playfellow that he hoped I

should be very fond of," replied Emma,
"

I

asked if she were handsomely dressed ; for I

was so silly a little girl as to think smart

clothes the most desirable things in the world.
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he told me that she had some of the prettiest
ornaments he had ever seen. I was exceed-

ingly anxious to see my new companion, to

determine whether I could get any like them ;

but when I found she was very meanly clothed,
I began to think my father had only been jest-

ing with me ; and it was long before I found
out what ornaments he referred to."
"

I dare say," interrupted Harriet,
" he

meant that she was so sweet tempered and
amiable."

"
Yes, my dear children," said Mrs. Mon-

tague,
" the rich may adorn themselves in

gay clothes and expensive trinkets, but amia-
lle manners and a well regulated-mind> are

the only truly valuable ornaments."
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56 Innocent Poetry for Infant Minds ; by the

author f
*'

Industry and Idleness/' and "
Precept

and Example," fourth Edition, considerably improv.
ed, with several Copper. plates, price Is

57 A First or Mother's Dictionary for C/W-
dren; containing upwards of Three Thousand Eight
Hundred Words, which occur most frequently in

Books and Conversation ; sim'ply and familiarly

explained and interspersed throughout with occasion,

al remarks: the whore adapted to the capacities of

Younger Pupils. By Anna Brownwell Murphy,
18mo. price 4s Gd bound

T
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58 Industry and Idleness, a pleasing and instruc-

tive Tale for Good Little Girls, in words not ex.

ceeding two syllables. A new Edition, corrected,

price Is

59 A School Dictionary, or Entick's English

Dictionary, abridged, and adapted to the use of

Schools; containing only the roots of words, and those

of importance and utility, and omitting derivative,

obsolete, vulgar and unusual words. By the Rev.
David Blair, author of the " First or Mother's Cate-

chism," third Edition, with numerous improvements,

price 3s bound

60 An Outline of Scripture History ; with an

Introduction to the Church Catechism, by A Lady
for the use of her Children, price 6<i

61 Precept and Example, or Midsummer Holi-

days; to which is added, the Mother's Reward^ or

Christmas Holidays, a new edition improved. By
Mary Belson, author of the "

Orphan Boy," price
Is 6d half bound

6'2 The Royal Museum^ or Picture Book, con-

taining a large number of engraved subjects, price 6d



Improved Books for Children.

PENMANSHIP.

Executed by the best Masters, and beautifully

Engraved.

63 Large Text Copies, several sorts, 6d each

64 Round Text ditto ditto

65 Round Hand ditto, various ditto

66 Small Hand ditto ditto

67 Running Hand ditto ditto

68 Geographical Small Hand Copies, quite new,

price 6d each

69 Scripture Selections, various sorts, in Run-

ning Hand, 6d each

70 A complete Collection of Ciphers, in Two
Parts, 6d each Part

71 Select Pieces on various subject?, in plain and

ornamental Penmanship, price 6d each

72 German Text Copies, price 6d

73 Roman Print Copies, ditto

74 Engrossing Copies, or Modern Law Penman-

ship, price 6d

75 R,ound Hand Exercise Copies, to accompany
Grammatical, Geographical^ Historical, and other

Exercises, price 6d

T 3
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76 Round Hand Exercise Copies, to accompany
French Exercises and Translations, so arranged, that

that the pupil may, at one glance, find any letter he

wants as well as Monosyllables in common use,

price 6d

77 Holiday Piece- Book, ornamented, containing
blanks for the pupil to fill up, price Is 6d

78 A new Geographical Chart, for the Use of

Schools and private Students, designed and written

by W. Thrackway, Walworth, price Is 6d. With a

Key to ditto

79 A Chronological Table, containing the sue-

cession of the Kings of England, from the Conquest
to the present time. Designed and written by W.
Thrackwray, Walworth, price Is 6d. With a Key
to ditto 6d

80 Ten Alphabets , consisting of German Text,
Old English, Roman Print, Italic Print, and En.

grossing ; price 3d

This beautiful engraved 4to Sheet is a useful refer,

ence for Schools, Painters, Engravers, and Sculptors,
and cannot be obtained in any other form without

purchasing expensive Publications ; beside the con-

venience of displaying the whole under one view

in a small compass, at a very trifling charge.
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CARDS.

81 Instructive Conversation Cards; consisting of

thirty.two Biographical Sketches of eminent British

Characters, in a neat Case, price 2s

82 Instructive Conversation Cards, containing a

Description of thirty-two of the most distinguished
Places in England, Price 2s in a neat case

83 Poetical Looking-glass ; or, Entertaining and

Instructive Mirror for Young Ladies and Gentlemen.

By Bob Short, price Is

84 Trades on Cards, with many Coppet-plate

Engravings, price Is

85 Quadrupeds on Cards, for the Instruction and

Amusement of Youth, in the study of Natural

History, price Is

86 Sixteen Cards in Natural History, with

entertaining descriptions and many Engravings,

price Is

87 An Entire New Pack of Puzzle Cards, |for

the entertainment of young people, by a Friend to

Innocent Mirth, price Is

88 Practical Multiplication Cards, on a plan

adapted to render the study of Arithmetic easy,

price Is
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GAMES.

8p Newton's New Game of Virtue Rewarded and
I'ice Punished, for the Amusement of Youth of both

Sexes; on Canvas, with a Case and Tetotum, Counters
and Pyramids, complete, price 9s

90 Newton's New Game of the Mansion of
Bliss ; on Canvas with Tetotum, Counters and Py.
ramids, complete, price 9s

9t The Seven Puzzles ; on Canvas, in Case, de-

signed for the entertainment of a Winter's Evening,

price 2s 6d

92 Walker's New Geographical Game, exhibiting
a Tour through Europe, on Canvas, and in Case,
with Tetotum, and Counters, complete, price 6s

93 Walker's Game of England and Wales; a new

Geographical Pastime, on Canvas, and in Case, with

Tetotum, Counters, &c. complete, price 6s

94 Walker's Tour Through, Ireland, a new Geo-

graphical Pastime, price 6s

95 Walker's Tour Through Scotland ; a new Geo-

graphical Pastime, price 6s
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DISSECTED MAPS

Are submitted to the Notice of Schools, and
those who have the care of Youth, as affording
them useful information, blended with amuse-

ment, all of which are of Mahogany, and will

not warp, and warranted perfect.

England and Wales, price 3s 6d

The Same, . . 7s 6<1

The Same, . . 10s 6d

Europe, . . 3s 6d

The Same, . . 7s 6d

The Same, . . 10s 6d

The World in Hemispheres, price 5s

The Same, price 7s 6<J

The Same, price I Os 6d

And every other kind of Dissected Maps, at-

various prices, according to their size.

THE FOLLOWING WHOLE SHEET MAPS ARE
CLEARLY ENGRAVED AND COLOURED,

PRICE 6(1. EACH.

1 Western Hemisphere, or New World

2 Eastern ditto, or Old World
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3 Europe
4 Denmark

5 Sweden, Denmark and Norway
6 Russia in Europe
7 Russian Empire
8 Scotland

9 England

10 United Kingdom of England, Scotland, and
Ireland

11 Ireland

12 France

13 Holland

14 Poland and Prussia

15 Netherlands

16 Germany
17 Switzerland

18 Hungary

19 Spain and Portugal

20 Italy

21 Turkey in Europe
22 Ditto in Asia

23 China

24 East Indies

25 Persia
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26 Asia

27 Hindoston

28 Africa

29 North America

30 United States of America

3 1 West Indies

32 South America

33 Arabia

34 Egypt

35 Greece

36 Mercator's Chart of the World

37 Romanum Imperium

38 Grscia Antiqua

96 A new whole Sheet Map of England and

Wales, by Mr. Brooks, with the whole of the Turn,

pike and other Roads, laid down with great care,

being a complete Traveling Companion, price 3s 6d

97 Ditto ditto in a neat Case for the Pocket,

price 6s

98 Ward's Plan of London, on a Sheet, coloured,

price Is and with the East and West India and
London Docks, price Is 6d

99 Ditto on Canvass in a Case for the Pocket,
without the Docks, price 2s 6d

100 Ditto Ditto with Docks in Case, price 3s 6d
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DISSECTED PUZZLES.

Goldsmith's Deserted Village, illustrated with

very neat Engravings. The Poem is handsomely
engraved on Copper, and will be found a

Curiosity,
well adapted for the purposes of a present, price 8s

Price 4s 6d each

My Father, with coloured Plates.

My Mother, . . ditto

My Sister, . . ditto

My Brother, . . ditto

My Bible, . . ditto

My Governess, . ditto

My Son, . . ditto

My Daughter, . ditto

My Childhood, . ditto

My Pony, . . ditto

The Poem of Gratitude, with coloured Plates

The Infant's Pastoral Hymn, called My Shep.
herd, or the Lambkin's confession.

WITETA LARGE ASSORTMENT OF OTH-

ERS, FROM ONE SHILLING AND SIX-
PENCE TO EIGHT SHILLINGS.
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SCHOOL BOOKS.

Of most kinds are also kept, and Schools sup"

plied on the usual Terms.

%* A Quantity of Damaged Books to he

'Sold Cheap.Hi
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